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Abstract (DRAFT)

Energy recovery linacs (ERL’s) have been emphasised by the recent (2020) update of
the European Strategy for Particle Physics as one of the most promising technology
for the accelerator base of future high energy physics. They are indeed beginning to
assert their potential as game changers in the field of accelerators and their applications.
Their unique combination of bright, linac-like beam quality with high average current
and extremely flexible time structure, unprecedented operating efficiency and compact
footprint opens the door to previously unattainable performance regimes. This paper
summarises the previous achievements on ERLs and the status of the field and its basic
technology items. The main possible future contributions and applications of ERLs to
particle and nuclear physics as well as industrial developments are presented. Many
of the single resulting requirements will be or have been already met in the ongoing
concerted effort, which will move the field forward with complementary facilities. A
corresponding roadmap is established, describing major opportunities, new facilities,
milestones, deliverables and necessary investments, as a coherent global effort to meet
expectations in the next five years and further ahead. It thus is realistic to predict that
a viable technical ERL base will originate in the not distant future serving as a reliable
input to strategic high energy physics decisions to come.
The paper includes a vision for the further future, beyond 2030, as well as a com-

parative data base for the main existing and forthcoming ERL facilities. At hand is
an unprecedented technology combining strongly enhanced performance of electron and
photon beam based physics with sustainable power consumption, by using the deceler-
ated beam for new acceleration, and with non-radiative waste, as the beam is dumped
at injection energy. A series of continuous innovations, such as on intense electron
sources or high quality superconducting cavity technology, will massively contribute to
the development of accelerator physics at large. Industrial applications potentially are
revolutionary and may carry the development of ERLs much further, establishing an-
other shining example of the impact of particle physics on society and its technical
foundation with a view on sustaining nature.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Magic Principle of Energy Recovery, its
Promises and Past

1.1.1. History
The idea of an energy-recovery linac traces back to Maury Tigner [1] in 1965. He was
looking at ways to enhance the current in a collider for high-energy physics. Accelerating
two beams, colliding them, and then dumping them is extremely inefficient. If one could
recover the energy of the beams in the same cavities in which they were accelerated,
then the efficiency of the machine could be greatly increased. The design of the final
dump also becomes much simpler. Though the idea was sound, the implementation of an
efficient solution relied on the development of reliable superconducting radiofrequency
(SRF) accelerating cavities. These were developed over the next decade. The first large
use of SRF cavities was at the High Energy Physics Lab (HEPL) at Stanford University.
Researchers there installed a recirculation loop with the capability of varying the path
length so that the electrons in a second pass through the accelerating cavities could be
either accelerated or decelerated. Both options were demonstrated. This was the first
ERL with SRF cavities [2]. This type of ERL is called same-cell energy recovery. The
beam was not used for anything, and the current was pulsed, but evidence for energy
recovery was clearly seen in the RF power requirements during the beam pulse.
Other demonstrations of energy recovery with room-temperature cavities were carried

out at Chalk River [3] and Los Alamos National Lab [4]. The Los Alamos demonstration
used coupled accelerating and decelerating cavities, and it had an FEL in the beamline
so the overall FEL efficiency could, in principle, be increased, but the cavity losses and
the RF transport losses led to an overall increase in the RF power required, showing the
advantage of using nearly lossless SRF cavities in the same-cell energy recovery mode.
During the early development of CEBAF at what is now Jefferson Lab, the ability to

recirculate beam in the newly-developed SRF cavities was tested in the Front End Test
(FET) [5], where the beam was recirculated in a fashion similar to the HEPL experiment.
The current in this case, however, could be run continuously, and both recirculation (two
accelerating passes) and an energy-recovery configuration were demonstrated.
While all of this technology development work was taking place, several authors noted

that the ERL was a natural way to increase the overall efficiency of a Free-Electron Laser
(FEL) since the FEL usually only takes about 1 % of the energy of the electron beam
out as laser radiation and then dumps the rest. If one could recover most of the power
from beam at the exit of the FEL, one could greatly enhance the overall efficiency of the
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laser. The Los Alamos experiment demonstrated some of the concepts of an ERL-based
FEL but was a low-average-power, pulsed device.
This led to the development of an IR Demo project at Jefferson Lab [6], based on the

same cryomodules that had been developed for CEBAF. This was a resounding success,
exceeding all of the ambitious goals that had been established with a 35–48 MeV, 5 mA
electron beam producing 2.1 kW of IR outcoupled to users. This enabled the development
of an even more ambitious goal: to increase the power levels by a factor of ten. This was
achieved by a rebuild of the recirculation arcs and an increase of the electron energy.
This facility circulated 9 mA at up to 150 MeV, still the highest current that has been
recirculated in an SRF ERL [7]. There was a considerable amount of beam optics studies
which laid the foundation for the design of later ERL facilities.
The ERLs at Jefferson Lab were important demonstrations that one can produce

high beam power without a large installed RF power source. The IR Upgrade ERL
operated with over 1.1 MW of beam power with only about 300 kW of installed RF,
thus demonstrating the most basic reason for building an ERL. Other devices were also
built, however, which pushed other frontiers. Novosibirsk has built two ERLs using
room-temperature cavities [8]. With the copper losses of the cavities, the efficiency is
not high, but they were able to recirculate up to 30 mA of average current, still the
record for recirculated current. The two ERLs are used for far-infrared FELs in a very
active user program.
A group at JAERI built an ERL that used novel cryogenic cooling at long wavelengths

to produce a very efficient ERL. They also pushed the efficiency of the FEL to record
levels for an ERL [9].
The group at KEK commissioned a high-current ERL test machine that is designed

for currents up to 100 mA and demonstrated 1 mA of beam recirculation before losing
funding. The photocathode gun operates at 500 kV, the highest of any photocathode
gun [10].
An ERL similar in design to the Jefferson Lab ERL, ALICE, was built at the Dares-

bury Lab. It operated pulsed due to radiation and refrigeration concerns but demon-
strated both THz production and IR FEL operation [11]. ALICE was shut down after
ten years of successful operation, having achieved its objectives.
As part of an ERL program for a light source, Cornell commissioned an injector with

the highest average current demonstrated from a photocathode injector [12]. Following
this, they reused the gun, booster and a single cryomodule as the basis for CBETA.
The arcs that return the beam to the cryomodule used a novel technique, Fixed-Field
Alternating-Gradient (FFAG) transport, to demonstrate the first multi-pass energy re-
covery in an SRF-based ERL [13].

1.1.2. The Technology
Energy-Recovery Linacs are an extremely efficient technique for accelerating high-average-
current electron beams. In an ERL, a high-average-current electron beam is accelerated
to relativistic energies in (typically) a superconducting RF CW linear accelerator. The
beam is then used for its intended purpose, i.e., providing a gain medium for a free-
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electron laser, synchrotron light production, a cooling source for ion beams, or a beam
for colliding against ions. The application usually creates a large increase in the energy
spread or emittance of the electron beam, but the majority of the beam power remains.
To recover this power, the beam is then sent back through the accelerator again, only
this time roughly 180° off the accelerating RF phase. The beam is therefore decelerated
as it goes through the linac, putting its power back into the RF fields. Eventually, the
beam energy becomes so low that transport of the beam becomes awkward, so the beam
is dumped with some (small) residual energy.
Three major system benefits accrue from this manipulation: the required RF power

(and its capital cost and required electricity) is significantly reduced, the beam power
that must be dissipated in the dump is reduced by a large factor, and often the electron
beam dump energy can be reduced below the photo-neutron threshold, minimizing the
activation of the dump region, so the required shielding of the facility can be reduced.
The cost savings associated with incorporation of energy recovery must be balanced
against the need to provide a beam transport system to re-inject the beam to the linac
for recovery. If significant growth in the energy spread or emittance of the electron
beam has occurred in the process of utilizing the beam, then this transport system can
necessitate significant manipulation of the beam phase space. These techniques are well
understood by now, but a new machine requires considerable care in the design phase
to minimize operational problems.
There are additional benefits that accrue from the geometry and physics of such a

machine. An ERL has the ability to supply extremely low emittances (of approximately
equal value in both planes) for the production of synchrotron light with high peak
and average brightness, or for electron beam cooling. Additionally, the ERL has the
advantage of being able to optimize beta functions independently without exceeding the
dynamic aperture limitations that rings present.
Finally, the ability of the ERL to operate at low charges with small longitudinal emit-

tances enables the production of very short electron pulses at extremely high repetition
rates. To achieve these benefits requires careful design, including answering a number
of physics issues.
There are several hardware aspects that have been improved to enable the potential of

ERLs, notably SRF cavity design to allow high currents, including damping of unwanted
Higher Order Modes (HOMs) to avoid beam break-up issues. However, the continual
improvement in ERL capability is still pushing the technology limits in several areas,
including SRF. Another active research area is the development of a high-current, ultra-
high-brightness, CW electron source. Extensive development efforts for CW sources
have been undertaken at many laboratories, and substantial efforts are also required for
appropriate diagnostics.
However, the following sections will show convincingly that the fundamental principles

of ERLs have been successfully demonstrated, not just once, but across the globe. There
can no longer be any doubt that an ERL can be built and achieve its goals. All of the
subjects have now been addressed at some level, but not always simultaneously. It is
generally believed (and history bears this out) that progress in accelerator performance
usually requires steps of about a factor of ten. Less than this is usually a waste of
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valuable resources, more than this can lead to failure due to the unexpected collusion of
multiple extensions of existing technology. For ERLs to be adopted for larger machines,
it will be necessary to have a demonstration ERL with parameters that require mastery
of all the potential problem areas, with a beam power of ∼ 10 MW. PERLE [14] is such
a machine and opens the way for future large ERLs.

1.2. Particle Physics and the Importance of ERLs
For decades, a large community of particle physicists, theorists, experimentalists, in
collaboration with ingenious engineers and technicians, has written history, opening a
new chapter of physics and understanding of nature following the birth of quantum
theory a hundred years ago. The weak, the electromagnetic and the strong interactions
could be described very successfully by an SU(2)L × U(1) × SU(3)c gauge field theory.
Following the example of QED, renormalisation led to calculable predictions, while the
principle of spontaneous symmetry breaking was confirmed with the discovery of the
Higgs Boson by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC about 10 years ago.
Over time, the roles of experiment and theory had been of varying, in a way alter-

nating importance. Prior to the discovery of quark substructure at Stanford in 1968,
views on the principles of particle physics were, for example, on Young-Mills theories,
perceived to be rather abstract, or on S-Matrix theory and a few invariance principles
for strong interaction, which evaded a perturbative description for it was indeed strong.
While that wasn’t much theoretical guidance in the fifties, experimenters found an in-
creasing number of particles and began to look closer to lepton-lepton and lepton-hadron
collisions. By the end of the seventies, which Weinberg describes as otherwise a “most
miserable peace time" [15], the main elements of the Standard Model had emerged and
theory had become so predictive, that for the subsequent decades of experimentation
at hadron-hadron, lepton-hadron and electron-positron colliders, essentially all results
confirmed the SM - with discoveries (as of gluons, W , Z bosons and heavier quarks),
and with ever more precise measurements accompanied by persisting searches for BSM
phenomena.
Now that we have the SM and the Higgs Boson, theory has been confirmed in its sim-

plest configuration, doublets, triplets, mixing etc. albeit neutrinos oscillate. “Changing
the point of view of physicists" [15] is a due task, as we leave the decades of confirming
our theoretical base.
Currently, the LHC experiments produce annually hundreds of first class publications,

non-collider experiments search for BSM physics occurring in loops, with recent puzzles
such as on g − 2 of the muon, and the LHC is preparing for a more intense luminosity
phase (HL-LHC). For the future of particle physics, given the long lead time of its
accelerator projects, two questions become slowly pressing: i) could that SM be the end of
insight, the end of particle physics? and ii), how can we proceed most sensibly, meaning
physics reach, diversity and resources, in probing its consistency to look beyond?
As to the first question, much now resembles the fifties - theory provides questions,

but no firm answers. Specifically, the SM has known, fundamental deficiencies: a pro-
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liferation of too many parameters, a missing explanation of the repetitive quark and
lepton family pattern, an unresolved left-right asymmetry in the neutrino sector related
to lepton-flavour non-conservation, an unexplained flavour hierarchy, the intriguing ques-
tion of parton confinement and others. The Standard Model carries the boson-fermion
asymmetry, it mixes the three interactions but has no grand unification, the proton is
stable, it needs experiment to determine the parton dynamics inside the proton, has no
prediction for the existence of a yet lower layer of substructure, and it does not explain
the difference between leptons and quarks. Moreover, the SM has missing links to Dark
Matter, possibly through Axions, and Quantum Gravity, while string theory still resides
apart. The Standard Model is a phenomenologically successful theory, fine tuned to
describe a possibly metastable universe [16].
Principally new theories would be required to “turn the SM on its head" while, as

Steven Weinberg also stated not long ago: “There isn’t a clear idea to break into the
future beyond the Standard Model" [15], it remains the conviction, as Gian Giudice
described it in his eloquent “imaginary conversation" with the late Guido Altarelli, that
“A new paradigm change seems to be necessary" [17] in the “Dawn of the post naturalness
era".
Apparently, particle physics is as interesting, challenging and far reaching as it ever

was in recent history. It yet needs revolutionary advances in insight, observation and
technologies, not least for its accelerator base. It demands that new generation hadron-
hadron, electron-hadron and pure lepton colliders be developed and realised. Hardly a
new paradigm can be established with just one type of collider in the future. The field
needs global cooperation, trust and complementarity of its techniques, a lesson learned
from the exploration of the Fermi scale with the Tevatron, HERA and LEP/SLC, and
similarly before when the Spp̄S collider, fixed target muon- and neutrino-hadron scat-
tering experiments and PETRA/PEP/Tristan established the Standard Model, together
with subsequent lower energy experiments such as Babar, BELLE and BES-II.
Energy Recovery, described in the previous section and throughout this paper, is at

the threshold to become one of the main means for the advancement of accelerators in
an indeed dramatic way. Recycling the kinetic energy of a used beam for accelerating
a newly injected beam, i.e. minimising the power consumption, avoiding the emittance
growth of storage rings and a dump at injection energy - these are the key elements of
a novel accelerator concept, invented half a century ago [18], which is almost ripe for re-
newing our field. The potential of this technique may indeed be compared with the finest
innovations of accelerator technology such as by Wideroe, Lawrence, Veksler, Kerst, van
der Meer and others during the twentieth century. While muon colliders radiate heavily
into the surrounding and like plasma wakefield technology are reaching out into the far
future, ERL is indeed a green technology close to be exploited. It so corresponds to the
expectation of F.Bordry, expressed recently, according to which “there will be no future
large-scale science project without an energy management component, an incentive for
energy efficiency and energy recovery among the major objectives" [19].
While the future of hadron colliders, such as FCC-hh or HE-LHC, relies on a reliable

boost of superconducting, high-field dipole magnet technology, new ERL proposals are
close to becoming the base of future energy frontier electron-hadron [20, 21] and e+e− [22,
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23] colliders with luminosities enhanced by orders of magnitude, extended kinematic
reach and reduced power consumption.
It is the key purpose of the current study to evaluate the performance prospects and

to characterise the required R&D that would be necessary for ERLs to become a reliable
technology. When supported and successful, this will open new avenues not only for the
future of energy frontier particle physics but similarly for new generations of low energy
particle and nuclear physics experiments and as well novel, potentially revolutionary
industrial developments through the application of ERL based techniques, as are also
described subsequently.

1.3. Outline
Chapter 2 describes ERLs that have closed down but still hold records in some technol-
ogy, as well as those currently in operation, while Chapter 3 describes the new facilities
that are being proposed. The Appendix lists the parameters of these facilities, showing
the steady improvement in performance attained and still to be demonstrated. Chap-
ter 4 describes the technology challenges, and Chapter 5 describes the future uses of
the ERL facilities for Particle physics research (both high-energy physics and nuclear
physics). Chapter 6 describes the major industrial uses of ERLs. Chapter 7 addresses
the special role that ERLs can play in sustainability. Finally, Chapter 8 describes the
roadmap that the Panel recommends to enable ERLs to take their rightful place on the
world stage.
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2. ERL—Facilities and Current Status
This section addresses the ERLs that have closed and those that are still active. In order
to limit the history, only those ERLs that still hold a record for at least one parameter
have been retained. Figure 2.1 shows where all the facilities lie on a plot of energy versus
circulating current.
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Figure 2.1.: The landscape of past, present, and proposed ERLs. The dashed lines are
contours of constant beam power.

To date, CW facilities have been limited to . 2 MW (the Jefferson Lab FEL) for a
single-pass ERL. BINP has pursued a different strategy with a pulsed, normal-conducting
acceleration system. They have achieved 5 MW in a four-pass ERL, the highest power
achieved anywhere. Normal-conducting ERLs may have a place in the future landscape,
but probably not for high-energy colliders. The highest energy recirculated, 6 GeV, is the
one-pass ERL test at CEBAF, with a five-pass test being planned. PERLE is the only
proposal for a multi-pass CW ERL with 10 MW circulating beam power, a necessary
first step towards LHeC.
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However, the ERLs currently operating are pushing the limits in a variety of tech-
nologies, and are invaluable in moving the field forward. The efforts to increase the gun
current with small emittance have been successful (75 mA at CBETA with a DC gun,
100 mA with an SRF gun), but a current this high has not been recirculated at this
time. These technology challenges will be addressed in Chapter 4.

2.1. Completed Facilities
2.1.1. ALICE at Daresbury
Accelerators and Lasers in Combined Experiments (ALICE) was an ERL operational
from 2005 to 2016 at STFC Daresbury Laboratory in the United Kingdom. Originally
conceived as a test facility and technology demonstrator for FELs, it matured over its
life into a round-the-clock operational facility for user experiments in the life sciences.
Figure 2.2 shows a photograph of the machine.

Figure 2.2.: ALICE photographed in 2014 looking over the injection line and return arc
to the 2 K cryogenic coldbox and distribution to the booster module (right)
and linac (left). The gun is behind the booster, and the chicane and FEL
lie behind the cryosystem. The outward arc and dump lie beyond the left
wall in a second bunker.
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Conception

Daresbury Laboratory was the site of the world’s first dedicated X-ray Synchrotron
Radiation Source (SRS, 1980–2008). A third-generation replacement for the SRS, the
DIAMOND light source, had been designed by the team at Daresbury, but a decision
was made to site this at Harwell in 2000. Daresbury was then tasked to develop ideas
for the next generation of light sources, strongly felt to be Free-Electron Lasers (FELs).
The UK synchrotron user community were loath to lose the capability of high average

power in the development of X-ray FELs for the UK, it being necessary to drive them
with a linac rather than a storage ring. Therefore, the possibility of utilising an ERL
to drive an FEL was deemed attractive. This led to the founding of the 4GLS project
in 2000 [24]. The 4GLS concept included a 100 mA, 600 MeV ERL driving an EUV
to soft X-ray FEL. Given the multiple new technologies required for such a machine,
for example DC photocathode guns, CW superconducting RF, energy-recovery transport
and beam instrumentation, of which there was no UK expertise, it was viewed as essential
to construct a test facility to develop skills. This prototype was called the Energy
Recovery Linac Prototype (ERLP, later renamed ALICE, Accelerators and Lasers in
Combined Experiments). At this time, the success of the Jefferson Lab IR-DEMO FEL
was recognised [25], and a collaboration was established between JLab and Daresbury
Laboratory to aid the development of ALICE.

Construction

Construction commenced in 2003 in a repurposed shielded bunker that had formerly been
the experimental area for the defunct Nuclear Structure Facility. The major components
were: a 350 kV DC photocathode gun based on the JLab design with GaAs cathodes
with internal re-caesiation system [26], a 2 K LHe cryosystem with 120 W capacity, and
two Stanford / Rossendorf type cryomodules, each containing two 9-cell TESLA 1.3 GHz
cavities [27]. The design beam energy after the booster was 8 MeV and after the linac
35 MeV. The installed RF power was 52 kW in the booster and 13 kW in the linac. The
IR-Demo wiggler re-engineered for variable gap and a 9 m optical cavity working at the
5th subharmonic of the 81.25 MHz bunch repetition rate comprised the oscillator FEL.
Various options were considered for the lattice design, coalescing on a racetrack with

triple-bend achromat arcs at either end with independently variable first- and second-
order longitudinal compaction, one of which was mounted on a movable trombone table
to vary the total path length over one RF wavelength. The ALICE layout is shown
in Fig. 2.3. The injection line was forced to be overly long due to layout restrictions
in the bunker, causing difficulties during commissioning; this was exacerbated by a
lack of diagnostics within the straight immediately prior to injection. By 2005, all
equipment specifications were complete, the photoinjector laser had been installed and
commissioned and the magnets, IOTs, gun, SF6 vessel, and DC HV assembled. Problems
with the gun ceramic and buncher delayed beam commissioning, but first beam was
achieved in August 2006. 2007 was plagued by issues with the cryogenic system and
gun ceramic; it also became apparent that there were faults in the manufacturing of the
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Figure 2.3.: The ALICE layout within the ex-NSF bunker. The gun and booster at the

top, outward arc and EMMA extraction at the bottom, laser, diagnostics
and control rooms on the left. The arcs were 6.5 m across and 28 m apart,
leading to ∼ 180 ns flight time between acceleration and deceleration.

cryomodules. These were some of the very first TESLA-type cryomodules to be produced
by ACCEL (now Research Instruments), and they had become badly contaminated
during integration. This led to significant field emission, which limited the linac gradient
throughout the life of ALICE. Additional shielding needed to be installed to protect the
RF control racks from radiation damage, and ALICE operated at 27 MeV rather than
the intended 35 MeV. This situation was later somewhat alleviated after pulsed He
processsing in 2013. Poor performance of the boosted IOT co-axial couplers precluded
the intended eventual move from a macropulsed system to CW operation.

Operational Working Point

The longitudinal match was a point-to-parallel longitudinal phase space double shear and
reverse. The bunch was injected at 6.5 MeV, then chirped and accelerated at nominal−8°
(rising side of crest) to 27 MeV, followed by linearisation and compression in the outward
arc and chicane, respectively. The longitudinal transport parameters were R56 = 0 m
(arc) and 0.028 m (chicane), T566 = −2.9 m (arc) and −0.4 m (chicane). The FEL lasing
increased the energy spread from 0.4 % to 5 % FW and decreased the mean energy
by 2 %. After lasing, the bunch was decompressed and de-linearised in the return arc
(R56 = −0.028 m, T566 = 2.9 m) to “paint” the bunch back onto the RF waveform for
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deceleration. On re-entering the linac, the bunch was dechirped and decelerated on −8°
(falling side of trough). It was then dumped below the injection energy at 6.0 MeV, as
energy is lost to the FEL lasing. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
There were various modes of transverse match, developed through a combination

of design and operational learning, each tailored to the application under use. For
example, during Compton backscattering runs, a 30 µm round spot with zero divergence
was created after the FEL on entrance to the return arc for interaction with the TW
laser. During FEL runs, a few mm elliptical waist was created along the wiggler.

Figure 2.4.: ALICE longitudinal phase space showing the point-to-parallel match (top),
bunch current profile at each stage (middle), and OTR images of the beam
from the return arc showing FEL-lasing induced energy spread increase and
mean energy drop (bottom).

Commissioning & User Exploitation

In 2008, the booster needed to be sent to ACCEL for repair, and a smaller-diameter
ceramic from Stanford was installed temporarily in the gun, allowing commissioning at
a reduced voltage of 230 kV. After this, fast progress was made: first beam through
the booster in October and linac in December. Just before Christmas 2008, full energy
recovery was achieved at 20.8 MeV with 10 pC charge (Fig. 2.5), followed by 100 % energy
recovery at 80 pC bunch charge in 2009. Figure 2.6 shows the RF demand falling to zero
on recovery.
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DRAFTFigure 2.5.: ALICE commissioning team celebrating first energy recovery in the control
room in 2008.

Coinciding with the onset of user operations, the 4GLS project was cancelled, and
ERLP was renamed to ALICE. The first beamline exploited by users was the broadband
THz source in 2009, which utilised a pick-off mirror within the vacuum chamber of the
fourth dipole in the compression chicane. The coherent radiation of the ∼ 1 ps FW long
bunches peaking at 0.3 THz was transported to the diagnostic room located∼ 10 m away.
The source had 70 kW peak power and 23 mW average power [28, 29]. The same year, an
experiment demonstrating inverse Compton scattering (or Compton backscattering) was
performed using a dedicated 10 TW laser system. This experiment produced ∼ 30 keV
X-rays in a head-on configuration [30, 31].
The main purpose of ALICE was to drive the IR-FEL, the commissioning of which

was undertaken in 2010, with first lasing achieved in October [32]. Good operational
reliability of the FEL was achieved in 2012 after the photocathode gun had been reworked
to include a re-manufactured ceramic at the original diameter specification. This allowed
325 kV operation and consequent reduction of the beam emittance to 2 mm mrad. The
output radiation had a peak power of 3 MW with a single-pass gain of 25 % and was
continuously tunable in the range of 5–10 µm. It operated with user experiments in the
application of FEL-beam-illuminated microscopy to cancer diagnosis for five years [33,
34, 35].
Machine studies interleaved with the user programme established a detailed under-

standing of the beam dynamics, in particular the performance of the gun and the longi-
tudinal behaviour of the TBA arcs [36, 37].
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Figure 2.6.: ALICE 100 % energy recovery at 20.8 MeV with 80 pC bunch charge in 2009.

Traces show the RF demand from the two linac cavities. Left: A movable
dump is inserted to block the return beam before re-entering the linac; we
see the 100 µs bunch train drawing power to accelerate. Right: On removal
of the dump, we see the RF demand fall to zero.

Summary

By the final run, ALICE successfully operated 24 hours per day, 7 days per week for
an uninterrupted 3 months for external users. However, ALICE had originally been
intended as a short-lived (18 months) test bed and learning tool. As a consequence
of this history, by 2015 many components had gone well beyond their intended life,
in particular the cryosystem was now of relatively primitive design and needed major
overhaul. ALICE had showed the potential of ERLs as user facilities, but ALICE itself
had gone as far as it could. In 2019, as part of decommissioning, the ALICE injector
was donated to IJCLab to form the basis for the PERLE injector.
ALICE constituted the first superconducting RF linac and photoinjector gun in the

UK, the first ERL in Europe, the first FEL driven by an ERL in Europe, and the first
IR-SNOM on a FEL.

2.1.2. JLab FEL
Early ERL work at Jefferson Lab

As mentioned in section 1.1.1, CEBAF needed to test the effects of recirculation on the
Cornell SRF cavity design that they had adopted, so they repeated the earlier HEPL
experiment, this time with CW beam. This so-called Front-End Test demonstrated both
energy recovery and recirculation, and it permitted the measurement of the beam break-
up instability threshold in the Cornell cavity. Some valuable lessons concerning ERLs
were learned in operating this device.

The IR Demo FEL

In 1995, The Navy, prodded by Bill Colson of the Naval Postgraduate School, became
interested in the possibility of building a high-power laser that could be tuned to atmo-
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spheric windows and used for shipboard defense [38]. The highest FEL power to date
at that time was 11 W from a pulsed, room-temperature-linac-based FEL at Vanderbilt
University [39]. The Navy agreed to fund the development of a 1 kW FEL in the infrared
to demonstrate that an ERL using SRF cavities could greatly increase the maximum
power from an FEL. This was the IR Demo project.
Since the IR Demo performance was a factor of 100 higher than existing FELs and since

no FEL had every operated on a CW ERL, the JLab group produced a very conservative
design. The design of the FEL systems actually started with the formation of a team
that worked on the design of an industrial UV laser system in 1995 [40]. This team
learned a great deal by carefully thinking about the design of a recirculating, energy-
recovering driver accelerator. It also developed a good design for an injector, eventually
used in the IR Demo [41]. The first recirculation loop for the UV design, based on a
proven 180◦ bend used at the Bates lab at MIT [42], was used, with some modifications,
for the energy-recovery transport for the IR Demo. The geometry chosen, with the
FEL preceding the energy-recovery loop, was a reflection of the fact that Coherent
Synchrotron Radiation (CSR) effects were not completely understood at that time. By
putting most of the bending after the FEL, most of the CSR effects were avoided. The
design parameters and the final, as-built parameters are listed in Table 2.1; a sketch of
the machine is shown in Fig. 2.7.

Table 2.1.: Design and As-built parameters for the IR Demo FEL.
Parameter Design As built
Energy (MeV) 41 47.3
Current (mA) 5 4.5
Charge (nC) 0.135 0.060
Energy spread 0.2 % 0.15 %
εx (µm) 8 6
Wavelength (µm) 3.2 3.2
Wiggler Krms 0.7 0.99
Wiggler gap (cm) 1.0 1.0
Number of periods 40 40
Output coupling 10 % 10 %
Laser power (kW) 1.0 2.1

As the machine was commissioned, the conservative design choices proved to be very
advantageous. The wiggler was stronger than expected and the maximum energy higher,
which increased the gain. To save commissioning time, the charge was reduced to half
the design and the repetition rate doubled. The measured beam parameters matched the
simulation values fairly closely, so the projected gain was over 80 % per pass, providing
a comfortable gain margin for a 10 % output coupler.
With the large gain margin, the laser lased surprisingly easily. Initial lasing was

carried out in a straight-ahead mode, which limited the current to 1.1 mA and the laser
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10 m

Linac
Optical System

Figure 2.7.: IR Demo schematic layout. The photocathode injector is in the upper right.
The beam is then merged with the recirculated beam and accelerated to full
energy in a single cryomodule. The FEL is between two chicanes that give
room for the two cavity mirrors of the resonator. The exhaust beam is
transported through two Bates 180◦ bends and decelerated to the injection
energy. It is then dumped in a high-power dump.

power to 500 W. First light was achieved with a 42 MeV beam at 5 µm on June 15, 1998,
and 300 W was achieved on July 27 [43] with a 10 % output coupler. The laser was
quite stable and could operate for long periods of time at this power level, 30 times the
previous world record power.
Once lasing had been achieved, the task of recovering the beam was next. The design

of the Bates bends used to return the beam to the linac worked well, and the calculated
matches allowed transport of the beam back through the linac to the energy-recovery
dump without much difficulty. The relatively large apertures (another conservative de-
sign feature) meant that the losses in the transport were minimal. Once energy recovery
had been achieved, the current and laser power were slowly ramped up. With the final
beam dump energy less than 10 MeV, the level of activation and neutron production
went down enormously, and it was possible to enter the vault immediately after running
for hours with milliamperes of recirculated beam. This turned out to be one of the
largest benefits of energy recovery.
Recirculating the beam turned out to be straightforward, but the FEL power was

limited by mirror heating. The theory of high power FEL operation with absorptive
mirrors had been worked out during the design stage [44]. Heat-induced distortion
reduces the FEL gain and ends up clamping the power at a level proportional to the
wavelength and a figure of merit (FOM) for the mirrors determined by their thermal
characteristics. Once this power is reached, it cannot be exceeded with any beam current.
The calcium fluoride mirrors used in the first lasing had a relatively poor thermal FOM,
so the power clamped at about 500 W. When sapphire mirrors, with a much higher
FOM, were used, the power was ramped up to 1720 W with 4.4 mA of beam current
in July 1999. The limitation now was just the efficiency of the laser and the available
current [5]. Many of the beam physics issues that were feared to limit the performance,
such as RF instabilities, beam breakup, and halo, turned out not to be a problem [6].
Once the goal of 1000 W from the IR Demo had been reached, a user program began.

Machine studies and optimization were carried out during off shifts. The electron beam
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quality was sufficient to lase at not only the third harmonic, already demonstrated on
several FELs, but also at the second and fifth harmonic, which had never previously
been demonstrated [45]. With more operating experience, 2.1 kW of laser power could
be provided at 3.2 µm, more than a factor of two over the design power.
Other wavelength ranges could be produced using parasitic processes. Short, high-

charge bunches radiate copious CSR and can ruin the beam quality. The degradation
from the chicane before the FEL was reasonable, however, and the THz radiation pro-
duced in this process could, in principle, be used. Researchers had been working for
years to produce THz radiation in a similar manner by using short-pulsed lasers to pro-
duce very short THz pulses. The radiation in the 48 MeV beam was enhanced by the
cube of the ratio of the electron energy to the electron rest mass energy, which is about
100 for this case. Using this simple scaling, it is easy to show that we could increase
the 100 µW of THz power in the laser-based sources a million times to the 100 W level.
These levels were demonstrated in the chicane magnet just upstream of the FEL [46].
The second parasitic radiation source is Thomson backscattering. The circulating

light in the optical cavity collides with the electrons at the waist of the cavity where
both beams are very small. The infrared photons can then scatter off the electrons and
produce X-rays along the direction of the electron beam. The IR Demo produced copious
amounts of these Thomson-scattered X-rays, and the center of the cavity was placed at
a location where the wiggling electrons were angled upward so the X-rays could escape
the optical cavity. Careful measurements of the X-ray flux and spectrum were carried
out while running the laser for other users [47].

The IR Upgrade FEL

The next step in the evolution of the design was to produce a 10 kW FEL. The plan
was to triple the electron beam energy, double the electron current and keep the FEL
efficiency the same as it was with the IR Demo. This should produce over 12 kW of laser
light.
Initially, the third cryomodule necessary to reach 150 MeV was not available, limiting

the energy to 80 MeV. With 10 mA of beam current and 1.25 % efficiency (1.5 % had
been reached with the IR Demo) there was a chance of reaching 10 kW.
Unlike the IR Demo, however, the FEL was placed after the first 180◦ bend, so the

CSR in that first arc had to be dealt with. The Bates bend allowed one to get even
shorter bunches than in the IR Demo since it was possible to use the sextupoles in the
arc to correct for the RF curvature in the linac. This increased the CSR even more.
We found that using a slightly under-bunched beam in the FEL produced the best FEL
performance.
Initial lasing was attempted with an optical klystron operated with small disper-

sion [48]. As with the IR Demo, initial laser commissioning took place with a pulsed
beam at low duty cycle. Lasing at 6 µm using zinc selenide mirrors was obtained on June
17, 2003. This system was far more flexible than the IR Demo. Up to four mirror sets
could be installed in the vacuum chamber at one time, and the wiggler could be tuned
in real time [49]. Lasing over the full reflectivity range of the mirrors was demonstrated,
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but the gain was much smaller than expected. This was due to a fourfold blow-up in the
longitudinal emittance caused by longitudinal space charge [50]. With this poor beam
quality, the 1.25 % efficiency was out of reach and had to await the addition of the third
cryomodule in the linac.
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Figure 2.8.: Layout of the JLab FEL facility, showing the injector at the top right, the
superconducting linac on the upper left, with 2 recirculation paths each
containing an oscillator-based FEL. The inner path included the IRFEL of
the IR Upgrade project, while the outer path contained the UVFEL of the
UV Demo project. The recirculation arcs were mostly the same except the
outer dipoles, which could be halved in strength to send the beam into the
UV line. Each optical resonator was 32 m in length and could use any of
four sets of mirrors without breaking vacuum.

While the third cryomodule was being completed, the problem of recirculating the
beam was worked out. With the longer transport and the need to transport through
three cryomodules instead of one, this was not as easy as in the IR Demo but was eased
somewhat by the increased flexibility of the lattice. The shorter bunch lengths also
led to increased CSR, which led to more mirror heating in the downstream mirror. A
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bunch-lengthening chicane and THz-absorbing traps were therefore added to reduce the
mirror heating [51, 52].
Once the beam energy could be increased to 150 MeV and the optical klystron was

replaced with a variable permanent-magnet wiggler, strong lasing could be achieved at
short wavelengths and multikilowatt lasing became common, though the power was still
limited by mirror heating. With the stronger lasing, however, the concept of incom-
plete energy recovery was developed, where the energy acceptance of the ERL could be
increased by a factor of two over the complete energy-recovery state [53]. The new cry-
omodule also had a lower beam breakup (BBU) threshold, which led to the development
of techniques to reduce BBU and carefully characterize the physics of this instability [54].
The solution to mirror heating was to enhance the thermal FOM by cooling the sap-

phire mirrors to cryogenic temperatures. The FOM at liquid nitrogen temperature is at
least a factor of 200 larger than at room temperature. With these mirrors, the efficiency
of the laser, which could routinely exceed 1.6 % at low power, was now independent of
power or average electron current. The FEL could now lase at 1.6 µm with a power out-
put of up to 14.3 kW, easily exceeding the 10 kW goal [55]. The ERL provided 8.5 mA
of current at 115 MeV for this power level.

THz Operations, UV Demo, and CEBAF ER

Even more power was possible with further efforts, but the focus then shifted to going
to other wavelengths. In parallel with the IR Upgrade operations, an optical transport
line was installed providing THz transport to one of the upstairs labs from the last
bend before the FEL. The vacuum system of the accelerator was isolated from the THz
transport using diamond windows. As noted above, this radiation can be well over
100 W, a unique radiation source for users. The higher energy and current of the IR
upgrade enabled the device to produce a factor of ten more THz radiation than in the
IR Demo. This was used to make THz movies using THz detector arrays [56].
Along with the IR Upgrade, the lab was funded to build another electron beam trans-

port with an ultraviolet laser in it [57]. The final FEL layout including this addition
is shown in Fig. 2.8. The UV design benefited from all the lessons learned from the
IR machine, though the electron beam requirements differed from the IR machine. The
UVFEL requires a smaller transverse emittance and a smaller energy spread, so the
charge was halved to match the smaller acceptance. With a proper longitudinal match,
the gain can be substantial well into the ultraviolet. The real challenge in the UVFEL is
the optical resonator. Operation at high power is much more of a challenge than in the
infrared, both because the absorption is much higher and because the allowed distortion
is proportional to the wavelength. Kilowatt operation is not possible without cryogenic
mirrors. However, the pulse lasing performance was very strong once achieved. A gain
of over 200 % per pass was seen, exceeding even optimistic projections. The power in
the near UV was limited by mirror heating to 150 W [58].
One final ERL at Jefferson Lab was demonstrated at CEBAF. This will be described

in the next section. The peak current in CEBAF is too low for an FEL, but the ex-
periment did demonstrate that a GeV FEL using an ERL is feasible. Jefferson Lab has
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now proposed building a 5-pass recirculation system operating at up to 8 GeV to demon-
strate even higher energies. This is much harder than a 1 GeV system since incoherent
synchrotron radiation must be compensated.

Summary

Taking advantage of the deep knowledge of SRF acceleration available at Jefferson Lab,
the FEL group developed many of the techniques required to operate a high-power
ERL. The ERLs at Jefferson Lab continue to be the only ones that demonstrated more
electron beam power than installed RF power, which is the main reason to build an ERL.
Other advantages of the ERL, like reduced activation in the dump and more stable RF
operation, were found as well. The group also definitively demonstrated that FELs were
indeed capable of high power.

2.1.3. CEBAF Single-pass Energy Recovery Experiment
(CEBAF-ER)

Experimental Setup

The 6 GeV CEBAF accelerator was a five-pass recirculating SRF (superconducting radio
frequency) based linac capable of simultaneous delivery to three end stations of CW
beam for nuclear physics experiments. The CEBAF energy-recovery experiment was
carried out in March of 2003 [59] with the goal of demonstrating the energy recovery of
a 1 GeV beam while characterizing the beam phase space at various points in the machine
and measuring the RF system’s response to energy recovery. In order to perform the
energy-recovery experiment, two major components had to be installed in the CEBAF
accelerator: a phase delay chicane and a beam dump line. A schematic representation
of the CEBAF-ER experiment is shown in Fig. 2.9. The beam is injected into the
North Linac at 55 MeV, where it is accelerated to 555 MeV. The beam traverses the
first (East) arc and begins acceleration through the South Linac, where it reaches a
maximum energy of 1055 MeV. Following the South Linac, the beam passes through the
newly installed magnetic phase-delay chicane. The chicane was designed to create a path
length difference of exactly ½ RF wavelength so that upon re-entry into the North Linac,
the beam will be 180° out of phase with respect to the cavity RF fields and subsequently
be decelerated to 555 MeV. After traversing the East Arc, the beam enters the South
Linac and is decelerated to 55 MeV, at which point the energy-recovered electron beam
is sent to a dump. Issues related to beam quality preservation in systems with a large
energy ratio between final and injected beams (a factor of 20) were addressed.

RF Challenges

Whereas Jefferson Lab’s IR FEL demonstrated the energy recovery of a 45 MeV beam
through a single cryomodule (8 CEBAF-type 5-cell cavities), the CEBAF-ER experiment
energy recovered a beam through 39 cryomodules. Consequently, any harmful effects
induced into the electron beam by the RF system were greatly enhanced.
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The most apparent RF-induced effect observed was the coupling of the transverse
planes. It is known that the higher-order mode (HOM) coupler on each cavity intro-
duces a phase-dependent skew quadrupole which couples the horizontal and vertical
oscillations. In nominal CEBAF operation, this effect is mitigated by the use of a DC
magnetic skew quadrupole between cryomodules to produce a compensatory gradient
integral. However, in CEBAF-ER operation, the sign of the induced skew quadrupole
changes since the second pass is 180° out of phase with the first pass. Therefore, al-
though the external DC skew quadrupoles can locally correct for a single pass through
the linac, the coupling will be doubled on the other pass. During the experiment, we
used an “up-down” correction scheme in which the accelerating pass through the North
Linac and the decelerating pass through the South Linac were corrected using the DC
skew quadrupoles. Although the coupling is not suppressed using this configuration, it
was the most attractive solution based on simulations, which indicated that the initial
projected emittances would be recovered after energy recovery.
Additionally, a transverse electric-field gradient that exists in the cavity fundamental

power couplers (FPC) produces a transverse deflection which leads to differential head-
tail steering of an electron bunch. The magnitude of the effect can be minimized with an
appropriate choice of RF feed geometry [60]. Simulations using the present feed config-
uration in CEBAF suggest that the projected transverse emittance could conceivably be
degraded by a factor of 2 from passage through the acceleration pass due to the effects
of the dipole-mode-driven head-tail steering.
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Phase Space Measurements

To gain a quantitative understanding of the beam behavior throughout the machine,
an intense effort was made to characterize the 6D phase space during the CEBAF-ER
experimental run. A scheme was implemented to measure the geometric emittance of
the energy-recovered beam prior to sending it to the dump, as well as in the injector and
in each arc. In this way, one can understand how the emittance evolves throughout the
machine. In addition to describing the transverse phase space, the fractional momentum
spread was measured in the injector and arcs to characterize the longitudinal phase space
as illustrated in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.10.: Wire scan with fully accelerated and energy-recovered beams at the same
time.

The emittance and momentum spread of the first-pass beam were measured in the
injector, Arc 1, and Arc 2 utilizing a scheme involving multiple optics and multiple wire
scanners. Two wire scanners were placed in each arc, one at the beginning of the arc
in a non-dispersive region and the second in the middle of the arc at a point of high
dispersion (6 m). The emittance in the injector was measured using five wire scanners
along the injector line. One of the unresolved difficulties with this measurement was
finding a scheme for which the emittance and momentum spread of the recirculated
beam could be measured in Arc 1. During the measurement, an insertable, downstream
dump was used to prohibit the transport of a recirculated beam. But it is unclear how
to resolve each beam from a wire scanner that is sampling two co-propagating beams;
even more so in the case of Arc 1 where, notionally, both the first-pass and second-pass
energy-recovered beam have the same energy. This is not an issue for Arc 2; since the
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energy-recovered beam is sent to the dump immediately upon exiting the South Linac,
there is only one beam being transported through Arc 2 at all times.
To improve on the dynamic range of the wire scanner for beam profile measurements

of the energy-recovered beam, instrumentation was added to the wire scanner just up-
stream of the beam dump. This instrumentation relies on photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
to detect the scattered electron or the subsequent shower from the incident beam in-
tercepting the wire. The data from the wire scanner and PMTs are combined to yield
a beam profile with two to three times greater dynamic range than one would obtain
using a single photomultiplier or by measuring the induced current on the wire [61] as
illustrated in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.11.: Large-dynamic-range x and y beam profile measurement of the energy-
recovered beam with E = 55 MeV. The beam profiles after energy recovery
do not show any significant distortion; in this configuration, the profile was
close to Gaussian over multiple orders of magnitude.

RF Measurements

In addition to the beam-based measurements presented in the previous sections, another
important class of measurements deals with the RF system’s response to energy recovery.
These measurements are intended to test the system’s response by measuring the gradi-
ent and phase stability with and without energy recovery in several cavities throughout
the North and South Linac. As an example, consider Fig. 2.12, which illustrates the RF
system gradient modulator drive signal during pulsed beam operation. Without energy
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recovery, this signal is nonzero when a 250 µs beam pulse enters the RF cavity, indicating
power is drawn from the cavity. With energy recovery, the signal is zero once the initial
transient passage of the leading edge of the pulse is over, indicating no additional power
draw is required by the cavity.
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Figure 2.12.: Forward RF power for an RF cavity (SL20 cavity 8). The red data is for
a single beam propagating through the cavity, whereas the blue data is for
in-phase and 180° out-of-phase beams copropagating through the cavity.

Conclusions

The CEBAF-ER experiment has shown the feasibility of energy recovering a high-energy
(1 GeV) beam through a large (about 1 km circumference), superconducting accelerator
with 39 cryomodules. In doing so, sufficient operational control of two coupled beams
of substantially different energies (up to a factor of 20 difference) was demonstrated
in a common transport channel in the presence of steering and focusing errors. In
addition, the dynamic range of the system’s performance was tested by demonstrating
high final-to-injector energy ratios of 20:1. With the injector set to provide 55 MeV into
the linac, 80 µA of CW beam, accelerated to 1055 MeV and energy recovered at 55 MeV,
was steered to the energy-recovery dump. Measurements of the beam phase space show
that energy recovery does not introduce any substantial phase space degradation. Beam
profiles after energy recovery do not show any significant distortion, and for the 55 MeV
configuration, the profiles were close to Gaussian over multiple decades.
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2.2. Ongoing Activities
2.2.1. CBETA at Cornell
The Cornell-BNL Test Accelerator (CBETA) [62] is the first multi-pass SRF accelerator
operating in energy-recovery (ER) mode [13], focusing on technologies for reduced en-
ergy consumption. The energy delivered to the beam during the first four passes through
the accelerating structure is recovered during four subsequent decelerating passes. In
addition to ER, energy savings are achieved by using superconducting accelerating cav-
ities and permanent magnets. The permanent magnets are arranged in a Fixed-Field
Alternating-gradient (FFA) optical system to construct a single return loop that success-
fully transports electron bunches of 42, 78, 114, and 150 MeV in one common vacuum
chamber. While beam loss and radiation limits only allowed commissioning at low cur-
rents, this new kind of accelerator, an 8-pass energy-recovery linac, has the potential to
accelerate much higher current than existing linear accelerators. Additionally, with its
DC photoinjector, CBETA is designed for high brightness while consuming much less
energy per electron. CBETA has also operated as a one-turn (i.e., two-pass) ERL to
measure the recovery efficiency accurately [63].
CBETA was constructed and commissioned at Cornell University as a collaborative

effort with Brookhaven National Laboratory. This construction was supported by NSF
award DMR-0807731, DOE grant DE-SC0012704, and NYSERDA agreement number
102192. A large number of international collaborators helped during commissioning
shifts, making it a joint effort of nearly all laboratories worldwide that pursue ERL
technology. Because recovering beam energy in SRF cavities was first proposed at
Cornell [18], it is pleasing that its first multi-pass system is constructed at the same
university.
The FFA beam ERL return loop is also the first of its kind. It is constructed of per-

manent magnets of the Halbach type [64, 65] and can simultaneously transport beams
within an energy window that spans nearly a factor of 4, from somewhat below 40 MeV to
somewhat above 150 MeV. Having only one beamline for 7 different beams at 4 different
energies saves construction and operation costs. The permanent Halbach magnets con-
tain several innovations: they are combined-function magnets, they were fine tuned to
0.01 % accuracy by automated field shimming, and they provide an adiabatic transition
between the arc and straight sections [66].
Table 2.2 shows both the design and multi-turn commissioning parameters. The com-

missioning period reported here established multi-turn energy recovery at low currents
of about 1 nA. A conservative, safe current level was used for equipment and personnel
protection: to avoid radiation damage to the permanent magnets and to have an ac-
ceptable radiation level in areas adjacent to the accelerator. A reduced bunch charge of
5 pC was also used to avoid particle loss from Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR).
A push to high current will be the next stage of this accelerator.
The technical layout of the CBETA accelerator is shown in Fig. 2.13. The acceleration

chain [67, 68, 69] begins with a DC photoelectron gun operated at 300 kV, a pair of
emittance-compensating solenoids, and a normal-conducting buncher cavity. This is
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Table 2.2.: CBETA Machine Parameters
Parameter Value Units
Bunch charge, design limit 125 pC
Bunch charge, commissioning 5 pC
Bunch rate, design limit 325 MHz
Bunch rate, commissioning < 1 kHz
Beam current, design limit 40 mA
Beam current, commissioning 1 nA
Beam energy, injector 6 MeV
Beam energy, peak 150 MeV

immediately followed by the superconducting injector cryomodule (ICM), accelerating
the beam to the target injection energy of 6 MeV. The beam is then steered either
to the left through a three-bend achromatic merger into the Main Linac Cryomodule
(MLC) cavities, or to the right through a mirrored merger into a set of transverse
and longitudinal diagnostics. The layout of the mirror merger and the position of the
diagnostics are chosen such that the bunch can be studied in a location equivalent to the
beginning of the first MLC cavity, downstream of which the effects of space charge are
greatly reduced. The MLC is the first cryomodule that was custom designed for ERL
applications, i.e., optimized for large beam powers but low input power; it consists of
six cavities, providing a total energy gain of 36 MeV. The energy gain and phase of each
cavity are not equal; instead, they are chosen to account for non-relativistic effects [70]
and to minimize the growth of the energy spread throughout the machine.
The higher energy beams downstream of the MLC are guided into the four SX “split-

ter” beamlines by a common electromagnet. These beam lines serve to independently
match the optics, the orbit, and the time of flight for each beam energy at the entrance
of the return loop. Each of the four beamlines contains 8 quadrupole magnets, up to
10 dipole magnets, and a motorized path-length adjusting chicane. All magnets in the
splitter beamlines are electromagnets. The splitter lines feed into the FFA arc, which
consists of periodic FODO cells with different periodic optics and orbits for different
energies to which the merger beamlines are adjusted.
The path length is adjusted by motorized chicanes that are limited to 10–20° of RF

phase for each beam line. While all optical elements in the return loop are perma-
nent magnets, each has either a vertical or horizontal dipole corrector with a strength
corresponding to 3 mm offset in an FFA quadrupole.
The return loop has three sections: arc, straight, and the transitions between them.

In the arc sections, the beam trajectories for the four energies are spatially separated,
with the highest energy on the outside of the arc. In the transition sections, the four
orbits converge adiabatically towards the center of the pipe, and the periodic optical
functions change adiabatically into those of the straight section [66]. CBETA is the first
accelerator to demonstrate this concept of adiabatic FFA transitions.
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DRAFTFigure 2.13.: The major components of CBETA are the electron gun (GUN), the Injector
Cryomodule (ICM), the Main Linac Cryomodule (MLC), the diagnostic
line (DL), the four SX splitter/combiner lines, the FFA arc consisting of the
first arc (FA), first transition (TA), straight section (ZX), second transition
(TB), second arc (FB), and the four RX splitter/combiner lines. The fully
decelerated beam is absorbed in the beam stop (BS).

Downstream of the FFA, the four beams are separated into the RX splitter lines.
Their trajectory, optical functions, and path lengths again are individually tuned for
further passes through the MLC. Finally, the energy-recovered 6 MeV beam is guided to
the beam stop.
Figure 2.14(a) shows the measured beam orbits through the common FFA loop,

demonstrating that the design trajectories were achieved. Because beam position moni-
tors (BPMs) are placed in periodic positions in the FFA loop, the design orbit maintains
periodic values in the arc and straight sections, with adiabatic transitions between them.
The beam arrival phases at the entrance and exit of the MLC are shown in Fig. 2.14(b)
and compared to the target values from simulation. All phases are shown with respect
to their values from the first pass through the MLC, with the sign chosen such that
negative phases indicate a later arrival time. Compared to the first pass, higher passes
show a systematically later arrival at the BPM before the MLC because the first-pass
beam is the slower beam from the injector. On top of that systematic offset, each pass is
intentionally alternated slightly positive or negative to prevent growth in energy spread
while maintaining energy balance. To show that the full energy was recovered for each
particle, the output energy was accurately adjusted to 6 MeV.
To verify the optics models for the FFA section, Figure 2.15 compares the measured

and designed phase advance per FODO cell (tunes) as a function of the beam energy,
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Figure 2.14.: Measured orbits through the FFA and arrival time before and after the
MLC. Arrival time is shown in units of RF phase, and the phases of the
decelerating passes are shown relative to 180°.

showing that the orbits, RF phases, and optical functions are all as designed. Tunes were
measured by fitting sine functions to difference orbits. In addition to the four design
energies, a scan of the first-pass energy was performed from 39–60 MeV by varying the
energy gain in the MLC. The phase advances agree well with simulated predictions from
field-map-based particle tracking.
The primary result of the CBETA commissioning period can be summarized with

Fig. 2.16(a), the image of the beam on the view screen in the beam stop beamline after
8 passes through the MLC. The beam energy at this screen was measured to be the same
as the injection energy (6 MeV), demonstrating that each particle on the view screen had
its energy completely recovered.
While trajectories, RF phases, and optics propagation in the FFA are close to the

design, and while each particle arriving at the beam stop has its energy recovered, not
all particles made it through all eight passes. Figure 2.16(a) shows an image of the
remaining beam on the view screen at the entrance to the beam stop, and Fig. 2.16(b)
shows a measure of the transmission throughout the machine.
The team were able to recover the energy of about one third of the beam, the largest

part of the loss occurring after the sixth pass. The data suggest a slow loss of trans-
mission, beginning as early as the second pass, accumulating to around 10 % of total
loss by the end of the sixth pass through the FFA, followed by a much larger drop in
transmission before entering the seventh pass.
Investigations into the source of these losses uncovered many small problems in optics

settings, nonlinear stray fields, evidence of micro-bunching, and others; but these issues
have not been fully investigated yet. Improving the transmission is the next focus of run
plans for CBETA.
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Figure 2.15.: Measured tunes in the FFA arc sections (left) and straight section (right) as
a function of beam energy. The lines show the result of a field-map-based
model calculation.
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Figure 2.16.: (Left) Image of the beam on the view screen before the beam stop. (Right)
Transmission for each of the seven passes through the FFA arc. Blue bars
are a scaled reading of charge from individual BPMs, red circles are an
average of that data over each pass. Red lines are included to guide the
eye.

Beam dynamics in CBETA naturally splits into two separate regions. In the low-
energy injector, space-charge effects dominate, and obtaining the best beam quality
relies on compensating their emittance-diluting effects. The primary diagnostic is thus
the Emittance Measurement System (EMS) in the diagnostic line (DL). Space-charge
effects are relatively minor following the first-pass acceleration through the MLC. Com-
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missioning this section focuses on achieving the desired orbit, energy, and dispersion
through the rest of the machine.
For characterization of the injector beam, the beam is diverted into the DL, which is

comprised of a suite of diagnostics, including the emittance measurement system (EMS)
[71, 72], a vertical deflecting cavity [?], and an energy spectrometer (dipole magnet) for
measuring the longitudinal phase space of the beam.
To determine suitable machine settings for the low-energy injector, a Multi-Objective

Genetic Algorithm optimization (MOGA) [67, 68, 69], is applied to 3D space-charge
simulations of the beam passing through injector, merger, and MLC.
Figure 2.17 shows the measured horizontal phase space and the corresponding results

of simulations at the operating setting.
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Figure 2.17.: Measured (left) and simulated (right) transverse phase spaces after the
injector at 5 pC.

Orbit correction for 7 simultaneous beams at 4 different energies in the same beam
transport is not trivial. The orbit correction methods therefore differ in each section of
CBETA. In the MLC, the beams are centered in the RF cavities; in the splitter sections,
the beam is centered in the quadrupoles. Particularly in the FFA return loop, the orbit
correction is unconventional since the corrector coils act on all beams. In general, the
orbit correction uses a Singular-Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm where the RMS
orbit deviation of all beams is minimized using either a predicted or measured response
matrix. Predicted responses were effective only for single beams over short distances,
with measured responses required for more complex corrections. As an example, the
orbits in the FFA are shown before and after simultaneously correcting the first three
passes in Fig. 2.18.
In the splitters, BPMs were used to directly measure the orbit and path length, al-

lowing the correction of these quantities. In order to correct the beam optics functions,
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Figure 2.18.: Measured vertical orbits of the first three passes through the FFA return
loop before (left) and after (right) application of a simultaneous orbit cor-
rection algorithm. Orbits are offset for clarity.

direct measurements are limited to the dispersion functions and the transport matrix
element R56, which describes the energy dependence of the position and arrival time of
the beam. Correcting these by adjusting quadrupoles also corrects other optical func-
tions, which were checked by measuring the orbit response to magnet changes. These
procedures can only be used reliably for the accelerating pass because during decelera-
tion, each splitter magnet (except the one at highest energy) is traversed by two beams,
which simultaneously react to magnet changes. For the decelerating passes, a manual,
empirical tuning approach was used to maximize transmission into the beam stop. The
next step is to improve transmission, which includes investigating better optics solutions,
developing improved diagnostics for the decelerating passes, and reducing halo by using
a low-halo cathode, possibly in conjunction with beam collimation.

2.2.2. S-DALINAC at Darmstadt
Michaela Arnold, Norbert Pietralla

Introduction

The superconducting Darmstadt linear electron accelerator (S-DALINAC) is operated
at Technische Universität Darmstadt since 1991 [73]. It was initially built as a twice-
recirculating machine. In 2015/2016 a new recirculation beamline was installed, allowing
for a thrice-recirculating operation as well as for the operation as an ERL. In August
2017 the once-recirculating ERL operation was shown successfully [74]. The operation
as a twice-recirculating ERL is in preparation. Figure 2.19 gives an overview.
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(a) Photograph of the S-DALINAC (by Jan-Christoph Hartung)

(b) Schematic floorplan of the S-DALINAC. (c) Photograph of a 2.997GHz, 20-cell, β = 1,
niobium SRF cavity used in the S-DALINAC.

Figure 2.19.: The S-DALINAC is operated in cw at 3GHz. The injector can accelerate
the beam up to 10MeV (up to 7.6MeV is used for recirculating opera-
tion). The main accelerator can provide an energy gain of up to 30.4MeV.
At maximum, an electron energy of 130MeV is possible in conventional
accelerating scheme. In ERL mode energies of up to 68.4MeV (two ac-
celeration passages through the main linac) or 34.2MeV (one acceleration
passage) are feasible by design. In all recirculating modes a time-averaged
electron-beam current of up to 20µA can be provided.
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(a) Once-recirculating ERL mode. (b) Twice-recirculating ERL mode.

Figure 2.20.: The lattice of the S-DALINAC is capable of a once- or twice-recirculating
ERL operation. The 180° phase shift is applied in the second recirculation
beamline.

The S-DALINAC has a quite versatile lattice. All recirculation beam lines include path-
lengths adjustment systems. The positions of dipole magnets and quadrupole magnets
in the recirculation arcs can be changed remotely for adjusting the path-lengths in the
recirculation beamlines. They allow for phase shifts of up to 265° (first recirculation),
360° (second), and 205° (third) with respect to the accelerating phase on re-entry of
the beam into the main linac. The following operation schemes are possible at the
S-DALINAC:

• Injector operation

• Single pass mode (one passage through the main linac and extraction to the ex-
perimental hall)

• Once-recirculating mode (two passages through the main linac and extraction to
the experimental hall)

• Thrice-recirculating mode (four passages through the main linac and extraction to
the experimental hall)

• Once-recirculating ERL mode (one accelerating and one decelerating passage through
the main linac)

• Twice-recirculating ERL mode (two accelerating and two decelerating passages
through the main linac), not demonstrated yet

The beam path for both ERL modes is depicted in Fig. 2.20.

Once-Recirculating ERL mode

In August 2017, the once-recirculating ERL mode was first achieved with the parameters
shown in Table 2.3. The injection energy has been very low in this setting. For the first
main accelerator cavity this resulted in a combination of a beam with γ ≈ 5 and of
γ ≈ 44 after the acceleration and on the way to the deceleration. A similar situation
existed in the last main accelerator cavity. The combination of time-of-flight effects and
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phase slippage in the β = 1 20-cell SRF cavities was compensated by an additional
6° detuning of the path length adjustment system. The RF-recovery effect ERF, the
comparison of the RF beam loading for the cases of conventional or recovery operation,
was measured in the first main accelerator cavity. In the meantime a new RF power
measurement system was installed and commissioned, capable to measure all RF powers
simultaneously [75].

Table 2.3.: Main parameters of the once-recirculating ERL operation. The recovered RF
power was measured in A1SC01 (see Fig. 2.19) [74].

Parameter Value
Energy gain injector (setpoint) 2.5 MeV
Energy gain linac (setpoint) 20.0 MeV
Current (before injector, setpoint) 1.2 µA
Total change in phase (setpoint) 186°
RF-recovery effect ERF (measured) (90.1± 0.3 )%

The measurement was separated into four different settings:

1. No beam in the main accelerator.

2. Single pass: one beam is accelerated in the main accelerator.

3. Once-recirculating mode: two beams are accelerated in the main accelerator.

4. ERL mode: one beam is accelerated, another beam is decelerated in the main
accelerator.

The forward and reverse power of the first main accelerator cavity as well as the beam
current on the corresponding beam dumps have been monitored. Table 2.4 shows the
mean values of the measured beam powers. The beam loading vanishes nearly completely
in case of ERL operation.

Table 2.4.: Mean values of the beam power measured in the main-linac cavity A1SC01
for the four S-DALINAC operation modes. The quoted uncertainties reflect
the widths of the distributions of measured values [74].

Operation Mean Beam Power (W)
No Beam 0.00± 0.01
ERL (acc. + dec.) 0.45± 0.03
One Beam (acc.) 4.51± 0.16
Two Beams (acc. + acc.) 8.59± 0.01

Figure 2.21 gives an overview on the data obtained during the measurement. For more
information on the once-recirculating ERL operation of the S-DALINAC see [74].
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Figure 2.21.: During four different settings (ERL: green, no beam: red, single pass: grey,
twice accelerating: blue) the changes in forward (black curve) and reverse
(orange curve) RF power of the first main accelerating cavity (A1SC01,
see Fig. 2.19) have been monitored. The beam current on the correspond-
ing Faraday cups (ERL-Cup: green, E0F1-Cup: blue, see Fig. 2.19) was
measured [74].

Twice-Recirculating ERL mode

In October 2018, it was first attempted to test the operational performance of the
twice-recirculating ERL mode of the S-DALINAC. At the time, only five of the eight
main accelerator cavities have been operable. The parameters of this test are listed in
Table 2.5.

Table 2.5.: Energies used for the twice-recirculating ERL test run [74].
Parameter Value
Energy gain injector (setpoint) 3.8 MeV
Energy gain linac (setpoint) 15.2 MeV
Energy before deceleration (setpoint) 34.2 MeV

In this twice-recirculating ERL operation mode, indicated in Fig. 2.20 to the right,
there are two beams transported in the first recirculation beamline: One beam on its
way to the second acceleration and one on its way to the second deceleration. During
this test, both beams have been observed and monitored. Images of the beams are
displayed in Fig. 2.22. Unfortunately, it was not possible at the time to detect the
second decelerated beam in the first main accelerator cavity or further downstream
due to temporary constraints on using an optimized longitudinal phase setting. The
demonstration of the twice-recirculating ERL mode is foreseen for the next available
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Figure 2.22.: BeO targets with hole show the position of the once-decelerated beam at
the end of the straight section of the first recirculation beamline (F1T4, red
circle) and in front of the main accelerator (A1T1, red circle). The once-
accelerated beam is passing fully through the hole of A1T1. On F1T4 only
a part of the once-accelerated beam (blue circle) is visible and not passing
through the hole completely [74]. These images demonstrate the successful
transport of the beam up to the final deceleration passage through the
main linac towards the beam dump.

window in the S-DALINAC’s beam-time schedule. The preparations for the second test
run include:

1. A new capture section in the entrance of the injector to optimize the initial emit-
tance and energy spread. This six-cell cavity is operating at a reduced beta of 0.86
[76].

2. Securing the full functionality of the main accelerator cavities and thus the maxi-
mum possible energies to mitigate phase slippage effects.

3. Optimized beam dynamics with a strong focus on shortest bunch lengths [77].

4. Extension of the diagnostics [78, 79].

Summary and Outlook: S-DALINAC

Since an upgrade in 2015/2016 the S-DALINAC can be operated as an ERL. The lattice
is quite versatile. In August 2017, the first successful once-recirculating ERL run with
an RF-recovery effect of (90.1 ± 0.3 )% was achieved, the first operation of an ERL in
Germany. The importance of high injection energies was clearly seen. Later, in October
2018, a first, partially successful test of the twice-recirculating ERL mode was done. A
full twice-recirculating ERL operation could not be shown due to temporary technical
constraints. The preparations for the second test run concentrate on the highest energy
possible at S-DALINAC in combination with an optimized longitudinal phase space.
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Outlook: DICE

The first multi-turn ERL test run at S-DALINAC also emphasized the constraints due
to a common beam transport of the accelerated and decelerated beam. This and the
fact, that high-energy and high-current multi-turn SRF ERLs do need a high stability,
reliability and controllability, are the reason to plan for an ERL using separated beam
transport (see also Subsection 4.3.2). In Darmstadt, a possible successor ERL of the
more than 30 years old S-DALINAC has been proposed. A first concept has been posi-
tively reviewed remotely by an external expert panel in November 2020. A more detailed
design is in the planning and addressed as DICE (Darmstadt Individually-recirculating
Compact ERL). Separated beam transport for the accelerated and decelerated beams
with a multi-bend-achromat arc design are intended. DICE will provide a top energy of
400MeV with 12mA in cw-operation in its final stage, using three recirculation beam-
lines. A double-sided linac will be used. The SRF-system will be running at 801.58MHz,
complementing PERLE at Orsay (see Subsection ??). The pair of PERLE and DICE
will allow for valuable information about the pros and cons of combined versus individ-
ual recirculations in a multi-turn ERL. DICE will be able to be operated either in ERL
mode or in conventional accelerating mode to deliver beam to fixed target experiments.
The main application of the ERL mode of DICE will be the production of a brilliant
MeV-ranged photon beam for serving the internationally visible program on photonu-
clear reactions (see also Section 5.4) at TU Darmstadt. The MeV-ranged photon beam
will be obtained from laser Compton backscattering reactions of the high-current ERL
beam at high repetition rate in a high-finesse optical resonator. The design study of
DICE is under preparation.

2.2.3. bERLinPro
Bettina Kuske, Axel Neumann, Jens Knobloch

Goals and expectations

bERLinPro officially started as a project at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) in 2011.
At the time, energy recovery linacs (ERL) were considered as an enabling accelerator
concept to bridge the gap between the third generation “work horse” storage-ring based
light sources and newly developed X-ray FELs in terms of brightness, coherence, pulse
length, and number of user stations. Several ERL facilities had successfully demon-
strated the concept, which laid the basis for a number of multi-user X-ray ERL projects
worldwide.
HZB, with its 3rd generation storage ring BESSY II, has a long-standing tradition of

supporting short-pulse experiments and offering special and flexible timing options to
users. The femto-slicing facility, low-alpha mode operation, and different fill patterns
with single or few bunches in the gap of the continuous bunch train are examples of
support for short-pulse and timing experiments. However, these options provide low
photon flux as they are limited to a fraction of the stored beam current. TRIBs [80]
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and BESSY-VSR [81] are ongoing developments with the intention to provide even more
flexibility, in case of VSR also in bunch length, while maintaining high-flux operation.
Therefore, an ERL-based light source was considered a promising alternative for a

successor to BESSY II. ERLs can provide a) high-average flux without the peak being
too high for experiments to cope with, b) a very low emittance for a higher degree of co-
herence for users, c) the option for short-pulse operation down into the 100 fs range, and
d) importantly, flexibility to tailor the bunch parameters and timing structure to address
the wide variety of user demands. However, such a facility would require improving on
average current, brightness, beam loss etc. of the (then) to-date demonstrated ERLs by
at least one order of magnitude.
bERLinPro was never intended as a user facility itself. Rather, it was to serve as a

demonstration experiment in accelerator science and technology, to push the electron-
beam parameters to the levels needed for a future user light source. In particular, the
following questions were to be addressed:

• High average current: Storage rings run at currents of a few hundred mA. To
achieve the same order of magnitude in flux with an ERL, high bunch charges and
CW operation in the GHz range are required.

• Flexibility in pulse length and timing structure: Flexibility in bunch length
was to be demonstrated using different machine configurations. The pulse timing
structure is directly given by the flexibility of the cathode laser system.

• Emittance and coherence: A normalized emittance more than an order of
magnitude better than in BESSY II is needed to increase the radiation brilliance
and coherence.

• Stability: The beam and bunch-parameter stability of storage rings, being equi-
librium devices, is extraordinarily high and essential to many BESSY II users.
bERLinPro was to investigate whether sufficient stability can also be achieved
with a single-shot device.

• Beam loss: In a light-source facility, users must be able to conduct their ex-
periments near the accelerator, placing stringent requirements on the radiation
shielding and permitted beam loss. At 300 mA, the BESSY II losses are of the
order of 20 pC s−1. Given a 100 mA ERL, 1011 pC s−1 are continuously generated
and dumped. For a loss rate commensurate with BESSY II, fractional losses would
need to be limited to 10−10! While this appears an unrealistic target, it must be
demonstrated that losses can be tightly controlled and locally handled.

In 2009, an electron photoinjector workshop was organized by HZB to seek inter-
national experts’ opinion on the most critical component of the facility. At the time,
DC injectors were considered to be near their performance limit. DC photoinjectors
at Cornell and KEK were limited to about 350 kV due to repeated breakdown of the
ceramics, a problem that was solved later [82]. SRF photoinjectors were set up at ELBE
(Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf) [83] and under development at Brookhaven
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tor, booster module, merger, main linac module, and beam dump.

National Laboratory [84]. In conclusion, it was recommended that HZB develop an
SRF-based injector, which was considered to have the most potential. This workshop
marked the beginning of the SRF gun development at HZB [85].

Revised Focus

During the course of the project, two major developments shifted the focus of bERLin-
Pro.

1. The construction of a multi-bend achromat based storage ring (MAX IV) demon-
strated impressively that the emittance of GeV-class storage rings can be reduced
to the 1 keV diffraction limit, albeit at long bunch lengths to maintain reasonable
lifetimes.

2. In 2015, the concept of BESSY VSR was started at HZB. Superconducting RF
cavities, based on the bERLinPro LINAC design, were to provide a large CW
overvoltage. This system allows for bunch shortening while still permitting cur-
rents on par with that in ERLs.

Thus, “conventional” ring accelerators, albeit with technically challenging modifica-
tions, can be designed for highly coherent radiation with flexible pulse lengths at high
average flux in a multiuser facility. This view was underscored by a DOE-BESAC sub-
panel report issued in 2013, which concluded that ERLs are technologically not yet
sufficiently mature to be considered for light-source applications. Following further de-
velopment, ERLs may be considered for upgrades of, for example, FEL facilities.
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Given these developments, HZB decided not to pursue an ERL-based light source
further. The focus of bERLinPro shifted to studies of key challenges that must be
addressed by all ERL facilities, independent of their application. Many of these, of
course, involve the targeted questions listed above. bERLinPro now is considered a
dedicated accelerator research facility, embedded in the Helmholtz Association’s Funding
Research Topic “Accelerator Research & Development.” ERL-relevant research continues
to be in the foreground, and bERLinPro is open for collaboration partners. But the
facility is also available for non-ERL accelerator research that takes advantage of the
unique properties of SRF-based systems. Examples presently include ultra-fast electron
diffraction and potentially tests of the VSR SRF systems.

Current Status

Accelerator Installation The beam transport, vacuum system, photo cathode laser
and laser beamline, beam diagnostics, and a 600 kW beam dump are installed and ready
for operation. A cathode production and transport system is operational and currently
being used to develop Cs-K-Sb cathodes. First commissioning of the SRF photoinjector
started in 2018. However, due to severe problems with the cathode implementation,
a revamp and reassembly was required. The installation of the SRF photoinjector for
currents up to 10 mA (limited by coupler power) as well as the 3-cavity booster module
is now planned for 2022. Funds are no longer available for the SRF LINAC module.
However, the perspective exists to employ a VSR SRF module in the future (2026) as
such, to provide 35 MeV total beam energy.
Present activities are focused on the high-current SRF photoinjector. A dedicated

diagnostic line capable of handling 10 mA is installed to characterize the beam. Fol-
lowing the booster installation, the beam can be transported through the merger to
the high-power beam dump following the splitter section, allowing studies of emittance
preservation, beam loss, and bunch length manipulation.
In the future, the photoinjector cavity can be modified to accept high-power booster

couplers, raising the theoretical current limit to 100 mA. Coupler tests demonstrated
that they can handle the requisite 120 kW.

Technical Infrastructure To date, all infrastructure needed to support the operation
of an ERL facility up to 50 MeV is in place. A subterranean bunker provides suffi-
cient radiation protection to handle 30 kW of continuous beam loss at 50 MeV. Further-
more, 1.3 GHz high-power RF transmitters and cryogenics are installed for photoinjector,
booster, and linac operation.

Contributions to ERL development

The theoretical, technical, and operational experiences developed in the last ten years
are too numerous for an exhaustive list, and they are published in numerous reports.
Some examples are given below.
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DRAFTFigure 2.24.: bERLinPro during the installation of the recirculator vacuum system under
clean room conditions. The magnets of the return arc are open for the
installation. The injection line comes from the right.

Contributions to theory

• New shielding formulas [86] and radiation detector design [87]

• Optics code ‘OPAL’ modified for ERL start-to-end calculation [88]

• Detailed impedance studies for accelerator components [89]

Technical and operational experience

• SRF photoinjector development [90]

• Cathode transfer system for integration of cathodes in an SRF injector [91]

• Cathode production with high quantum efficiency and life time [92]

• Cathode laser development [93]

• Superconducting solenoid [94] with superconducting Nb magnetic shield [95]

• 100 kW average-power class couplers [96]

• HOM damped linac end cells [97]

• 600 kW beam dump
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• Digital low-level RF systems for CW operation [?]

• Repair procedure for damaged (scratched) superconducting cavities [98]

Lessons learned

Ten years is little time to develop components that exceed the state of the art consider-
ably. This particularly applies to the photoinjector parameters: 30 MV m−1 and 100 mA
was far beyond what had been built at the time and still is. Correspondingly, both sched-
ule and budget must include a large degree of contingency. It must be communicated
at all levels that the many unknowns of such a research project (as opposed to an im-
plementation project) prevent precise time and budget planning, and much contingency
must be included.

Schedule: Schedule contingency must accommodate technical setbacks that can have
a severe impact: For example, a small scratch incurred during final cleaning of the SRF
photoinjector cavity delayed bERLinPro by 2 years to develop a recovery procedure. The
schedule must also accommodate long times spent in recruiting and training personnel in
light of the strong competition for a limited number of experts. In the case of bERLinPro,
this included personnel, for example for laser technology, clean room assembly of SRF
components, and digital low-level RF systems.

Infrastructure: Key infrastructure to support SRF development, in particular clean
room and cavity handling and testing facilities, ideally should be available prior to the
start of the project or at least must be an integral part of the project timing and budget.
The infrastructure must be sufficiently dimensioned to prevent time-consuming bottle
necks from (at times unforeseen) parallel activities.

Budget: Budgetary planning is complicated by the fact that many components are
completely new developments, and no fiscal baseline experience exists. Often, only few
companies with the prerequisite production expertise exist worldwide, driving up costs
further. Tooling development results in high baseline costs for the many one-of-a-kind
component orders. Ideally, the budget should enable procurement of multiple systems
of the most critical components to mitigate risk. This allows manufacturers to “learn”
as they produce, leaves room for modifications as know-how is acquired, and mitigates
risks in case of system damage.

Collaborations and manufacturing: The project faced significant hurdles stem-
ming from inadequate, late, faulty, or damaged deliveries from industry as well as collab-
orating laboratories participating on a “best effort” basis. This underscores that intense
supervision and quality control throughout the production is essential, a time-consuming
process that must be included in staffing plans. The technical specifications of many
components are highly specialized and the production techniques non-standard, even for
expert manufacturers. Supervision is complicated by frequently large distances to ven-
dors, and even cultural differences can impact the communication. Even “best-effort”
cooperation contracts with laboratories proved insufficient at times.
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2.2.4. cERL at KEK
Introduction

The Compact Energy-Recovery Linac (cERL) has been operating since 2013 at KEK. It
is a test accelerator to operate with a high average beam current and a high beam quality.
Main purpose of the cERL is to develop key components for future high average current
electron source with low emittance, such as a DC photocathode gun and a cutting-edge
superconducting cavity technologies. Fig. 2.25. shows the layout of the cERL. Electron
beam produced by the 390–500 kV gun is accelerated in the injector superconducting
(SC) cavities about 2–5 MeV, then accelerated in the main linac (ML) SC cavities up to
17.6–20 MeV. The beam travels the re-circulation loop, then decelerated in the ML-SC
down to the same energy as the injection energy, and delivered to the beam dump.

Figure 2.25.: Layout of the cERL.

After the first beam commissioning in December 2013, a maximum beam-current has
been increased in a step-by-step manner every year, namely, 1 µA in 2013, 10 µA,
in 2014 and 100 µA in 2015. Details of design, construction and the result of initial
commissioning were already reported in ref. [?]. In March 2016 a high current (1
mA) CW operation with energy recovery was achieved [?]. Nevertheless, the future
light source plan at KEK was shifted to the high-performance storage ring. And ERL
project Office was closed at KEK in 2017. But the “Utilization Promotion Team based on
Superconductive Accelerator (SRF-application team)” was kept [?]. On the other hand,
KEK directorates kept the importance of the R&D for industrial application based on
ERL technologies. Thus, the beam operation of cERL was restarted, but the objective
changed from the future light source to the industrial applications.

Industrial applications of the cERL

To be able to realize such industrial applications as an Extreme Ultraviolet Free Elec-
tron Laser (EUV-FEL) for lithography, high intense Laser - Compton scattering (LSC)
sources, THz source, Radio Isotope (RI) factory and so on, the following performance
should be achieved:
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• High average CW current electron beam;

• High quality of the electron beam with high bunch charge.

Towards these goals we launched a high bunch charge operation (max. 40 pC/bunch)
in March 2017 to develop beam handling method toward high average current FEL.
Then even higher bunch charge operation (max. 60 pC/bunch) was achieved in March
2018. Finally, in June 2018 a 1 mA stable energy recovery beam operation with small
beam emittance to reduce unwanted beam loss and halo was successfully performed.
Brief summary of this achievement reads CW 0.9 mA operation with recirculation loop
energy 17.6 MeV after fine beam loss tuning. It was stable in 2 hours. To achieve stable
CW operation, optics tuning and collimator tuning were very important. The measured
normalized emittances were close to design values (design: εx/εy = 0.34/0.24 pmm mrad;
measured: εx/εy = 0.29/0.26 pmm mrad). The energy recovery efficiency was 100% ±
0.05% [?].
In 2018 there were two topics concerning cERL activity. The one is RI manufacturing

facility for nuclear medical examination 99Mo/99mTc by using accelerator in spite of
a nuclear reactor for a stable supply. Thus, a new beam line for the electron beam
irradiation was constructed and successfully commissioned. This new beam line is used
for the industrial applications; 99Mo production for the nuclear medicine and the asphalt
modification for the infrastructure sustainability (see Fig. 2.26). The construction was
finished in March 2019. And the first irradiation experiments were done in June 2019
[?]. Another one is EUV-FEL for Future Lithography for industrial application which
is the prioritized target for the next years. This is discussed in Section 6.2

Figure 2.26.: Layout of the irradiation area.

2.2.5. Recuperator at Novosibirsk
The Novosibirsk FEL facility [99] includes three FELs [100] operating in the terahertz,
far-, and mid-infrared spectral ranges. Despite its rather long history, its potential has
not been fully revealed so far. The first FEL of this facility has been operating for
users of terahertz radiation since 2004. It remains the world’s most powerful source
of coherent narrow-band radiation in its wavelength range (90–340 µm). The second
FEL was commissioned in 2009; now, it operates in the range of 35–80 µm, but it is
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planned to replace its undulator with a new one, shifting its short-wavelength boundary
down to 15 µm. The average radiation power of the first and second FELs is up to
0.5 kW, and the peak power is about 1 MW. The third FEL was commissioned in 2015
to cover the wavelength range of 5–20 µm. Its undulator is comprised of three separate
sections. Such a lattice is suited very well to demonstrate the new off-mirror way of
radiation outcoupling in an FEL oscillator (so called electron outcoupling [101]), which
is also planned for the near future, along with improvements of the accelerator injection
system. As a result, the average electron beam current and, consequently, the radiation
power of all the three FELs will increase.
Undulators of the FELs are installed on the first, second, and fourth orbits of the

multi-turn ERL. The scheme of the Novosibirsk ERL with three FELs is shown in
Fig. 2.27. The Novosibirsk ERL was the first multi-turn ERL in the world. Its peculiar
features include the normal-conducting 180 MHz accelerating system, the DC electron
gun with a grid-controlled thermionic cathode, three operation modes of the magnetic
system, and a rather compact (6 m× 40 m) design.

Figure 2.27.: The Novosibirsk ERL with three FELs (top view).

The NovoFEL accelerator has a rather complex design. One can treat it as three dif-
ferent ERLs that use the same injector and the same linac. Starting from the low-energy
injector, electrons pass through the accelerating radio-frequency (RF) structure (main
linac) several times. After that, they lose part of their energy in the FEL undulator.
The used electron beam is decelerated in the same RF structure, and the low-energy
electrons are absorbed in the beam dump.
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The first ERL of the facility has only one orbit. It is stacked vertically (see Fig. 2.27).
The second and the third ERLs are two and four-turn ERLs, respectively. Their beam
lines are arranged horizontally. The injector is common for all the ERLs. It includes
an electrostatic gun and one bunching and two accelerating cavities. The gun voltage
is 300 kV, which is applied to the grid-controlled thermionic cathode. The gun provides
1 ns bunches with a charge of up to 1.5 nC, a normalized emittance of about 20 µm, and
a repetition rate of zero to 22.5 MHz. After the 180.4 MHz bunching cavity, the bunches
are compressed in the drift space (about 3 m long), accelerated up to 2 MeV (total
energy) in the two 180.4 MHz accelerating cavities, and injected through the injection
beamline and the chicane into the main accelerating structure of the ERL (see Fig. 2.27).
The accelerating structure consists of 16 normal-conducting RF cavities, connected to
two waveguides. The operating frequency is 180.4 MHz. Such a low frequency allows
operation with long bunches and high currents.
The choice of the working ERL and corresponding FEL is determined by commutation

of bending magnets. The first FEL is installed underneath the accelerating RF structure.
Therefore, after the first pass through the RF structure, the electron beam with an energy
of 11 MeV is bent by 180° into the vertical plane. After being used in the FEL, the beam
returns to the RF structure at the decelerating phase. In this mode, the ERL operates
as a single-orbit machine.
For operation with the second and third FELs, two round magnets (a spreader and a

recombiner) are switched on. They bend the beam in the horizontal plane as shown in
Fig. 2.27. After four passes through the RF accelerating structure, the electron beam
enters the undulator of the third FEL. The energy of electrons in the third FEL is about
42 MeV. The used beam is decelerated four times and goes to the beam dump.
If the four magnets on the second track (see Fig. 2.27) are switched on, the beam

with an energy of 20 MeV passes through the second FEL. After that, it enters the
accelerating structure at the decelerating phase due to the choice of path length through
the second FEL. After two decelerating passes, the used beam is absorbed in the beam
dump.
It is worth noting that all the 180° bends are achromatic (even second-order achromatic

on the first and second horizontal tracks) but non-isochronous. That enables longitudinal
“gymnastics” to increase the peak current in the FELs and to optimize the deceleration
of the used beam.

Table 2.6.: Basic accelerator and FEL parameters
1st FEL 2nd FEL 3rd FEL

Beam energy MeV 8.5–13.4 21–22.8 39–42
Peak Current A 10 30 50
Average Current mA 30 10 4
Wavelength µm 90–340 37–80 8–11
Average radiation power kW 0.5 0.5 0.1
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The possibilities for users to conduct their experiments have been significantly ex-
panded recently by implementation of the new operating mode [102]. In this mode,
single or periodic radiation macropulses of duration of down to 10 µs can be obtained.
The radiation power modulation is done electronically by controlling the FEL lasing,
and it can be triggered by an external signal.
The current of the Novosibirsk ERL is now limited by the electron gun. A new RF

gun was built and tested recently. It operates at a frequency of 90 MHz. An average
beam current of more than 100 mA was achieved [103]. It is planned to install this gun
in the injector; the existing electrostatic gun will be kept there. The RF gun beamline
has already been manufactured and assembled on the test setup. The beam parameters
were measured after the first bending magnet and at the beamline exit.
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3. ERL - New Facilities in the Twenties
Intro - Max Klein

3.1. MESA
The Mainz Superconducting Energy-recovering Accelerator, MESA for short, is going
to be used for particle and nuclear physics experiments [104]. The superconducting RF
modules will allow CW operation at 1300 MHz. Two beam modes will be available: On
the one hand, the P2 experiment [105] will use an extracted spin-polarized beam (EB
mode) of 150 µA. On the other hand, the MAGIX experiment will employ windowless
targets using a gas-jet technique [106]. Because of the low areal density, the interaction
of the beam with the target is minimal. Hence, energy recovery of the beam after passing
the target is efficient and higher luminosities can be achieved with a given installed RF
power. For this “ER mode”, 1 mA of beam intensity at 105 MeV will be available in the
first stage, which is planned to be increased to 10 mA in a second stage.
The recirculator magnet system is arranged in double-sided fashion with an acceler-

ating cryomodule of the “ELBE” type on each side (see Fig. 3.1). The lattice offers
high flexibility: Firstly, very good energy spread, ∆E/E < 10−4, can be achieved by
non-isochronous acceleration [107]. Secondly, by using path length compensation and
variable R56 in the arcs, continuous variation of energy at the experimental sites from
30 MeV up to the maximum energy is possible [108]. This is important for the planned
campaigns aiming at precision measurements of astrophysical S-factors and the charge
radius of the proton. The SRF cryomodules will operate at a gradient of 12.5 MV m−1.
Four cavities of the TESLA type will then yield 50 MeV per pass. With five 180° bend-
ing arcs, this allows three linac passages in EB mode and twice-accelerating and twice-
decelerating operation in ER mode. In ER mode, a dedicated beam line can guide the
beam towards the MAGIX experiment and back to the modules with the 180° phase
shift required for ER operation. In EB mode, the beam is extracted after the third linac
passage and guided through another external arc towards a long straight line in front
of the P2 experiment. The straight will incorporate an electron beam polarimeter [109]
and the beam parameter stabilization for the P2 experiment. This stabilization system
is based on an arrangement of resonant TM11 and TM10 cavities. It has already been
tested under realistic conditions at the MAMI accelerator and has demonstrated that
the extreme bandwidth and sensitivity required for the P2 experiment can be achieved
[110].
The injection energy is 5 MeV, which leads to a beam energy of 155 MeV in EB mode

and 105 MeV in ER mode. The fundamental power couplers and the RF amplifiers are
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chosen in such a way that the beam power requirement of the P2 experiment (23.25 kW)
can be met. For ER mode, our investigations [111] have revealed that a beam current
at the experiment above 10 mA can be obtained as far as BBU instability is concerned.
However, a more serious limitation seems to result from the HOM-damping antennas of
the TESLA cavities. The power handling capability of the HOM antennas is presently
subject to large uncertainties. Their thermal conductivity has been improved for the
MESA cavities [112]. Therefore, the limitation for the beam current at the experiment
is presently believed to be within the range of the design value of 1 mA. Further im-
provements, e.g., coating the antennas with material of higher TC, are presently under
investigation. The MAGIX experiment will operate with a windowless gas jet target.
Together with the 1 mA MESA beam, luminosities of > 1035 cm−2 s−1 are possible. This
luminosity can be run permanently while complying with radiation protection regula-
tions valid for our institution, at least for targets with low nuclear charge like hydrogen
or helium [113].
A new building is presently being erected which will contain most of the recirculating

part of MESA, whereas MAGIX and P2 as well as the injector [114] will be installed
in old parts of the building complex at the Institut für Kernphysik at the Johannes
Gutenberg-Universität in Mainz, Germany. The new building will become available in
the first half of 2022. Injector installation starts earlier, as it is located in the existing
part of the site. In a dedicated test set-up, the source and the longitudinal matching
system were successfully operated at bunch charges up to 0.77 pC, which yields the
nominal 1 mA at 1300 MHz [115, 116, 117]. All four cavities of MESA have been installed
in their cryomodules, where they have achieved Q0 > 1× 1010 at the nominal field
of 12.5 MV m−1, though up to now without beam. This is sufficient for the planned
operations. After an upgrade which is presently being executed, the cryogenic plant
will have enough capacity to cool the cryomodules [108]. In 2022, the installation of
the cryogenic infrastructure will begin together with that of the recirculating magnet
system. Of course, there have been delays by the COVID-19 pandemic, but so far their
impact only adds up to less than one year. Therefore, start of beam commissioning is
still envisioned before 2024, provided the pandemic recedes in the way that is currently
expected.
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Figure 3.1.: Overview of the MESA accelerator components. Blue, yellow, and red items
represent dipoles, quadrupoles, and beam position monitors, respectively.

3.2. PERLE at Orsay
3.2.1. Facility Overview
PERLE, a Powerful Energy Recovery Linac for Experiments, emerged from the design
of the Large Hadron Electron Collider as a 3-turn racetrack configuration with a linac
in each straight. Its principles were published first at the IPAC conference 2014 [118].
The CDR of the LHeC in 2012 [20] assumed an electron current of 6.8 mA to reach the
initial design luminosity of 1033 cm−2 s−1, which was and still is considered to be large
when compared to the HERA values, between 1 and 4× 1031 cm−2 s−1. The discovery
of the Higgs boson made it desirable to target a tenfold higher luminosity value than
envisioned in that CDR. This was possible since the LHC reached a higher brightness
than assumed: the β∗ could possibly be reduced to below 10 cm and the electron cur-
rent increased, as was discussed in 2013 [119, 120]. The default electron beam current
of the LHeC became 20 mA [121], and this value has now been adopted for PERLE.
Emulating the LHeC configuration with one instead of about 50 cryomodules per linac
determined the final electron energy to be 500 MeV and the footprint of the facility as
shown in Fig. 3.2. In 2017, a group of accelerator, particle and nuclear physicists pre-
sented a PERLE design concept [122], together with detailed considerations for physics
and other applications, at that time still for 1 GeV beam energy. PERLE has now been
established as a Collaboration of Institutes with mostly long experience on ERL, SRF
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DRAFTFigure 3.2.: Top and side views of the PERLE facility planned to be built at IJClab
Orsay. An electron energy of 500 MeV is achieved in three turns passing
through two cryomodules, each housing four 5-cell cavities of 802 MHz fre-
quency.

and magnet technology as well as operation. The facility will be hosted by Irène Joliot
Curie Laboratory at Orsay, and be built by a collaboration of BINP Novosibirsk, CERN,
University of Cornell, IJClab Orsay, Jefferson Laboratory Newport News, University of
Liverpool and STFC Daresbury including the Cockcroft Institute, with others expressing
interest. Recently, an ambitious plan was endorsed aiming for first PERLE beam oper-
ation, with initially one linac, in the mid twenties. The Collaboration intends to use the
ALICE gun, the JLEIC booster and the SPL [123] cryomodules as key components for
an early start, while the bulk funding is still to be realised. The importance of PERLE
reaches far beyond the role it has for LHeC. Its parameters make it very suitable for
exploring ERLs in the new, 100 mA range, required also for further high-energy colliders,
and its intense, low-emittance beam provides an ideal base for novel particle and nuclear
physics experiments.

3.2.2. Injector
In recent years the PERLE injector design has been pursued and is approaching tentative
conclusions. A 20 mA current corresponds to 500 pC bunch charge at 40 MHz frequency
as prescribed by the LHC. Delivery of such high-charge electron bunches into the main
loop of an ERL while preserving the emittance is challenging. This is because at the
typical injection momentum, space charge forces still have a significant effect on the
beam dynamics. Simulations have shown that the baseline DC-gun-based injector can
achieve the required emittance at the booster linac exit. The quality of the 500 pC
bunches must then be preserved with space charge through the merger at a total beam
energy of 7 MeV keeping the emittance below 6 mm mrad. The beam dynamics in the
merger were simulated using the code OPAL and optimised using a genetic algorithm.
Three possible merger schemes were investigated. The goal of the optimisation was
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Table 3.1.: PERLE merger specification
Parameter Values
Bunch charge 500 pC
Emittance ≤ 6 mm mrad
Total injection energy 7 MeV/c
First arc energy 89 MeV
RMS bunch length 3 mm
Maximum RMS transverse beam size 6 mm
Twiss β at 1st main linac pass exit 8.6 m
Twiss α at 1st main linac pass exit −0.66

to minimise the emittance growth while also achieving the required Twiss parameters
to match onto the spreader at the main linac exit. A three dipole solution was then
examined in more detail. Table 3.1 shows the requirements on the beam at the exit of
the main linac after the first pass.

Figure 3.3.: The layout of the injector with an example of a possible merger scheme.

To achieve this low emittance with high average current, a DC-gun-based injector
will be used. This injector will consist of a 350 kV photocathode electron gun, a pair of
solenoids for transverse beam size control and emittance compensation, an 801.58 MHz
buncher cavity, a booster linac consisting of four single cell 801.58 MHz SRF cavities,
and a merger to transport the beam into the main ERL loop. The Twiss matching to
the optics of the main ERL loop is also done in the merger. The layout of the injector
with a possible merger example can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

3.2.3. Accelerator Characteristics
PERLE will serve as a hub for the validation and exploration of a broad range of ac-
celerator phenomena in an unexplored operational power regime. A summary of the
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design parameters is presented in Table 3.2. The bunch spacing in the ERL is assumed

Parameter unit value
Injection beam energy MeV 7
Electron beam energy MeV 500
Norm. emittance γεx,y mm mrad 6
Average beam current mA 20
Bunch charge pC 500
Bunch length mm 3
Bunch spacing ns 24.95
RF frequency MHz 801.58
Duty factor CW

Table 3.2.: PERLE Beam Parameters

to be 25 ns; however, empty bunches might be required in the ERL for ion clearing
gaps. PERLE will study important characteristics such as: CW operation, handling a
high average beam current, low delivered beam energy spread and low delivered beam
emittance.
The linac optics design minimises the effect of wakefields such that the beta function

must be minimised at low energy. The ERL is operated on crest in order to benefit from
the maximum voltage available in the cavity. The spreaders/recombiners connect the
linac structures to the arcs and route the electron bunches according to their energies.
The design is a two-step achromatic vertical deflection system and features a specific
magnet design in order to gain in compactness.
The three arcs on either side of the linacs are vertically stacked and composed of 6

dipoles instead of 4 dipoles with respect to the previous design [122], reducing the effects
of CSR. Moreover, the arc lattice is based on flexible-momentum-compaction optics such
that the momentum compaction factor can be minimised but also adjusted if needed.
The low energy implies that the energy spread and emittance growth due to incoherent
synchrotron radiation is negligible in the arcs.
The ERL lattice design provides a pair of low-beta insertions for experimental pur-

poses, and the multi-pass optics optimisation gives a perfect transmission with the front-
to-end tracking results including CSR. Multi-bunch tracking has shown that instabilities
from HOM can be damped with frequency detuning. The optimal bunch recombination
pattern gives some constraints on the length of the arcs. Furthermore, the arc with the
low-beta insertions will provide the necessary shift to the decelerating phase in the RF
cavities. There are two chicanes in the lattice, located at the entrance of a linac and
symmetrically at the exit of the other linac structure. They are needed to allow injection
and extraction through a constant field.
The optics design of the multi-turn ERL is shown in Fig. 3.4 and presents the sequence

of linacs and arcs leading to the two interaction regions where experiment setups will
be placed. Note the relatively low values of the beta function along the ERL since the
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beam emittance is in fact larger at low energy.

Figure 3.4.: Plot of the beta functions and the beam energy along the multi-turn ERL.
PERLE has two linacs and 3 passes, which leads to a six-fold increase and
subsequent decrease of the beam energy.

3.2.4. Prospect
A vigorous R&D program is being pursued to develop a Technical Design Report for
PERLE at Orsay within the next year. To achieve this goal, tentatively the following
sequence of accelerator design studies has been identified:

• Completion of the injector design

• Momentum acceptance and longitudinal match

• Start-to-end simulation with synchrotron radiation, CSR micro-bunching

• HOM design and tests of a dressed cavity

• Preparation of ALICE gun installation at Orsay

• Multi-pass wake-field effects, BBU studies

• Injection line/chicane design including space-charge studies at injection

• Design of PERLE diagnostics

• Preparation of facility infrastructure
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The collaboration is aiming at the PERLE Technical Design Report to be concluded by
end of 2022, with the goal of achieving the first beam at PERLE by the mid-twenties.
Important milestones will be the delivery and equipment of the JLEIC booster cryostat
to Orsay and the production and test of the complete linac cavity-cryomodule, as the
first linac for PERLE and the 802MHz cryomodule demonstrator as part of the FCC-
ee feasibility project. Further details on the current design of PERLE can be found
in Ref. [124]. The multi-turn, high-current, small-emittance configuration and the time
line of PERLE make it a central part of the European plans for the development of
energy-recovery linacs.

3.3. CEBAF 5-pass Energy Recovery Experiment
Modifications to CEBAF

CEBAF presently accelerates CW beams for delivery to Hall D at 12 GeV (11 linac
passes) and Halls A-C at 11 GeV and below (up to 10 linac passes). After use in the
halls, beam is delivered to the respective hall beam dumps at beam power up to 1 MW
for Halls A and C (high current halls), 60 kW for Hall D, and 1.5 kW for Hall B (low
current halls). All beam is accelerated on RF crest and there is no energy recovery in
routine CEBAF operations. Energy recovery would be made feasible in CEBAF by the
addition of two modest hardware sections: a pathlength chicane insertion at the start
of Arc A, and a low-power dump line at the end of the south linac (SL), before the first
west spreader dipole magnet. These areas are indicated in Fig. 3.5, These alterations
are designed to remain in place permanently, and do not interfere with any capability
of routine CEBAF 12 GeV operations.

New Pathlength Chicane

To invoke energy recovery mode for ER@CEBAF, the beam must pass through an
additional half of the CEBAF RF wavelength (10 cm) in the final arc (Arc A). We plan
to implement this with a new 31 m long chicane in the matching straight just before the
arc. The chicane is configured with four standard CEBAF MBA 3-meter 40-turn dipole
magnets as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The required maximum individual dipole field at peak
beam energy of 7073 MeV is about 0.7 Tesla, Support of both “straight through” and
“chicane bypass” modes requires a special beampipe design with a 5◦ split. This type
of vacuum chamber has already been used at CEBAF; there are no additional vacuum
concerns for this insertion.

Longitudinal Match and Considerations

The longitudinal stability in ERLs is dependent upon judicious choices for accelerating
and decelerating RF phases, the initial bunchlength and energy spread of the beam,
and the chromatic characteristics of the return arcs. ISR-driven energy loss in the high-
energy arcs, in both accelerating and decelerating passes, results in two beams of different
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DRAFTFigure 3.5.: The CEBAF accelerator, with arrows indicating planned hardware installa-
tions for the ER@CEBAF experiment.

momentum traversing each arc. Finally, as a consequence of anti-damping during de-
celeration, the relative energy spread of the beam becomes larger during deceleration
and energy recovery. All of these effects can be mitigated by performing the appropriate
longitudinal phase space manipulations.
The injection chicane, located at the end of the injector, can be used to perform

initial bunch compression. We can also separately adjust linac phases for acceleration
and deceleration passes, and control M56 (linear momentum compaction) in each of the
CEBAF arcs separately.

Figure 3.6.: ER@CEBAF new AE region pathlength chicane, with bend angle of 5 deg.
and dipole length of 3 m
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Momentum Acceptance

The limiting factor for ER@CEBAF with 5 passes is the ARC momentum acceptance,
which places a bound on the maximum energy gain one can support in the linacs. Above
that energy gain, the ISR losses are sufficiently large that the energy separation between
accelerated and decelerated beams in the last arcs is larger than the ARC momentum
acceptance.
The standard configuration for the CEBAF ARC1 and ARC2 is high dispersion op-

tics (8 and 6 meters peak respectively). For the CEBAF ER experiment, we redesigned
these optics to be low dispersion like the other arcs in the nominal CEBAF 12 GeV
design to give them larger momentum acceptance. Changing these arcs to this config-
uration only requires changes to quadrupole magnet setpoints. All arcs are first order
(but not second) achromats The initial estimates of the momentum acceptance were per-
formed using a simple spreadsheet and established ISR energy loss and energy spread
formulas from Sands [?]. From this we determined that the maximum feasible energy
gain for ER@CEBAF is 700 MeV/linac, with a likely hard bound somewhere below 750
MeV/linac.
To maximize the momentum acceptance, we adopted the following method: In each

Arc, we calculated the average momentum for the accelerated and decelerated beams
and calculated the resulting average momentum.

Multi-pass Linac Optics

Energy recovery in a racetrack topology explicitly requires that both the accelerating
and decelerating beams share the individual return arcs. This in turn, imposes specific
requirements for TWISS functions at the linacs ends: the TWISS functions have to be
identical for both the accelerating and decelerating linac passes converging to the same
energy and therefore entering the same arc, therefore requiring corresponding matching
conditions at the linac ends. To visualize beta functions for multiple accelerating and
decelerating passes through a given linac, it is convenient to reverse the linac direction for
all decelerating passes and string them together with the interleaved accelerating passes,
as illustrated in Fig. ??. This way, the corresponding accelerating and decelerating
passes are joined together at the arc’s entrance/exit. Therefore, the matching conditions
are automatically built into the resulting multi-pass linac beamline. The figure below
illustrates the optimum focusing profile for both North and South linacs based on a
FODO like (60◦ phase advance) lattice. One can see that both linacs uniquely define the
TWISS functions for the arcs: the NL fixes input to all odd arcs and output to all even
arcs, while the SL fixes input to all even arcs and output to all odd arcs. To optimize the
multi-pass linac optics, we conducted a thorough exploratory study of optimum phase
advance in the linac FODO structure; spanning from no focusing drift linac to a strongly
focusing 120◦ FODO (present CEBAF linac optics) [?]. A single objective optimization
was done to minimize beta/E averaged over all accelerating and decelerating passes;
that quantity being a driving term for most collective phenomena in recirculating linacs.
As a result, the optimum value of the linac phase advance was found to be 60◦. The
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Table 3.3.: Pass-by-pass beam energy parameters for 5-pass ER@CEBAF at 700
MeV/linac, and phases as described in text. ∆E is energy lost to SR in
each arc. All energies are in MeV according to theory; pexit is from tracking,
and includes small effects including spreader/recombiner and quadrupole SR
energy losses.

Arc (accelerating) Eentrance Eexit ∆E Eloss, total pexit (tracking)
1 779.00 779.00 0.00 0.00 778.98
2 1479.00 1478.98 0.02 0.02 1478.96
3 2178.98 2178.88 0.10 0.12 2178.76
4 2878.88 2878.73 0.15 0.27 2878.48
5 3578.73 3578.37 0.36 0.63 3577.79
6 4278.37 4277.89 0.49 1.11 4276.95
7 4977.89 4977.00 0.89 2.00 4975.99
8 5677.00 5675.49 1.51 3.51 5674.55
9 6375.49 6373.10 2.40 5.90 6372.26
10 7073.10 7070.37 2.72 8.63 7069.98
Arc (decelerating) Eentrance Eexit ∆E Eloss, total pexit (tracking)
9 6371.83 6369.44 2.39 11.02 6370.19
8 5670.90 5669.40 1.50 12.52 5672.07
7 4970.85 4969.97 0.89 13.40 4966.02
6 4271.42 4270.94 0.48 13.88 4966.61
5 3572.39 3572.04 0.35 14.24 3568.62
4 2873.50 2873.35 0.15 14.39 2871.69
3 2174.80 2174.71 0.10 14.48 2174.30
2 1476.16 1476.14 0.02 14.50 1477.65
1 777.60 777.59 0.00 14.51 780.56
dump 79.04 — 0.00 14.51 83.50

optimum lowest pass linac optics was configured as a slightly perturbed 60◦ FODO (with
modified quads at the linac end.

New Arc Optics for ER

As we concluded above, both linacs uniquely define the TWISS functions for the arcs.
Therefore, the optics settings of all 10 CEBAF arcs will have to be modified to meet the
new values of TWISS functions at both arc ends. Since the linacs are almost identical,
the required matching conditions are very close to mirror symmetric for the arcs. To
redesign the arcs, we modified the spreader and recombiner sections along their matching
straights, leaving the arc proper intact. This procedure was carried out for all 10 arcs.
This acceleration process continues pass-by-pass through the SL pass after Arc 9. Finally,
the beam at top energy is transported through Arc A, where it gains an extra half-
wavelength (via a path-length delay chicane) and it ends up being decelerated in the
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Figure 3.7.: Complete multi-pass optics for both linacs optimized as slightly perturbed

60◦ FODO

following passes through both the North and South linacs . Similarly, the deceleration
continues pass-by-pass through Arc 3, and it finally reaches the last decelerating pass.
Finally, the beam is extracted into the dump at the end of the SL.

3.4. Electron Cooler at BNL
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has been selected to build the next US DOE
nuclear physics facility called the Electron-Ion Collider or EIC. A schematic view of the
facility is shown in Fig. 3.8 (left). The EIC will extend the existing Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) with an accelerator for polarized electrons to obtain electron-ion
collisions [125]. A high luminosity of 1× 1034 cm−2 s−1 in the EIC can only be achieved
using a strong beam cooling mechanism that counteracts IBS in the hadron bunches,
which would otherwise cause a rapid increase of hadron emittance and a reduction of
luminosity [126] as shown in Fig. 3.8 (right).
Electron cooling of hadron beams at the EIC top energy requires a 150 MeV electron

beam with an average power of 15 MW or higher. This task is a natural fit for an
ERL driver, while being out of reach for DC accelerators [127]. BNL recently demon-
strated successful e-cooling of a low-energy ion beam in RHIC using an RF accelera-
tor [128]. However, the efficiency of traditional electron cooling—both magnetized and
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Figure 3.8.: Left: Schematic EIC layout including the electron cooler in a 200-meter-long
straight section. Right: Maximum achievable luminosity in the EIC with
and without strong hadron cooling (SHC).

non-magnetized—falls as a high power of beam energy1. For the EIC energy, a tradi-
tional e-cooler would require a multi-Ampere average current ERL, which is outside of
the scope of this paper.
Coherent Electron Cooling (CeC) [129, 130, 131, 132] is a novel but untested technique

with the potential to satisfy the stringent requirements for the EIC cooler. CeC is a tech-
nique which uses an electron beam to perform all functions of a stochastic cooler [133]:
the pick-up, the amplifier, and the kicker. The bandwidth of traditional RF stochastic
cooling [134] is limited to a few GHz. In contrast, CeC amplifiers use the microbunch-
ing instability, which has a bandwidth of up to hundreds of THz [130, 131, 135, 136],
sufficient to cool the dense proton beam in the EIC.
As shown in Fig. 3.9, the CeC consists of three sections: the modulator, the amplifier,

and the kicker [129, 132]. In the modulator, hadrons create a negative imprint of their
density via a process known as Debye screening [137]. The imprint is amplified by a se-
lected microbunching instability in the central section, which also serves for the hadrons’
time-of-flight dispersion. In the kicker, the strongly—typically hundredfold—amplified
imprint generates a longitudinal electric field, which is used to correct the energy of
each individual hadron toward the central value. Transverse cooling is accomplished by
coupling between the longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom [129].
Currently, BNL is developing two CeC designs for EIC cooling. The first CeC de-

sign is based on a conventional multi-chicane microbunching amplifier [130, 138, 139],
which requires a modification of RHIC accelerator to separate the electron and hadron
beams [126, 139, 140], as shown in Fig. 3.10. The amplifier in this CeC would have a

1The e-cooling time scales as γ5/2, where γ is the relativistic factor. For cooling to occur, the relativistic
factors of electron and hadron beams must be equal.
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Figure 3.9.: Schematic view of the principle of CeC. The device consists of three sections:
a modulator, an amplifier plus a hadron dispersion section, and a kicker.

bandwidth of 30 THz, and the system promises a cooling time of ∼10 s minutes for a
275 GeV proton beam in the EIC.

Figure 3.10.: Layout of the chicane-based coherent electron cooler for the EIC. The
hadron chicane for pathlength and R56 adjustment is provided by using dis-
placed superconducting dipole magnets at the IR2 straight section. Note
that for a better view, the vertical scale is stretched by a factor of ≈ 50.

The second CeC design, which is shown in Fig. 3.11, is based on a plasma-cascade
microbunching amplifier (PCA) [131, 135, 136]. This system does not require separation
of electron and ion bunches. The PCA has a bandwidth of 500 THz, and this system
promises to cool a 275 GeV proton beam in the EIC in under 5 minutes.
In short, both CeC designs have the potential to cool hadron beams in the EIC to

achieve its luminosity potential. The team are working to identify the most promising as
well as least expensive version of the CeC cooler. Given that the technique is untested,
the real cooler is expected to have a significantly longer cooling time that the estimation
provided above. This is the reason why CeC with 4-cell PCA is being tested experi-
mentally at RHIC [141, 142, 143]. This experiment has already discovered a number
of additional limiting factors, such as excessive THz-scale noise in the electron beam.
At the same time, this experiment also established that the SRF gun built for CeC can
generate an electron beam with the quality required for PCA-based CeC.
Table 1 summarizes the requirements for the ERL and the beam quality for both
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Figure 3.11.: Layout of the CeC in the EIC with 4-cell PCA located at an existing 200-
meter straight section in the RHIC tunnel. The system is driven by a
3-path 150 MeV ERL with a high-quality electron beam generated by an
QW SRF gun [144].

current CeC designs for a 275 GeV EIC proton beam.
Both CeC designs require an ERL operating with parameters beyond the state of the

art. Specifically, the average current exceeds that demonstrated in SRF ERLs by an
order of magnitude or more, and further progress in ERL technology is needed for such
a driver to become a reality.
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Table 3.4.: ERL and beam quality requirements for the 275 GeV proton beam CeC cooler

in the EIC.
Parameter Unit CeC 1 CeC 2
Beam energy MeV 149.8 149.8
Injector
Electron gun DC, inverted SRF, QW
Gun voltage MV 0.4 1.5 *
Charge per bunch nC 1 1.5 *
Bunch frequency, max MHz 98.5 49.25 **
Beam current mA 98.5 73.9
Injection beam energy MeV 5.6 3.5
ERL
Number of passes 1 3
ERL linac, fundamental MV 163 51
Harmonic section 3rd 5th
ERL linac, harmonic MV 18 2
Beam parameters in CeC
Peak current A 17–30 150
Norm. emittance, rms mm mrad 3 1.25 *
Bunch length, rms mm 3.5–7 1.2
Energy spread σγ/γ, rms < 1× 10−4 < 2× 10−4 *

* Demonstrated parameters in the current CeC accelerator and SRF gun. In the
current CeC accelerator, electron bunches with 1.5 nC and 1.75 MeV are compressed to
50–75 A and accelerated to an energy of 14.6 MeV. The beam has an RMS σγ/γ of less

then 2× 10−4 and a slice RMS normalized emittance of 1 mm mrad.
** For the same cooling time: with 98.5 MHz rep-rate cooling time will be 1/2 that of

CeC 1.
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4. Key Challenges—a Concerted Effort
Intro - Andrew Hutton

4.1. Low-Emittance, High-Current Sources
The most critical component of an ERL injector is the electron gun, as it determines
the limits for important beam parameters, such as bunch charge and transverse emit-
tance. The need for high-brightness CW guns providing high average beam current, low
transverse emittance, and the ability to operate with photocathodes having quantum
efficiencies (QE) of the order of a few percent is shared with the light source community.
Typical goal parameters for HEP applications are in the range of 20–25 mA of average
current, up to 500 pC bunch charge, and emittance values of ≈ 30 mm mrad at the IP.
In fact, light source applications might surpass the HEP demands on the gun. Projects
at Cornell, USA, or in Berlin, Germany, aim at a higher current of 100 mA, and Cornell
has shown extreme core emittance values of 0.3 mm mrad at a bunch charges of 300 pC.
There are different technological solutions for electron guns. For example, the DC

grid-modulated thermionic guns are commercially available. The FEL at FHI, Berlin,
showed 800 mA of pulsed train current and measured an emittance < 10 mm mrad at
100 mA, [145]. Thermionic injectors have the drawbacks of not easily providing an
arbitrary temporal bunch structure, which may be necessary for high-average-current
ERLs, and of excluding any possibility to produce polarized electrons. Polarized beams
can be produced with the mature technology of DC guns or the emerging SRF guns. SRF
guns hold the promise of low-emittance, high-current beams due to their high cathode
field, and CW operation. bERLinPro at HZB, Berlin, Germany is closest to conducting
the proof-of-principle experiment.
Most guns depend on photocathods and appropriate lasers for the electron emission.

Common efforts have been devoted to the development of high-QE cathodes and their
handling and transport; different laboratories concentrate on different cathode materials,
e.g., Cs-Te (DESY), Cs-K-Sb (BNL, JLab, HZB), Na-K-Sb (Cornell, HZB), and QE
values > 10 % at the desired wavelength have been achieved.
Unfortunately, the existing technology of UV photocathode drive lasers does not allow

for delivering the energy which is necessary to generate high average current in combina-
tion with the highly reliable Cs-Te based photocathodes. Sufficient energy is provided by
"green" lasers only, restricting the applicability to less reliable Sb-based photocathodes,
that have a lower work function and lead to a higher risk of dark current.
The technology for buncher cavities and booster linacs is available and is therefore

mentioned only briefly.
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The unavoidable need to merge the injected beam with the recirculated beam is de-
manding, especially if multi-turn recirculation is considered. First proof-of-principle
experiments were performed at Novosibirsk and Cornell.

4.1.1. Electron sources for ERLs
In the following, the state of the art of the 5 most promising gun technologies will be
shortly described, and further necessary developments towards HEP applications are
discussed.

Thermionic Guns

Thermionic injectors are able to produce high-quality electron beams with high aver-
age current and moderate beam emittance. Therefore, they can be used as a source
of electrons for high-power, long-wavelength FELs and ERLs for high-energy physics
applications. Although the beam emittance of thermionic cathode-based injectors is
higher than that of photoinjectors, the cathode lifetime is substantially longer. This is
a decisive advantage for user-facility applications.
The thermionic injector is composed of a thermionic cathode modulated by a grid

with subsequent acceleration in an electrostatic field, as e.g. at the FELs FELIX in
Nijmegen, Netherlands, ELBE in Dresden, Germany, at FHI Berlin, Germany, and at
Novosibirsk, Russia, where the beam is accelerated up to 300 keV. Is this sentence too
detailed? At Novosibirsk, the source of electrons is the cathode-grid unit with a constant
blocking voltage and opening pulses with a duration of about 1 ns and repetition rates
varying from zero to 22 MHz. The beam pulses are then compressed with the buncher
cavity to match the wavelength of the main accelerator. The maximum bunch charge
is 1.5 nC. The typically measured normalized electron emittance is 20 mm mrad. It is
an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding thermal emittance of the source,
which can be explained by the inhomogeneity of the electric field caused by the presence
of the grid and the charge of the bunch. The average electron current during normal
operation in CW mode is about 100 mA.
Thermionic cathodes can also be used in RF cavities. Such an RF gun has been

built in Novosibirsk to increase the average current (and, consequently, the power of the
Novosibirsk FEL) [146]. The same cathode-grid assembly as in the DC gun is mounted
in a 90 MHz RF cavity. The gun has demonstrated an average current of more than
100 mA at an electron energy of about 300 keV.

CW DC Guns

Due to the relatively low electric field at the cathode (< 5 MV m−1) and low gun volt-
age (< 500 kV), DC guns were originally developed for operation with highly sensitive
GaAs-based photocathodes for nuclear physics experiments requiring polarized beams.
These guns were able to provide a relatively high photocathode lifetime. Later on, they
were utilized for FEL applications with low emittance and low bunch charge, where
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primarily GaAs photocathodes were planned to be used. The output beam energy from
a DC gun is of the order of hundreds of keV, and, to achieve a very low emittance,
the high space-charge forces after compression have to be faced properly by matching
and transporting the electron beam through a booster section up to typical injection
energies into the recirculator of about 10 MeV. Record-level normalized transverse emit-
tances lower than 1 mm mrad have been measured with the DC-gun-based Cornell ERL
injector using a Na2KSb photocathode at a wavelength (λ = 520 nm, 50 MHz) [68]. DC
photocathode guns designed to produce polarized electron beams require extremely high
vacuum conditions with a pressure of less than 10−11 mbar; Can this sentence be formu-
lated more clearly? as reported in [147], this can provide long dark lifetimes of polarized
photocathodes with a typical oxygen lifetime of 2× 10−8 mbar s and allows for operation
with antimonide-based photocathodes as well with a dark lifetime of 10−5 mbar s, which
are considered as a source of unpolarized electrons. Modern GaAs-based photocathodes
show a quantum efficiency (QE) of∼ 1 % and produce electron beams with a polarization
of more than 85 % [148, 149].

NCRF Guns

Normal conducting RF (NCRF) photoguns can be divided into two types: high-gradient
and medium-to-low-gradient guns.

High-gradient RF guns:
High-gradient RF guns work at gradients up to 60 MV m−1 at the cathode and can

provide high peak current and low thermal emittance. The gun is usually equipped with
one or more solenoids for space charge compensation and for smaller RF effects due to
smaller beam sizes, as f.e. in the PITZ/XFEL gun. The beam is injected into a booster
linac for further acceleration. This type of injector uses high-frequencies (> 1 GHz) and
a pulsed operation mode. The performances cannot be scaled to the CW mode due to
the average RF heating of the order of a few MW [150].

VHF Guns: The need for generating beams in the MHz-class repetition rates for X-
ray FEL’s, led to the development of VHF guns working in the range of up to 300 MHz.
The lower frequency allows for longer laser pulses to preserve the low thermal emittance
defined by the cathode (“cigar emission”). Medium-to-low-gradient guns still can reach
cathode gradients of up to 20 MV m−1. The beam needs to be further compressed by
a buncher cavity downstream to reach high peak currents and then be matched to
a booster linac equipped with a focusing solenoid for emittance compensation. The
APEX CW RF gun developed at LBNL [151] works in the VHF frequency band with
a peak electrode field of 20 MV m−1, much higher than DC guns and therefore with
reduced impact of space-charge forces. The output beam energy is about 800 keV, and
the normalized transverse emittance measured with APEX showed similar values to
the Cornell DC gun, i.e., 0.2/0.4/0.6 mm mrad with 20/100/300 pC electron bunches,
respectively [68]. Unlike Cornell’s experience, stable operation was demonstrated only
at low average current (1 mA) due to the limited repetition rate of the laser system (up
to 1 MHz). Ongoing studies on APEX2 show the possibility to reach 0.1 mm mrad for
100 pC bunches with about 1.5 MeV final energy [152].
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SRF Guns

SRF guns have been developed at HZDR [83], HZB [85], BNL [84], KEK [153], and
DESY [154], to name but a few. While the latest BNL Coherent electron Cooling (CeC)
project uses 113 MHz, the European 1.3 GHz “TESLA” frequency is more commonly
used. Electric peak fields at the cathode of 10–60 MV m−1 with an output beam energy
up to 3–4 MeV are reached. Bunch charges extend up to a few nC at very different bunch
lengths and repetition rates. ELBE is the only facility operating an SRF gun in user
operation since 2007. The SRF gun II produces 300 pC bunches with ∼ 15 mm mrad
emittance and a few ps of bunch length, quite close to the HEP needs.
The SRF technology itself, though, is a challenge: the theoretically high gradients

might be limited by field emission or multipacting, and the handling of the sensitive
surfaces is critical during installation. As in NCRF guns, dark current might be an
issue. The handling of high QE cathodes is challenging, with the danger of contamination
during cathode exchange or due to overheating of the cathode by the drive laser, or low
thermal conductivity. Careful procedures are indispensable to mitigate the risks.
Once in operation, SRF technology runs smoothly and reliably, e.g. at the X-FEL at

DESY. SRF guns are suitable for high-power applications due to their potentially high
RF field and the high repetition rate of the cathode laser up the GHz level. Another big
advantage of SRF guns is the confinement to a single technology, as most ERLs already
utilize SRF technology in their linac designs. The high cathode field and exit energy
reduce the impact of space charge for high-density bunches. No extra buncher cavity
is needed. The RF field next to the cathode can provide longitudinal focusing. The
typical bunch length is in the range of the pulse length of the drive laser. A (mostly
cold) solenoid focuses the beam into the booster linac, placed as close as possible to the
gun cavity exit.

4.1.2. High current photocathodes
Injectors for high current operation (except the thermionic gun) rely on photocathodes,
e.g., semiconductor materials based on (multi)alkali antimonides, or GaAs based systems
for polarized beams, in combination with a photocathode drive laser. The quality of the
photocathode is relevant for the performance of the photoinjector in terms of emittance
and current and the photocathode lifetime is essential for photoinjector operation.
Reproducible growth procedures have been developed and months-long lifetime under

operational conditions has been achieved, [155]. For high current operation, photocath-
odes with high quantum efficiency are necessary and are usually developed in-house
[156], [92], [157]. Quantum efficiencies above 10 % at the desired wavelength have been
achieved in the laboratory. One critical aspect is to preserve extremely high vacuum
conditions (< 10−10 mbar) from the preparation system, via the complete transfer line
to the photoinjector and in the photoinjector itself.
The photocathode substrates (called plugs or pucks, usually made from molybde-

num) are optimized regarding their cleanliness and surface finish (< 10 nm rms surface
roughness) to achieve low emittance and to avoid field emission. Especially in SRF
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photoinjectors the superconducting cavity is extremely sensitive to any kind of con-
tamination; therefore, the photocathodes exchange process is very critical. For nuclear
physics experiments polarized electron beams are needed based on GaAs photocathodes,
but their lifetime has still to be improved, e.g. by multi-layer concepts [158].
Ongoing research topics in the field are the understanding of the photocathode mate-

rials (e.g. electronic properties), the photoemission process and their intrinsic emittance
[159]. New growth procedures of high quantum efficiency, smooth, monocrystalline pho-
tocathodes or multi-layer system and the screening of new photocathode materials are
crucial for future electron accelerators.

4.1.3. Buncher and Booster
The following section describes an injector concept based on the characteristics of an
electron beam generated by thermionic DC guns, CW DC photocathode guns, and low-
frequency VHF guns. As already mentioned, the beam energy at the gun exit is of the
order of few hundred keV, which leads to a lengthening of the bunch by space charge
forces, so after the gun an RF buncher is needed to longitudinally compress the bunch.
Further compression and acceleration of the bunches up to about 10 MeV is usually
achieved by SC cavities, typically independently fed and controlled, grouped into the
booster module and operated at 801–1300 MHz.
In high-field SRF guns, bunching is not necessary. The varying cathode field leads to

velocity bunching, so the bunches leaving an SRF gun are already short, in the order
of a few ps, and have a higher energy of a few MeV. Space charge is still active, so
the booster is placed as close as possible to the SRF gun, and care has to be taken to
preserve the emittance. Further bunch compression can be achieved in the booster, by
introducing an energetic chirp and in the merger.

4.1.4. Merger
The high-charge, low-emittance bunches that leave the booster linac at ∼ 10 MeV have
to be transported to and merged into the recirculator ring of the ERL. The beam-
optical section required to do so is called the merger. Various merger schemes were
realized. The most popular one is the S-shaped merger, the only exceptions being the
vertical zigzag merger of the BNL ERL project [160], or the Novosibirsk C-shape merger.
The introduction of dipoles into the beam line necessarily implies an energy-dependent
widening of the beam, which cannot fully be controlled by achromatic structures due
to the action of space-charge forces in the dispersive section. A certain unavoidable
emittance blow up can be mitigated by careful design strategies.
Delivery of the electron bunches with the required for High Energy Physics (sub)nC

charge into the main loop of an ERL while preserving low beam emittance is challeng-
ing. This is because at the maximal used for injection beam momentum of 10 MeV/c,
space charge forces still have a significant effect on the beam dynamics in the transport
beam line. This presents the potential for significant emittance growth that must be
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mitigated. Three possible mechanisms by which this space charge induced degradation
of the emittance are:

• The variation of the transverse space charge forces along the length of the bunch
can cause growth of projected emittance due to different transverse kicks. This
can be counteracted by the process of emittance compensation [161]. However as
focusing of the merger is not axially-symmetric the emittances in the vertical and
horizontal planes will not necessarily be compensated at the same point.

• The longitudinal space charges forces cause the longitudinal phase space of the
bunch to vary as it passes through the merger. The head of the bunch gaining
energy and the tail losing it. This can lead to imperfect cancellation of the effec-
tive dispersion leading to residual dispersion at the exit of the merger which can
cause transverse emittance growth. Using the concept of generalised dispersion in
some, but not all, merger schemes it is possible to restore the achromaticity of the
merger [162].

• Non-linear space charge can also lead to a distortion of the transverse phase spaces
and hence emittance growth.

Some of these effects can in theory be cancelled out however doing so is challenging and
it may in practice be easier to simply minimise their influence. These mechanisms also
mean that the final emittances will likely be asymmetric between the transverse planes.
Space charge effects in low energy high charge bunches continue to impact the beam
dynamics in the first acceleration linac as well. In practise, the merger has to match not
only the Twiss parameters of the injected bunch to those of circulated beam at the exit
of the linac, but also the longitudinal phase space. These mechanisms and their effect
in different merger schemes for multiturn linacs have to be investigated more carefully.
Bettina: We still need a few lines on multi turn mergers.

4.2. Challenges of SRF Cavities and Cryomodules
Many ERL facilities have been conceived worldwide since the conceptual proposal in
1965 [18], including the machines described in Section 2. After the first reported energy
recovery experiment at the Stanford accelerator-driven FEL (SCA/FEL) in 1987 [163],
experimental demonstrations of the energy recovery principle utilizing SRF cavities in
a single acceleration and single deceleration pass progressed in the early 2000s at FEL
facilities such as the Jefferson Lab IR FEL [5] and the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) FEL [164], albeit at rather low beam energies (100 MeV and 17 MeV,
respectively) and beam currents (5 mA and 10 mA, respectively). It was recognized that
the beam power obtained (few kW) was never higher than what could have been achieved
in conventional linear accelerators. Consequently, the interests spurred for higher energy
(multi-GeV), higher beam current (typically 100 mA, but also higher), low emittance
(∼ 1 mm mrad), and short bunch length (∼ 1 ps) ERLs with the ultimate goal to develop
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high-laser-power FELs, hard-x-ray sources, spontaneous-emission light sources attractive
for synchrotron radiation (SR) users, as well as electron cooling machines, where large
beam power is required for cooling ions, particularly useful for high-luminosity electron-
ion colliders (cf. Section ??). The potential use of ERL technology for energy-frontier
accelerator physics has been realized. Particularly for the conceived Large Hadron-
electron Collider (LHeC), it is well acknowledged that an ERL is the only choice to
achieve high luminosities with economic use of power [165].
The interest in ERL technology has lately been boosted by the advances made for

SRF cavity and cryomodule technology, which is the key technology for enabling low-
loss energy storage and highly efficient energy recovery.

Figure 4.1.: TESLA 1.3 GHz nine-cell SRF cavity

SRF cavities are conventionally made from fine-grain niobium being cooled by liquid
helium below its critical temperature, Tc, of 9.25 K, which is the highest of all pure
metals. The cavity operating temperature is typically ∼ 2 K. At the typical operating
temperatures and depending on the accelerating RF field, Eacc, cavity design, and reso-
nant frequency f , the dynamic RF surface losses per resonator cell are on the order of
1–10 W. This is achievable thanks to an about million-fold lower surface resistance, Rres,
in the superconducting walls compared to normal conducting RF (NCRF) structures op-
erating at room temperature. It makes SRF technology the only viable option to allow
operating in continuous wave (CW) while sustaining high Eacc levels. Fields around
20 MV m−1 have been envisaged for the main linac cavities in ERLs. Already in the
year 2000, industrially produced TESLA 1 1.3 GHz nine-cell SRF cavities (see Fig. 4.1)
have reached Eacc = 25 MV m−1 on average with a high yield and at an unloaded quality
factor, Q0, of 5× 109 [169].
Leveraging the progress of SRF accelerator technology and auxiliary RF systems dom-

inantly developed at 1.3 GHz, Cornell University in collaboration with JLab explored the
potential of a hard X-ray user facility with a proposal in 2001 [170]. The study not only
outlined the advantages of ERLs compared to state-of-the-art SR facilities but proposed
a roadmap to first construct a 100 mA, 100 MeV demonstration ERL to experimentally
test and develop ERL technology before trying to build a full-scale multi-GeV facility.
It was conceived that such an approach would have laid the groundwork for ERLs at
other laboratories while serving as a vehicle for the training of accelerator physicists in

1The prominent TESLA SRF accelerator technology originated from the R&D efforts for a 1 TeV e+e−
linear collider with an integrated X-ray laser facility as published in 1997 [166]. The latter facility is
fully operational and known as the European XFEL at DESY [167], whereas the large-scale linear
collider is still planned in the frame of the ILC global design effort [168].
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ERL technology. 20 years later, this roadmap is yet to be realized. Therefore, it is rec-
ommended to reinstate an ERL technology roadmap. This directly addresses the 2020
European Strategy for Particle Physics having emphasized that the ERL technology is
one of the most promising technologies. Imminent questions are why the construction of
multi-GeV, high beam current ERLs could not succeed within the last two decades de-
spite the promising physics opportunities well outlined in the past, and why the progress
of the ERL technology was curbed with only comparably small-scale ERL demonstration
facilities being built. This is related to the technical readiness level (TRL) of ERL key
components. We, therefore, need to also address the challenges that SRF cavities and
cryomodules still face today.
In this aspect, one should acknowledge that the advance of the SRF accelerator tech-

nology did not occur swiftly. It relied on a concerted effort of many contributing labora-
tories worldwide, now covering more than five decades of funded R&D with experimental
trial and error. Furthermore, the industrialization of SRF cavity production, specifically
at two European vendor sites 2, was rigorously supported with the knowledge transfer
from DESY and INFN [171]. Since then, TESLA cavities have been employed in many
SRF accelerator facilities around the globe, and well over 1000 TESLA cavities have
been produced by industry. 1.3 GHz SRF accelerator systems are already an integral
part of the LCLS-II FEL project at SLAC [172] as well as small-scale facilities like the
ELBE accelerator in Dresden Rossendorf [173], the one-pass ERLs demonstrator facil-
ities ALICE[174] (see Section 2.1.1) as well as the multipass ERLs CBETA [62] (see
Section 2.2.1), and the proposed MESA facility [175] (see Section 3.1).
Consequently, it will be important that future large-scale ERLs can largely benefit

from the industrialization of SRF cavity and cryomodule technology to reduce manu-
facturing costs and lead times. Today, the two aforementioned European vendors have
been elevated through infrastructure investments to a TRL that allows them to produce
chemically cleaned, high-performance cavities preassembled in ISO-4 clean rooms, fully
dressed in helium tanks, delivered under vacuum, and ready for vertical high-field RF
tests in dewars before being assembled into cryomodules. This manufacturing paradigm
(“built-to-print” approach) has first been practiced by DESY for the construction of the
XFEL (800+ cavities) and subsequently adopted by the LCLS-II (300+ cavities), which
included the continuing cavity procurement for its high energy upgrade. Both projects
were schedule-driven to fulfill the demands of prompt cryomodule assembly and deliv-
ery to the final accelerator sites. The infrastructure investments at vendor sites were
paramount, yielding unprecedented delivery rates of ∼ 7 SRF cavities per week for the
XFEL [176]. The requested throughput could however only be achieved by engaging two
vendors concurrently.
Given the arguments above, one might conclude that the SRF accelerator cavity and

cryomodule technology is well matured for utilization in ERLs. This however can be
deceptive since the developments are predominantly based on 1.3 GHz accelerator and
auxiliary RF systems as emphasized above. This concerns e.g. DESY-owned production

2RI Research Instruments GmbH (RI) in Germany (formerly ACCEL) and Zanon Research & Inno-
vation Srl (formerly Ettore Zanon S.p.A.)
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machines that are being utilized at vendor sites but are only tailored to TESLA cavities.
These are the automated cavity tuning machine and the semi-automated cavity sub-
component RF measuring machine, respectively. Such dedicated production tools are
principally not usable for any other cavity design. For designs at much lower frequencies,
in particular, the infrastructure must be expanded or built from scratch to come to the
same TRL levels as achieved for TESLA-type cavities. This can, for example, mandate
upgrades of buffered chemical polishing, electro-polishing, and ultra-pure water high-
pressure rinse machines/cabinets, all of which are mandatory for cavity post-processing
treatments of the superconducting surfaces.
Moreover, the decision of MESA to utilize TESLA cavities was not based on the reason

that these cavities are best suitable for ERLs but based on the high TRL [177]. The
required two main linac cryomodules are modified ELBE cryomodules each housing two
TESLA cavities. These cryomodules can be assembled and delivered by the European
vendor RI [178] as was the case in the past for the two ALICE main linac cryomodules
[179]. The planned Polish FEL will benefit from the same development [180] .
In summary, TESLA-type cavities and cryomodules are matured technologies, but it

cannot be assumed that this development will satisfy all the requirements of full-scale
ERLs without modifications or major design changes. The cavity and cryomodule de-
signs shall rather adapt to the specific machine parameters and specifications, which
can also mandate a different choice of RF frequency. The continued knowledge transfer
from SRF expert laboratories to industrial vendors is important since even the two most
qualified SRF technology vendors in Europe show production discrepancies affecting ge-
ometrical tolerances and thus cavity performances, though similar, strict manufacturing
protocols have to be followed [181].

General Challenges and Concerns

There are well-known challenges to overcome which can limit the performance of SRF
cavities and auxiliary components. These need to be addressed by appropriate design
choices as best as practicably possible. Some lingering key challenges are:

1. Thermal limitations in the fundamental power coupler (FPC) and higher-order
mode (HOM) couplers,

2. Resonant electron multipacting in cavity cells, the FPC, and HOM coupler,

3. Electron field emission primarily depending on surface cleanliness,

4. Microphonic detuning of cavities depending on the cavity mechanical design—
including the cavity tuner and helium tank design—which is a more crucial chal-
lenge for the energy-recovery linac cavities driving residual RF power needs than it
is for the heavily beam-loaded cavities in ERL injectors. Details on this challenge
are given in Section 4.6. This also includes challenges for transient effects, i.e., if
the main linac cavities are filled and emptied or in case of a sudden beam loss.
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In some cases, the performance degradation aggregates in CW operation and with
the increase of the beam current, requiring thorough analysis. Beam-dynamic issues
such as transverse and longitudinal Beam Breakup (BBU ) instabilities and the beam-
induced HOM power dissipation increase with the beam current in the machine. This
drives the choice of the required HOM coupler technology and the complexity of the
cryomodule design. Cavity damping concepts may vary but are principally based on
coaxial and waveguide couplers as well as beam line absorbers (BLAs) or any combination
thereof. Challenges for each of the coupler technologies are summarized below 3. Design
modifications beyond the state of the art are likely necessary for ERLs.

Coaxial HOM Dampers

A good example of such failures is due to the simple adaption of TESLA-type coaxial
HOM couplers for cavities resonating at different frequencies at JLab and SNS. These
couplers are made from solid niobium to remain superconducting during operation. Each
coupler consists of a hook-type inner HOM coupler housed in a cylindrical can to cap-
ture the beam-induced HOM energy via a coaxial cable so that it can be dissipated at
room temperature in a standard 50 Ω load outside the cryomodule [183]. A capacitive
notch filter is included to reject the damping of the fundamental accelerating mode.
Note that these couplers were originally envisioned for pulsed machines operating at low
duty cycles, thus not requiring active convection cooling but relying solely on thermal
conduction to extract the RF heat load. Therefore, their usability is limited in CW oper-
ation. Thermal performance limitations were for instance encountered when JLab tried
to utilize slightly scaled TESLA-type HOM couplers for their 1497 MHz upgrade cavities
in the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), which is a 12 GeV elec-
tron recirculator with up to 5.5 passes [184]. Premature quenches in prototype cavities
were observed in the HOM end-groups being exposed to about 10 % of the fundamental-
mode peak magnetic field in the cavity. This mandated improved thermal management
including the replacement of material components in the RF ceramic feed-through with
ones of higher thermal conductivity to eventually adapt these couplers to CW operation
[185]. Such coupler modifications were later adopted for LCLS-II operating with TESLA
cavities in CW mode and more recently considered for the MESA cryomodule cavities.
For higher-beam-current multi-pass ERLs, improved HOM coupler concepts are re-

quired to cope with the more stringent damping requirements and anticipated high HOM
power levels. Actively cooled HOM coaxial couplers that enhance their power capability
have been in operation at CERN and Soleil for a long time ([186, 187]). The coaxial
HOM couplers for the 400 MHz LHC cavities, for instance, are being cooled via liquid
helium circuits, and have been tested up to 0.8 kW HOM power in the laboratory. The
conceptual designs of these couplers, however, are tailored for the specific application
and cavities. LHC cavities utilize both a narrow-band and broadband coupler to capture
the most offending HOMs in specific frequency regions of interest. Figure 4.2 depicts
different coaxial couplers in use as described above.

3A more detailed review of these HOM coupler technologies can be found in [182].
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Replace [28] by whatever citation it is supposed to be

Figure 4.2.: Existing coaxial HOM coupler concepts for SRF cavities (figure taken from
[28]).
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The more than 20-year-old coupler technologies need to be revisited and not just scaled
to meet the more stringent requirements of modern ERLs. Some conceptual design
improvements for coaxial HOM dampers were explored more recently in the context of
400 MHz crab cavity developments [14], specifically for the high-luminosity upgrade of
the LHC [188]. The experiences made could become helpful for ERL R&D.
Moreover, most existing accelerating cavities employ two coaxial HOM couplers per

cavity, positioned close to end cell irises. In this case, one coupler can be located on each
side of the cavity (e.g., TESLA cavities), or two on a single side (e.g., JLab upgrade
cavities). The importance is to rotate one coupler versus the other azimuthally to allow
capturing both polarizations of dipole HOMs (and, to some extent, the polarizations of
quadrupole HOMs, though of lesser concern). Two coaxial couplers are therefore needed
at least. For more efficient damping but added complexity, one can increase the number
of couplers to three for just for a single end-group (“Y end-group”) and allow for an FPC
at the other end of the cavity. This has been conceptually investigated at JLab. Spacing
the couplers by 120° avoids noticeable variations in the damping of differently polarized
modes, as evidenced experimentally for instance in TESLA cavities [181]. An adequate
HOM coupler technology for the cavity is yet to be developed. A possible, comparably
compact concept is depicted in Figure 4.3, illustrating a five-cell cavity integrated into a
helium vessel (left) with a single HOM end-group located outside the helium vessel but
close to the cavity. It accommodates three coaxial, actively cooled (LHC-style) HOM
couplers.

Figure 4.3.: Concept design of a cavity and helium vessel arrangement. The helium
vessel may be made from titanium like the SNS helium tanks or stainless
steel like the CEBAF 12 GeV upgrade modules.

Waveguide HOM Dampers

JLab has prototyped Y-shaped end-groups in the past, but for waveguide HOM dampers.
In general, this coupler concept acknowledges the verified HOM damping efficiency of
three-folded waveguide dampers, which have been successfully employed for NCRF cav-
ities in high-beam current third-generation synchrotron light sources (e.g., BESSY II at
HZB [189], ALBA [190], ESRF [191]), and e+e− colliders (e.g., PEP-II [192], DAPHNE
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[193]). For NCRF cavities, the waveguides can however be put onto the cavity cells with
minor consequences, whereas this is a major detriment for SRF cavities since increasing
the magnetic fields at the cavity-waveguide intersection leads to a decrease of the quench
field limit.
Even two such HOM end-groups—one doing double duty as FPC—were considered in

2005 for Ampere-class cryomodules for future ERLs based on high-power compact FELs
[194]. By 2010, JLab had designed and fabricated three full-featured five-cell so-called
high-current (HC) prototype cavities, two at 1.5 GHz and one at 750 MHz (see Fig. 4.4)
[195]. All HC cavities ultimately exceeded the self-proclaimed goal of Eacc = 17 MV m−1

in vertical tests and with a Q0 typically around 1× 1010 at 2 K (somewhat higher at
750 MHz). The HC cavity design features rather large boreholes to provide good cell-
to-cell coupling, which reduces the probability of trapped HOMs. This also leads to
a smaller sensitivity to fabrication tolerances, minimizing concerns of accelerator-mode
field-flatness distortions of other detuning effects as compared e.g. to TESLA-cavities.

Figure 4.4.: JLab high-current ERL prototype cavities at 1.5 GHz (left) and 750 MHz
during preparation (right) [195].

Furthermore, the comparably large boreholes along the cavity minimize beam halo
interception, while three waveguides per end-group could be better accommodated on
a relatively large beam tube. An advantage over coaxial HOM couplers is that the
waveguides provide a natural cutoff) high-pass filter) for the fundamental mode not
requiring a delicate notch filter, while being broadband and thus capable of capturing
very high-frequency HOMs that short bunches will excite. Broadband HOM absorbers
can be placed at the end of waveguide dampers. The consumption of beamline space
can be minimized by folding the waveguides over towards the center of a cavity using
a 90-degree bend in the cryomodule, which principally can keep the cavity installation
length (flange to flange) nearly as compact as for cavities with coaxial couplers.
The achievable power capability depends on the choice of the material and the effi-

ciency of extracting the HOM power deposition from the absorbers via heat conduction
into a coolant. The coolant can be nitrogen at medium power levels, but water-cooled
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absorbers placed at room temperature need to be considered in the kW range. A variety
of material choices, primarily lossy ceramics, are available commercially that provide
broadband low-reflection properties at room temperature. The HC cavity waveguide
absorbers were conceived for the latter using lossy ceramic tiles brazed onto copper that
would have provided a 4 kW power capability per load needed for a 1 A beam current
[196]. The thermal conductivity and expansion coefficients of the lossy ceramics and the
metal substrate play a crucial role to extract the heat while minimizing thermal stress
that could lead to a separation of tiles from the substrate and cracking. An efficient
concept is to braze the tiles to a copper pegboard as developed already in the mid-1990s
for PEP-II cavity multi-kW loads [197] (see figure 4.5). A pegboard takes over some of
the thermal stresses developing during brazing. The brazed assembly can be thermally
shock-cycled before assembly to verify its integrity as well as tested under high heat load
on the bench (e.g. via IR light). An increased concern for SRF cavities compared to
NCRF cavities however is the particulate outgassing from the tiles that could migrate
into the cavity interior. This must be minimized by proper surface cleaning procedures.
Such problems are being addressed by HZB Berlin in collaboration with JLab. JLab
has developed waveguide loads for two HZB projects, namely the variable pulse length
storage ring (VSR) cavities (1.5 GHz and 1.75 GHz) and the bERLinPro main ERL linac
cavities (1.3 GHz). The HC cavity damping scheme developed at JLab was adopted for
both projects ([198], [199]). As a single-pass energy recovery machine, the seven-cell
main linac cavities for bERLinPro have to account for 200 mA beam current, though
the estimated power is still moderate (∼27 W per load), but higher for the VSR five-cell
storage ring cavities accounting for 300 mA (∼460 W per load).

Figure 4.5.: Multi-kW PEP-II waveguide load developed in the mid-1990s [197] (left)
and ∼0.5 kW VSR cavity waveguide load [199].

It is in the eye of the beholder whether HOM waveguides add to the complexity of
the cryomodule design compared to coaxial couplers. The latter need numerous elec-
tron beam welding (EBW) steps and are costly components. Costs are aggregated by
strict dimensional tolerances. An RF ceramic window feed-through is required, which is
limited in its transmission characteristic and the RF power capability of coaxial cables
and connectors have to be accounted for. The required notch tuning of the fundamental
filter is an added complexity for coaxial couplers. This is done by mechanically deform-
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ing the HOM can, but a detuning upon cool-down to cryogenic temperature is still a
problem encountered. It does need careful procedures taking into account deliberate
work hardening of the HOM can so that a detuning during cool-down can be minimized.
Waveguides on the other hand can be produced by sheet metal deep-drawing and in

fewer EBW steps reducing process steps and costs, while fabrication tolerances are much
more relaxed. Costs will be added however for the development of the HOM loads, but
this allows reaching a multi-kW power capability per waveguide load required for very
high beam current operation. The increased static heat load from the waveguide into
the helium bath can be managed by proper thermal heat interception.
The funding for the HC SRF cavity and cryomodule R&D at JLab ceased by 2010,

which is unfortunate since it could have solved some of the most stringent challenges
for high beam current ERLs. The HC cavity design was already prototyped at two
different RF frequencies, and high power FPC developments including high power RF
windows were ongoing, while a conceptual design of the cryomodule was carried out (see
figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6.: Conceptual cryomodule design for high current ERLs with a JLab HC cavity
pair (figure taken from [182]. Each cavity employs six HOM waveguide
dampers with one doing double-duty as an FPC.

Beam Line Absorbers

A proven alternative to coaxial and waveguide HOM dampers are cylindrical beam line
absorbers (“BLAs”) with absorber material placed around a beam tube (see figure 4.5).
Depending on the material properties this can yield relatively broadband damping.

To capture all critical HOMs, the cavity design must allow the lowest resonating modes
to propagate out of the cavity above the mode-specific beam tube cutoff and towards
a BLA. Therefore the cavities using BLAs feature transitions to large beam tubes (see
figure 4.8).
This concept has been successfully employed first in storage-ring cavities for average

beam currents on the order of 1 A. The first SRF cavities taking advantage of the
concept were the CESR and KEKB single-cell cavities followed later by various other
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Figure 4.7.: From left to right: Room temperature multi-kW BLA for CESR and KEKB,

respectively, 200 W load for 80 K operation at the Cornell injector, and
DESY 100 W load for 70 K operation between cryomodules employed for
the EU XFEL [200] and adapted for LCLS-II. Each referenced photogra-
phy falls under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY 3.0) license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). .

Figure 4.8.: The 500 MHz CESR cavity (left) [201], and 508 MHz KEKB cavity (right)
[202]
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cavities in storage-ring-based light sources [203]. Most high-beam-current storage rings
operate at 500 MHz, but other RF frequencies have also been employed; for instance, the
SR cryomodule cavities at SOLEIL resonating at 352 MHz leveraged the RF technology
formerly developed for LEP at CERN at the same frequency. The SOLEIL cavities,
however, rely on coaxial HOM coupler technology (see Fig. 4.2).

BLAs can be placed on either side of a cavity depending on HOM damping require-
ments. Similar to the waveguide absorber, the BLAs can cope with multi-kW of induced
HOM power. Developments were made utilizing both lossy ferrite and ceramic materi-
als. Some absorbers more recently developed are for rather moderate power capability
(< 1 kW). This includes for instance the XFEL (or LCLS-II) inter-cryomodule BLAs
that intercept HOMs not captured by the TESLA-cavities and propagating through the
beam tubes.
The highly complex CESR BLA has been modified for the Cornell ERL injector cry-

omodule [204]. The complexity and thus costs of BLAs can be high depending on the
design. High power BLAs must be placed at room temperature and water-cooled. They
are placed sufficiently far away from the cavity to minimize the heat load into the cryo-
genic bath. This has the disadvantage that the non-accelerating real estate becomes
large compared to alternative design. For the Cornell ERL, BLAs were conceived for
up to 200 W HOM power load placed between all cavities for aggressive HOM damp-
ing. Here, the BLAs are cooled with helium gas at 80 K operating temperature, which
requires heat interception at the BLA flanges at 5 K. This concept could reduce the
beamline space consumption, while innermost cryomodule cavities can share the same
BLA. The cutaway of the Cornell ERL injector in figure 4.9 reveals the five 1.3 GHz
SRF cavities and the BLAs. Herein the HOM power dissipation was estimated to be
only 26 W per load [205]. The number of cells per SRF cavity is only two compared
to seven in the Cornell ERL main linac cryomodule. This reduces the beam loading in
the injector cavities and thus the FPC CW power capability, which is constrained by
the choice of 1.3 GHz compared to that achievable at lower frequencies. For the same
reason, two 50 kW FPCs feed a single cavity. This allows one to accelerate a 100 mA
beam current at Eacc = 4.3−−5 MV m−1 in the five-cavity cryomodule.
The technical challenges for the BLAs are similar to waveguide absorbers. This con-

cerns brazing the absorbers to a metal substrate and minimizing the outgassing of par-
ticulates from the lossy material. The risks are however more severe since the BLAs are
placed in rather close vicinity to the cryogenic environment and directly in the beamline
vacuum. For very high power levels, sufficient heat management of the warm-to-cold
transitions becomes important to limit the heat leak into the cryogenically cooled sur-
faces. The cold-to-warm transitions can therefore occupy a significant beamline length
that would not be the case when using waveguide dampers.
Furthermore, the electrostatic charge build-up on lossy ceramics, when the beam

traverses through, can deflect the beam if the material has no residual DC conductivity
or is not properly shielded. A residual DC conductivity is then required for charge
drainage. R&D on this issue is still ongoing. For instance, one aim is to develop
thinly coated material (e.g. TiN) on the BLA ceramics to provide a DC conductivity,
while also creating a vacuum barrier to avoid particulate creation. One challenge is
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Figure 4.9.: Cutaway view revealing the insight of the CBETA injector cryomodule hous-

ing five two-cell 1.3 GHz SRF cavities each equipped with two 50 kW fun-
damental power couplers. The cavities are powered by five 130 kW CW
klystrons (figure taken from [206]).

that commercially available absorbing materials can be porous and are often found to
be very dirty [207]. Furthermore, batch-to-batch material variations from commercial
vendors can be encountered, which can influence the damping efficiency. R&D to develop
adequate coatings is beneficial for both BLAs and waveguide absorbers struggling with
particulate creation and is therefore recommended.
Instead of brazing individual absorber tiles, the concept of using a single fully cylin-

drical absorber ring has been considered in the past, e.g. at KEK for their multi-kW
BLAs by hot isostatic pressing of a ferrite ring to a water-cooled copper tube [208] (cf.
figure 4.5). This avoids the risk of individual tiles separating from the brazed substrate,
which has been experienced during early BLA development for the Cornell ERL [205].
Alternatively, DESY developed a concept to braze a cylindrical ceramic absorber to
a copper stem utilizing a pegboard at its end. These BLAs are in use in XFEL and
LCLS-II cryomodules (cf. figure 4.5), but for moderate power levels (100 W at 70 K
temperature). More recently a specific lossy SiC material (CoorsTek SC-35) was con-
sidered at ANL, which was first identified at JLab as a promising absorber [209] and
later characterized at Cornell for use as BLA material. HOM developments at ANL
in the frame of the Advanced Light Source Upgrade followed earlier studies performed
at Cornell [210] exploring the shrink-fit of a cylindrical absorber ring to a metal jacket
with flanges [211]. The production process has been meanwhile refined in an ANL/BNL
collaboration for use in the proposed BNL Electron-Ion Collider, where the expected
HOM power is as high as 20 kW per BLA [212]. There is however numerical evidence
that BLAs are self-heating devices since the beam excites numerous HOMs that are
locally trapped due to the comparably high relative permittivity of the ceramic. These
trapped modes create significant, unwanted heating independent from the HOM excited
in the SRF cavities. This issue should be further elaborated. Additionally, the broad-
band damping characteristics of the BLAs should be characterized experimentally with
a dedicated test setup, which can be done both at low and high power. Corresponding
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efforts started at BNL. To contribute to these ERL-relevant developments in Europe,
similar infrastructures should be erected at collaborating laboratories.
Overall, it is recommended to explore the conceptual improvement of all mentioned

HOM coupler technologies beyond state-of-the-art for potential use in ERLs.
At this point, it shall be mentioned that BNL has planned an R&D ERL for a 20 MeV,

500 mA ERL in the mid-2000s. BNL also developed a series of high current ERL cavity
concepts over a long period, including different damping schemes. A design of a high
current strongly damped five-cell 704 MHz cavity with enlarged beam tubes employing
ferrite BLAs was conceived in 2003 [213] and later built by industry (AES/US). Tests of
the cavity installed in the ERL by 2011 uncovered thermal issues in CW operation [214].
These ultimately limited the CW operation to 12 MV/m. The cause was attributed to
increased heating in the NbTi beam tube flange sealed by AlMg seals, which is the
preferred sealing technology for SRF cavities today. The reason was RF leaking into the
gap that the seal leaves at the flange. The magnetic field of≈ 200 A/m at the seal and the
rather poor thermal conduction of the NbTi flange caused the flange temperature to rise
beyond Tc and as a consequence the beam pipe became normal-conducting, which caused
a thermal runaway and the cavity to quench prematurely. The cavity was nevertheless
commissioned in the BNL R&D ERL in 2014. Other issues, specifically related to the
electron source, limited the average beam current to maximally 22 µA [215]. The project
has been halted at BNL meanwhile. Such issues are relevant for ERLs but can be avoided
by proper numerical design work requiring trained personnel. It is therefore of high
importance that the European roadmap planning for ERLs considers the investment in
next-generation scientists and engineers to satisfy labor demands.

Multipacting

Multipacting (MP) is the strong augmentation of free electrons impacting cavity walls
and being in resonance with the RF field. As a consequence, MP can significantly drain
the cavity stored energy necessary for particle acceleration and needs to be suppressed.
Fortunately, such resonances can be mitigated by design. This led to the typical ellip-
tical cavity cell shape employed for medium to high particle velocity SRF cavities (cf.
figure 4.1). Yet, resonant conditions for MP still exist in every elliptical cell, though
confined to the equator region. The RF field regime in which a resonant MP occurs
is called a barrier and can cover several MV/m. It can be readily understood that a
resonant MP barrier in a cavity cell will shift to a lower regime if the resonant frequency
is lowered. In an elliptical cell, such a barrier is usually ‘soft’, i.e. easy to push through
when increasing the RF field levels – or even not observable – and resonance trajec-
tories ultimately cease to exist once the barrier is overcome. Sometimes however such
MP barriers are harder to break through during high-field ramp-up. This depends on
the cleanliness at the impact sites. A cleaner surface will lower the average secondary
electron yield (SEY) per electron hitting the impact site. The SEY is a function of
the impact energy, which in turn can depend on the detailed surface topology at the
resonant sites. Prolonged RF field operation within the hard MP barrier can help to
process the surface to lower the SEY (“RF conditioning”).
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Today, the MP is of lesser concern in elliptical cavity cells than it is in the auxiliary
components. For instance, simple scaling of coupler components to other frequencies
can inadvertently create hard MP barriers. In coaxial HOM-coupler this does not only
concern drainage of the stored energy but a detuning of the fundamental notch filter
due to resulting thermal deformations. Such operational concerns were encountered at
the 805 MHz SRF proton cavities of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) employing
scaled TESLA-type couplers causing operational failures [216]. The MP barrier possible
occurring within the HOM coupler cans was unfortunately identified after cryomodules
were installed in the machine and were only verified by simulations in hindsight [217].
These concerns were echoed for the European Spallation Source (ESS) SRF linac cavities,
but already at the design stage to avoid similar consequences [218]. For SNS, a program
was initiated to remove the existing coaxial hooks from their HOM cans to eliminate
the MP. This was only justifiable since HOM damping for SNS proton cavities is not a
stringent requirement as opposed to electron machines thanks to the larger mass of the
protons.
Note that the use of two waveguide dampers in more than 300 CEBAF cavities showed

no evidence of MP concerns during operation, and no evidence of MP was found in the
1.5 GHz and 0.75 GHz HC cavity prototype at JLab during vertical tests. If improved
coaxial HOM couplers are considered in future ERLs, the full potential of today’s 3D
RF simulation tools is highly recommended to eliminate the occurrence of hard MP
barriers by design. Such simulations can however be tedious depending on the problem
size, and funding for expanding the capabilities of present-day software tools should be
considered.

Field Emission

A general issue in all SRF cavities is the presence µm or sub-µm size field emitters
present on cold cavity surfaces in high electric field regions. The nature of these field
emitters can be manifold but is usually attributed to the presence of particulate con-
tamination and surface defects or irregularities. These occurrences can cause significant
local electrical field enhancements to create the extraction of unwanted electrons via a
quantum-mechanical process from the metal surface into the cavity vacuum, i.e. the
tunneling through a potential barrier, first described by Fowler and Nordheim [219].
The local field enhancement leads to field emission (FE) to occur at RF peak field levels
at merely a few MV/m to a few tens MV/m, which otherwise would require fields in
the GV/m range. The RF field levels enabling FE are therefore well in the range at
which SRF cavities have to operate in ERLs. Since the FE scales exponentially with
increasing fields, the concerns are quickly aggregating for machine concepts that rely on
high accelerating fields (20 MV/m range or even less).
Surface cleaning protocols are still being improved to mitigate the probability of field

emitters. Noticeable improvements were made at industrial vendor sites as well as expert
laboratories — verified through vertical tests — by enforcing stricter cleanliness and
assembly protocols. This includes increased and repetitive cycles of ultra-pure high-
pressure water rinsing (HPR) of the cavity interior during post-processing, which has
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been proven to be effective to wash out particulates loosely adhering to surfaces, but
also stricter clean-room protocols to avoid recontamination of cavities during auxiliary
hardware assembly in the clean-room. Such strategies were implemented and recorded
for quality control measures for both the European X-ray XFEL (EXFEL) and the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS-II) FEL projects and more strictly than for any previous
projects.
Yet, no guarantee can be provided to fully avoid the occurrence of field emitters in

SRF cavities. Sorting out cavities that carry stubborn field emitters before cryomodule
installation and trying to chemically re-process and re-HPR the cavities can be required
affecting both the schedule and project costs.
The issue of field emission should not be underestimated since the consequences can be

severe. Note that the travel direction of field-emitted electrons can be both upstream and
downstream of the accelerator. The electrons eventually hit either cavity or beamline
components losing their energy. This can cause not only local heating effects but prompt
gamma and neutron radiation depending on the impact energy. As a consequence,
cryomodule and beamline components can be highly activated after extended operational
periods with both short- and long-lived isotopes being produced. The resulting radiation
damage to cryomodule and beamline components is a problem for SRF accelerators. The
severity of the radiation dose depends on the electron energy at impact and therefore
cavity operational field levels, but also on the materials involved.
The concerns augment if field-emitted electrons are captured by the RF field to syn-

chronously accelerate through neighboring cavities or even through a string of cryomod-
ules with increasing energies. Such occurrences are highly apparent at JLab’s flagship
12 GeV Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), a 5.5 pass electron
recirculator operating at 1.5 GHz [184]. It strongly affects reaching and maintaining its
energy reach [220]. Given a large number of cavities, 18 in the injector and 400 equally
distributed in a north linac and south linac, the experience of statistical importance is
still being gathered. Currently, this focuses on the CEBAF upgrade cavities that shall
operate at 19.2 MV/m nominally. Immediately after the addition of the first CEBAF
upgrade cryomodules, unusually high radiation levels were detected [221]. The conse-
quences, nearly ten years after the installation of the first cryomodule, have been the
degradation of beamline and cryomodule materials including the leakage of cryomodule
gate valves and dramatic disintegration of magnetic superinsulation [222]. Pinholes de-
veloped in the RF vacuum ceramics within the input power couplers have been identified
recently, the cause of which is not fully understood but could be related to FE. These
consequences are highly relevant for future multi-GeV ERLs influencing choices for cav-
ity and cryomodule component design. One should consider that the long-term effects
are likely more severe in machines operating CW mode compared to pulsed mode.
A concept has been outlined to suppress the upstream-directed field emitted electrons

in RF accelerators by design [223]. It merely relies on the implementation of cavity-
interconnecting beam tubes that are a half-integer of the RF wavelength long. It is
therefore not restricted to a certain number of cavity cells. The concept will mitigate
the synchronous acceleration of field emitted electron in the upstream direction. This
is illustrated in (cf. figure 4.10) utilizing two five-cell cavities. The figure shows the
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difference of the energy gain of field-emitted electrons in downstream (top) and upstream
direction, respectively, as numerically calculated with the energy levels color-coded as
quantified by the figure legends.

Figure 4.10.: Electrons traveling through two five-cell cavities, which are phased to pro-
vide maximum energy gain for the main beam. Top: Electrons are contin-
uously field-emitted at the 1st iris of cavity 1 (C1 I1). Bottom: Electrons
are continuously field-emitted at the last iris of cavity 2 (C2 I6).

This concept ideally requests similar operating field levels in all cavities to efficiently
annihilate the once accumulated energy. Yet, even with some discrepancy in operating
fields, one can expect a significant energy reduction for upstream-directed electrons
within a relatively short distance. Electrons will then impact surfaces at rather low
energies, which in turn reduced all FE-issues described above. The only implication
is that the accelerator cannot be used for scenarios, which envision the acceleration
of beams in both directions. Verifying such a concept experimentally would require
prototype developments. Such developments are hardly supported by funding agencies
in the frame of generic R&D but require the strategic commitment for solid, continuous
funding, otherwise only feasible in the frame of larger project-oriented R&D. It is however
recommended that the conceptual planning of ERLs should explore alternative ideas
beyond state-of-the-art designs as early as possible.

Frequency Choice

The choice of the cavity RF frequency and accelerating field is important for ERLs
affecting all other systems and has to consider a multitude of other systems and in-
frastructures. For instance, the dynamic RF losses, PRF, in SRF surfaces scale with
E2

acc. This influences the choice of the optimum operating field and temperature apart
from the RF frequency. Capital and operational cost analyses for GeV-scale SRF linacs
showed that operating fields above 20 MV/m are not favorable for CW machines un-
like in pulsed machines such as the International Linear Collider (ILC) in which Eacc >
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30 MV/m is mandated [168]. This outcome applies to ERLs and consequently asks for
moderate operational fields. It is especially beneficial to mitigate field emission concerns
as described above.
A related study has been carried out in detail for a pre-conceptual design of a 1 GeV

proton linac that has shown that dynamic RF losses can be minimized by choosing
lower operating frequencies than the predominate 1.3 GHz for cost reasons resulting in
a rather broad minimum of around 800 MHz [224]. The optimization studies started
by assessing the optimum frequency to minimize PRF normalized per unit of active ac-
celerating length, Lcell, and E2

acc. This normalization allowed evaluating the machines’
cost optimum, while the frequency (thus Lcell) and Eacc remained optimization param-
eters. Since PRF depends on the materials’ superconducting properties, reference data
have been utilized for fine-grain niobium that can be scaled to any frequency per BCS
theory. However, also the residual resistance is a function of the frequency – per present
knowledge while scaling laws are still being subject to R&D – which has been assessed
using experimental data for a large number of SNS, ILC, and CEBAF cavities.

Figure 4.11.: Normalized dynamical RF losses in elliptical SRF cavities (fine grain high-
RRR Nb, BCP or EP, low-T baked) for different geometrical beta-values
and as a function of a frequency-dependent residual resistance. Realistic
geometrical parameters (R/Q per accelerator cell, G) have been assumed
depending on beta. E.g., the optimum frequency is 0.93 GHz at 2 K and
1.46 GHz at 1.6 K, respectively.

This resulted in the findings shown in figure 4.11, which includes the velocity of light
β = 1 and lower-β cavities relevant for proton linacs. Hereby the RF losses increase
with lowering β due to the reason of the more squeezed cavities having inferior design
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characteristic lowering the characteristic their shunt impedance, R/Q, and geometry
factor, G. For β = 1 the normalized dynamic losses are evaluated at three temperature
levels, i.e. 1.6 K, 1.8 K and 2 K. For instance, the optimum frequency at 2 K would be
0.93 GHz, whereas it is 1.46 GHz at 1.6 K. Lowering T will lower the minimum dynamic
losses achievable but this comes with increased complexity for the helium plant. A
capital cost assessment of the main helium cold box (at 4.5 K) was evaluated based on
the equivalent refrigeration capacity at 4.5 K that also had to include the estimated
static losses of the cryomodules. The normalized equivalent loss at 4.5 K is plotted in
figure 4.11 as a function of temperature and frequency. This reveals that the optimum
temperature to minimize the equivalent load would be 1.7 K with the overall optimum
frequency to minimize the dynamic losses now at 750 MHz. The minimum is however
rather broad. Yet, the cost difference of operating around the typical 2 K or at 1.7 K was
rather marginal. Moreover, temperatures below 1.8 K K have so far not been employed
for SRF cavities. Thus, an operating temperature between 1.9 K and 2.0 K provides a
good compromise without adding complexities to the cold compressors of the helium
plant.

Figure 4.12.: Contour plot of the normalized equivalent load (dynamic and static) at
4.5 K in the SRF proton linac (0.1–1 GeV) as a function of frequency and
operating helium temperature.

Note that the optimum frequency shifted to higher values (within 800–850 MHz) once
the cost scaling with the cryomodule and overall tunnel length was allowed. Choosing
805 MHz for instance would take advantage of SNS RF system developments and opera-
tional experiences 4. It was therefore concluded that a frequency around 800 MHz at an

4The knowledge of the equivalent load allowed to assess the cost for the helium plant for varies
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operating temperature of 2 K is a good compromise taking into account capital as well
as long-term operational costs.
The outcome of this analysis was important for CERN’s interests in a high beam

current, multipass ERL, specifically for a 80 GeV three-pass race-track ERL for the
LHeC [225]. Taking into account constraints of the LHC bunch repetition frequency
of 40.079 MHz, while allowing for a sufficiently high harmonic, h, for a flexible system,
a frequency of 801.58 MHz (h = 20) was chosen, so very close to the SNS SRF linac
frequency. This choice of frequency would also enable nearly equal bunch spacing with
three recirculating passes. In the following, JLab and CERN collaborated to develop an
801.58 MHz five-cell SRF cavity made from fine-grain Nb. Though the prototype efforts
focused on the five-cell cavity, JLab also produced two OFHC copper cavities for Nb
thin-film sputtering R&D at CERN, a single-cell cavity for N-doping/infusion studies at
FNAL, as well as a two-cell copper low power cavity for low power bench measurements.
The ensemble of this cavity development is shown in figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13.: 802 MHz ERL cavity prototype development at JLab for CERN.

The Nb five-cell cavity has been tested vertically at 2 K at JLab with the result that a
Q0 well above 4× 1010 was achieved at low fields, while Q0-values beyond 3× 1010 could
be maintained for up to ∼27 MV/m (see Fig. 4.14) before the cavity quenched [226].
Overall, results principally verified the prior theoretical assessment that a low surface

resistance should be achievable around 800 MHz accounting for the dependency of both
the BCS and residual resistance (≈3.2 nΩ) with the frequency. This has the advantage

operating temperatures. Furthermore, with parametrized cost models for cavities and cryomodules
components – as a function of the frequency – the cryomodule hardware costs were evaluated and
cross-checked with past expenses for SNS and CEBAF cryomodules to provide realistic estimates
utilizing existing work breakdown structures. The linac tunnel costs were included, which linearly
scale with the length. This allowed performing a capital and operational cost analysis of an SRF
proton linac as a function of frequency and operating temperature.
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Figure 4.14.: Vertical test result of the five-cell 802 MHz niobium cavity.

that matured interior surface post-processing methods can be applied. Newer treatment
methods for achieving high-Q0 cavities such as N-doping or N-infusion [227] are therefore
not necessarily beneficial at this frequency since the BCS resistance is already small,
while an increased residual resistance could be a drawback. In this respect, high-Q0
surface treatment methods are presently more beneficial for higher frequency cavities
such as TESLA cavities though it required adaptions of the recipe as detailed above.
Alternatively, the Nb thin sputtering technology on copper has been applied in the past

for LEP and LHC cavities at CERN, but constraining cavities to reach rather low fields
(<10 MV/m). More recent advances at CERN however show promising results to boost
the Q0 and Eacc to higher levels [228]. Meanwhile, the first Nb thin film coating trial on
one of the 802 MHz copper cavities has been carried out with encouraging results (see
figure 4.15). Two witness samples placed in the cavity were analyzed after the coating
process verifying a rather uniform, and dense high-quality Nb thickness layer obtained
[229]. RF high-field testing is foreseen in the future.
All currently existing ERL facilities and recently funded ERL projects serve as proof-

of-principle to validate the technology before building large-scale ERLs. This is also true
for the PERLE project [14]. PERLE however was born to demonstrate the technology
viable to ERLs proposed for the LHeC and FCC-he, both hadron-electron colliders at
CERN. For this reason, the 802 MHz cavity developed at CERN has been chosen as a
baseline design for the main linac.
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Figure 4.15.: First Nb thin film coated 802 MHz cavity at CERN. The three leftmost

figures show the copper cavity before coating including the clean-room
assembly. The two rightmost figures show the cavity after the Nb coating
[229]

Cavity Design Choice

Here are several design choices that have to be made for ERLs independent of the cavity
frequency. There is no single optimum cavity design, and beam dynamical aspects have
to be considered at the same time. The design starts with the choice of the number
of cells. Since the beam loading in the injector drives the RF power needs. A small
number of cells are therefore needed - as used for the Cornell Injector - due to the
limited CW power capability of FPCs, either for coaxial couplers or waveguide couplers.
This immediately is in the advantage of reducing the loaded Q of HOMs [182].
Limiting factors to achieve higher power capability in FPCs are the ceramic RF vac-

uum window and the overall challenge to extract high heat loads efficiently before reach-
ing the cryogenic environment. A reduced power density favors lower operating frequen-
cies. This implies that the cavities naturally have large boreholes reducing e.g. beam
halo interception but also providing a smaller bunch loss factor. The latter scales lin-
early with the frequency and reduces the HOM power losses accordingly for a given beam
current. Unfortunately, the concurrent optimization of many key design parameters is
mutually exclusive. This for instance concerns the electric, Epk/Eacc, and magnetic,
Bpk/Eacc, cavity surface peak field ratios, for which the desired minimum of one will
lead to an increase of the other. The so-call called Low Loss (LL) cavities aim for a
small Bpk/Eacc, while High Gradient (HG) designs seek for low Epk/Eacc. The LL cavi-
ties are aiming at lowering the cryogenic losses (∝ R/Q · G), but mandate comparably
small iris apertures, which is not favorable for HOM damping since the probability of
trapped modes, while the sensitivity to fabrication tolerances increases. The HG cavities
aim for very higher field operation as desired for ILC with the drawback of increased
cryogenic losses. Very high fields are not needed in ERLs based on the cost rationales
elucidate above and the increased concerns with field emission. On the other hand, the
cavity walls are more inclined to provide better mechanical stability against Lorentz
force and microphonic detuning effects. This is a challenge in ERL main linac cavities
since the energy recovery results in high external Q0 of the FPC, thus a lower resonance
bandwidth. In this case, microphonic peak excursions must be well controllable to avoid
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cavity trips. The mechanical stiffness of the cavities plays a role in this aspect. By
adding stiffening rigs to the cavity cells, one can compensate for the loss of the mechan-
ical integrity or LL cavities. The high current (HC) cavities developed in the past at
JLab are a trade-off between the two paradigms. The recent development of the PERLE
cavity (cf. Fig. 4.13) refined the optimization strategy to provide a well-balanced set of
all key parameters beneficial for ERLs [226]. The number of cells is five for use in ERL
main linac cavities, which seeks a reasonably high ratio of active accelerating length to
passive beamline length while preserving the chance of sufficient HOM-damping. Re-
ducing the impact energy for MP secondary electrons at the cell equators also influenced
the design choice at the equator region.
Moreover and specifically for the PERLE machine to be constructed at ICJLab in

France, the most offending monopole and dipole HOM frequencies were cross-checked to
not fall on beam spectral lines. If only every bucket at 801.58 MHz would be filled, the
spectral lines repeat with this interval. However with a more complex bunch pattern
of accelerating and decelerating beams in a multipass machine – and not necessarily
separated by equal bunch spacing – the beam current spectrum can become complicated.
Such a spectrum is shown in figure 4.16 (green lines) for the initial PERLE conceived
machine overlapped with the real part of the monopole mode spectrum of the PERLE
cavity computed using a Y end-group with the three coaxial couplers. The fundamental
mode is not resolved, but one can see that the corresponding net beam current is zero
in energy recovery mode. Even with these dense spectral lines, the high impedance
HOMs avoid the major spectral lines associated with a high beam current. Note that
multiplying the real impedance with the square of the beam current lines provides the
monopole HOM power per spectral line, and summing up the values yields the total
power requirement that is shared among three couplers (transverse HOMs will not add
dramatically to the assessed value). In this case, the estimated power was a several
ten Watts share among three couplers. This heat load is deemed to be manageable
with actively cooled coaxial couplers, but the appropriate coupler design still needs to
be completed. Depending on the HOMs escaping the cavities, BLAs might need to be
employed as well, e.g. outside each cryomodule for their interception, thus not adding
to the cryomodule design complexity.
A prototype cryomodule concept has been worked out within the PERLE project

trying to make use of an existing CERN SPL cryomodule vessel that would also accom-
modate four 802 MHz five-cell cavities (see figure 4.17) [165] but requires some modifi-
cations.
The SNS-type cryomodule has also been conceived for PERLE based on experience

made at JLab with this type o cryomodule for both SNS and CEBAF (see figure 4.18).
The measured static loads at 2 K of the SNS type cryomodule were typically less than
the 28 W budget, and shield static load was less than the 200 W budgeted at ∼50 K
(inlet is 40 K, and outlet up to 80 K). For PERLE the dynamic loads of the CW cavities
will be much higher than for the pulsed SNS cavities as elucidated earlier. With a Q0
of 2× 1010 at 2 K, the dynamic heat load is already 28 W per cavity at the desired Eacc
of 18.7 MV/m. The maximum dynamic load per module is thus ≈112 W, with a total
2 K load estimated to be less than 150 W. This is well within the capacity of the helium
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type (red) together with beam current lines (green) for the baseline three-
pass PERLE machine (25 mA injected current). The numbers associated
with the spectral lines denote the power dissipation (in Watts), which yet
need to be multiplied by two. Note that PERLE design parameters have
changed meanwhile with the advance of a new lattice design [230]

Figure 4.17.: General assembly view of an SPL cryomodule for β = 1 five-cell SRF
cavities.
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circuit and end cans. The choice of 802 MHz should allow reaching a Q0 of 2× 1010 at
18.7 MV/m given prototype results, though the preservation of the Q0 after cryomodule
installation must be preserved.

Figure 4.18.: General view of an SNS-type cryomodule accommodating PERLE five-cell
802 MHz cavities.

The funding support for PERLE is highly important to drive this technology to a
high TRL level while breaking the paradigm of using the more inadequate 1.3 GHz SRF
technology for high-beam current ERLs.
Finally, while the overarching cost optimization, especially for large-scale machines,

is often central for funding success, it might not serve well for providing the major
performance goals of an ERL. It might therefore be conceived that the stability of
operating an ERL can benefit from not operating too close to performance thresholds
(e.g. for Eacc) and particularly in CW operation just for the sake of reducing overall
cost. The ERL provides the inherent chance to recover operational costs that over time
could become a cost driver apart from initially invested capital costs. More relaxed
parameters might then be favorable to achieve success in a faster time-scale with fewer
technological setbacks.

Prospects of New Cavity Surface Treatments and Recipes

Steady performance improvements of SRF cavities in cryomodules have been made ever
since, by streamlining surface treatments of the delicate SRF interior surfaces and by ap-
plying stricter quality controls throughout manufacturing, surface post-processing, and
eventually cryomodule assembly. Several electro-polished SRF cavities already achieved
Eacc ≈ 50 MV/m at various laboratories in vertical tests when cavities are fully im-
mersed in liquid helium. Such high fields have not been obtained with a high yield
though. However, it demonstrates that one can approach the theoretical limit of the
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peak surface magnetic flux density in pure niobium at which the cavity will ultimately
quench. The pursuit of robustly sustaining higher RF fields at higher Q0-factors contin-
ues. Both figures of merit drive the dynamic RF losses dissipated in the liquid helium
and thus the requirements for the cryogenic helium plant. These losses are consequently
directly linked to the capital and operational expenses of the accelerator facility. As such
the reduction of the dynamic RF losses in SRF cavities is highly relevant for large-scale
ERLs. Note that the static heat load leaking into a cryomodule in CW operation can be
kept at much smaller levels by design than the dynamic RF heat load. This is in con-
trast to cryomodules operating in pulsed mode at small duty cycles (few percent), where
the dynamic RF losses are about an order of magnitude smaller than in CW machines.
Usually, it suffices to install one thermal shield in a CW-operating cryomodule versus
two, when the static heat load is comparably high. In CW however, other adaptions
must be made such as employing larger cavity helium risers capable of extracting the
higher RF heat loads.
Reducing the heat load by elevating the cavity Q0 is therefore highly desired. For

that reason, high-Q0 R&D has flourished in recent years pioneered at US laborato-
ries. Activities included new surface techniques that introduce non-magnetic impurities
to the Nb surface as part of the SRF cavity post-processing, namely during standard
high-temperature annealing in a vacuum furnace needed conventionally for hydrogen
degassing. A new phenomenon, i.e. the continuous decrease of the resistive losses with
increasing field levels (anti-Q0 slope), was first observed by chance at JLab with the dif-
fusion (‘doping’) of a small amount of titanium during the heat treatment of a 1.47 GHz
single-cell cavity [231]. Doping with nitrogen rather than titanium became more promi-
nent at FNAL thereafter [232] and was carried out primarily with 1.3 GHz cavities.
Those treatments successfully reduce the temperature-dependent BCS resistance, RBCS,
of the superconductor. A recipe of N-doping was quickly developed and chosen as the
basis for the treatment of TESLA cavities for the LCLS-II FEL project at SLAC [172]].
The N-doping was industrialized for LCLS-II at two aforementioned European vendor
sites spearheaded by JLab [233]. The chosen recipe promised a threefold increase of the
Q0 at moderate fields (∼3× 1010 at 16 MV/m and 2 K) compared to un-doped cavities as
was demonstrated with prototype cavities during the R&D phase. However, this recipe
did not come without repercussions for LCLS-II. The applied recipe generally lowers the
quench field of the cavities compared to un-doped cavities though the achieved fields
were dominantly acceptable for LCLS-II per specification. Secondly, the Q0 depends
sensitively on the Nb properties such as the grain size. This resulted in noticeable vari-
ations of the residual magnetic flux trapping in the cavity cells, which in turn affect
temperature-independent residual losses, Rres. It was experienced that the severity of
measured Q0-degradation depended on the pedigree of the Nb sheets, i.e. the specific
treatments of the sheets at the Nb suppliers. This problem required continuing R&D
activity during LCLS-II cavity production to adapt the N-doping recipe so that a higher
Q0 could be more robustly achieved at the nominal operating field. To develop a more
robust recipe a promising alternative recipe was explored at the same time, termed N-
infusion. It technically differs from the N-doping by exposing the cavities to nitrogen at
lower temperatures in the furnace after high-temperature annealing, while not requiring
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a final electro-polishing treatment [227]. It is feasible that the TRL of these surface
treatments can be further increased to be of use in ERL cavities. Furthering the R&D is
however still recommended. The Pros and Cons concerning the cryomodule complexity
need to be evaluated at the same time. The LCLS-II cryomodules e.g. are designed
to provide fast cool-down for effective magnetic flux expulsion during cool-down, while
enhanced magnetic shielding is required to keep the residual magnetic field around the
cavities smaller than in conventional cryomodules. Moreover, the usefulness of the N-
doping or N-infusion also depends on the choice of the frequency, which is discussed
below.
Alternatively, the exploration of materials other than bulk niobium is still being scru-

tinized worldwide [234]. This includes the use of thin films, either on copper or on
Nb, and the use of higher-Tc materials, the latter promising higher sustainable fields
than bulk Nb. Candidate materials are A15 compounds (like Nb3Sn or V3Si), MgB2
and oxypnictides. The sputtering of Nb thin film on copper cavities has already been
practiced at CERN for LEP and LHC cavities in the past. Using copper cavities as a
substrate has the advantage to significantly increase the thermal conductivity, thus heat
transfer to the helium bath compared to bulk Nb making cavity cooling more effective.
Furthermore, fabrication costs can be limited. The challenge hereby is the quality of the
sputtered Nb film, which yet limits the reach of high RF fields routinely achievable in
bulk Nb cavities. The creation of high-Tc compounds on cavity surfaces is technically
more complex. A significant focus in recent years has been the vapor diffusion deposition
of µm-thick Nb3Sn on SRF surfaces that theoretically yields about twice the Tc com-
pared to pure Nb. A detailed review is given in [235]. The Nb3Sn deposition technique
is not novel, but has been revived at Cornell University in 2009 after pioneering studies
were already conducted over a prolonged time from the 1970s into the 1990s, especially
in Germany (e.g. [236], [237]) but also at other institutions, but ceased in 2000. JLab
and FNAL have joined Cornell’s renewed interests in Nb3Sn-coated cavities thereafter.
A major benefit of Nb3Sn cavities is the achievement of Q0-values at 4.2 K that bulk Nb
cavities can only achieve around 2 K. This boosts the cryogenic efficiency by a factor
of 3 to 4 and allows considering chilling of cavities with cryocoolers instead of liquid
helium. Yet, the repeatability of the coating process, especially for multi-cell cavities,
and the brittleness of the Nb3Sn layer are still major technical challenges to address
before conceiving the use of Nb3Sn cavities for the application in ERLs.

4.3. Multi-turn ERL Operation and the Art of Arcs
Alex Bogacz and Peter Williams

4.3.1. Multi-turn Recirculating Linacs and their Extension to
Multi-turn ERLs

The primary motivation for a multi-pass Recirculating Linac (RLA) is its efficient us-
age of expensive superconducting linac structures. CEBAF is the prime example of
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such a machine. When contemplating the extension of an RLA to propose a multi-turn
ERL many techniques developed for RLAs can be directly transposed. One important
example is an appropriate choice of linac optics. The focusing profile along the linac
(quadrupole gradients) need to be set (and then stay constant), so that multiple beams
with differing energies may be transported simultaneously without loss. The main con-
straint is that adequate transverse focusing must be provided for a given linac aperture.
A robust solution is that used routinely in CEBAF: The optics of the two racetrack
linacs are symmetric, the first being matched to the first accelerating passage and the
second to the last decelerating one. In order to maximize the BBU threshold current,
the optics is tuned so that the integral

∫ β
E
ds along a linac is minimized. This can be

implemented by setting up a periodic linac optics for the lowest energy accelerating pass
in the first and in the last decelerating pass in the second linac. Higher-energy passes
naturally assume more “caternary”-like optics.

4.3.2. Topology and Recovery Transport Choices
’Dogbone’ ERL

Efficient usage of linac structures, promised by a multi-pass recirculation, can be fur-
ther enhanced by configuring an RLA in a ‘dogbone’ topology, which ‘boosts’ the RF
efficiency by factor close to two (compare to a corresponding racetrack). A dog-bone-

Figure 4.19.: Multi-pass ‘dogbone’ ERL – Schematic view of the accelerator layout; fea-
turing a single SRF linac based on elliptical twin axis cavities, four return
‘droplet’ arcs and a pair of injection/extraction chicanes.

shaped RLA was first considered for rapid acceleration of fast decaying muons, as part of
Neutrino Factory design [238]. However, the ‘dogbone’ configuration requires the beam
to traverse the linac in both directions, while being accelerated. This can be facilitated
by a special ‘bisected’ linac optics [239], where the quadrupole gradients scale up with
momentum to maintain periodic FODO structure for the lowest energy pass in the first
half of the linac and then the quadrupole strengths are mirror reflected in the second
linac half. The virtue of this optics is the appearance of distinct nodes in the beta beat-
wave at the ends of each pass (where the droplet arcs begin), which limits the growth of
initial betas at the beginning of each subsequent droplet arc. Fig. 4.20 illustrates multi-
pass linac optics for all passes, with mirror symmetric arcs inserted as point matrices
(arrows). The virtue of the optics is the appearance of distinct nodes in the beta beat-
wave at the ends of each pass (where the arcs begin), which limits the growth of initial
betas at the beginning of each subsequent droplet arc (Arc 1–4), hence eases linac-to-arc
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matching. Furthermore, ‘bisected’ linac optics naturally supports energy recovery in a
’dogbone’ configuration.

Figure 4.20.: Multi-pass linac optics for all passes, with mirror symmetric arcs inserted
as point matrices (arrows).

It would be necessary to configure a dogbone multi-pass electron ERL with elliptical
twin axis cavities [240], capable of accelerating (or decelerating) beams in two separate
beam pipes. This avoids parasitic collisions within the linac which have large beam-beam
strength due to the similar betas in both planes. It also allows for the acceleration of
opposite charged species in each part, enabling an e+e− collider. Such cavities, features
opposite direction longitudinal electric fields in the two halves of the cavity.
A dogbone ERL is attractive at the 100’s GeV, low current regime, due to the more

efficient use of RF. However because of the counter-propagating beams there has been
no proposed method to implement ion clearing gaps, precluding its use when 10’s mA
beam current are required. As the motivation for ERLs is to enable high average beam
power, we therefore concentrate on schemes where all beams co-propagate.

Racetrack ERL

The simplest layout to utilise a linac as an ERL is to link the end of the linac to its
start via a long bypass5. However this is very inefficient in terms of acceleration per unit
beamline / tunnel length (packing fraction). The minimal modification to this is to split
the linac symmetrically into a racetrack, leaving only the two 180-degree arcs at each
end being devoid of linac. This is essentially the layout of CEBAF. On implementation
of energy recovery one is faced with a choice:

Common vs Separate Recovery Transport in Racetracks

If we choose to re-inject the spent beam into the injection linac we select common
transport. This means that, to first order, the pass-by-pass accelerating and decelerating

5This was actually considered for the SLC in 1968, before the discovery of RF pulse compression [241]
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Figure 4.21.: Common recovery transport: We re-inject the spent beam into the injection

linac.

beams at all locations outside the linacs have the same energy. They must therefore
traverse the same arc beamline, so each arc carries two beams - one accelerating and
one decelerating. The advantage of this is that in an n-pass ERL one only needs n arcs
at either end. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.21.

Figure 4.22.: Separate recovery transport: We re-inject the spent beam into the non-
injection linac.

Alternatively, if we choose to re-inject the spent beam into the non-injection linac we
select separate transport. Now all beams outside the linac have well separated energies
and can traverse separate arc beamlines6. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.22. At first glance,
common transport seems superior as it eliminates the need for n additional arcs, thereby
having significant cost implications. However it also imposes additional constraints on
the beam dynamics due to the fact that one loses independent control of transverse
optics and, likely more importantly, longitudinal phase space. The ability to locally
compensate may be of crucial operational importance and requires further study.
At multi-GeV scales this choice also affects how one deals with synchrotron radiation

energy loss: in common transport one must physically replace the lost beam energy
with additional RF structures before each arc in order to match the decelerating beam
energy to the accelerating beam. This RF power cannot be recovered. In separate
transport there is no requirement to replace energy lost to SR in order to fit in the

6This is “can” rather than “must”. For example, if the arcs are FFA, some could physically occupy
the same beamline, although the centroid and therefore optics will differ.
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transport, however of course one cannot decelerate the beam energy to negative values!
The energy lost to SR can instead be provided at injection, with the difference between
injection energy and dump energy being that lost to SR. This preserves ER within the
main linacs.
Common transport also imposes specific requirements for TWISS function at the linacs

ends: TWISS functions have to be identical for both the accelerating and decelerating
linac passes converging to the same energy and therefore entering the same arc.

4.3.3. Arc Lattice Choices
‘Droplet’ Arcs

At the ends of the RLA linac, the beams need to be directed into the appropriate
energy-dependent (pass-dependent) droplet arc for recirculation. The entire droplet-
arc architecture [8] is based on 90°-phase-advance cells with periodic beta functions.
For practical reasons, horizontal rather than vertical beam separation has been chosen.
Rather than suppressing the horizontal dispersion created by the spreader, it has been
matched to that of the outward arc. This is partially accomplished by removing one

Figure 4.23.: ‘Droplet’ arc optics for a pair of arcs on one side of the ‘dogbone’; Arc 1
and Arc 3.

dipole (the one furthest from the spreader) from each of the two cells following the
spreader. To switch from outward to inward bending, three transition cells are used,
wherein the four central dipoles are removed. The two remaining dipoles at the ends
bend the same direction as the dipoles to which they are closest. The transition region,
across which the horizontal dispersion switch-es sign, is therefore composed of two such
cells. To facilitate subsequent energy recovery following acceleration, a mirror symmetry
is imposed on the droplet arc optics. This puts a constraint on the exit/entrance Twiss
functions for two consecutive linac passes, namely: β out

n = β in
n+1 and α out

n = −α in
n+1
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, where n = 0, 1, 2... is the pass index. The complete droplet arc optics for the
lowest-energy pair of arcs is shown in Fig. 4.23 All higher arcs are based on the same

Figure 4.24.: Layout of a pair of arcs on one side of the ‘dogbone’ RLA, Top and side
views, showing vertical two-step ‘lift’ of the middle part of lower energy
droplet arc to avoid interference with the larger droplet (1 meter vertical
separation).

principle as Arc 1, with gradually increasing cell length (and dipole magnet length)
to match naturally to the increasing beta functions dictated by the multi-pass linac.
The quadrupole strengths in the higher arcs are scaled up linearly with momentum to
preserve the 90◦ FODO lattice. The physical layout of the above pair of droplet arcs
is illustrated in Fig. 4.24. One additional requirement to support energy recovery in
a linac configured with elliptical twin axis cavities is that the path-length of Arcs 1-3
has to be a multiple of the RF wavelength. Conversely, Arc 4 path-length should be a
multiple plus one half of the RF wavelength to switch the beam from the ‘accelerating’
to ‘decelerating’ phase in the linac.

FFA Arcs

The ‘dogbone’ ERL can be significantly simplified by replacing a pair of single energy
‘droplet’ arcs with the proposed FFA-like arcs, capable of transporting different energy
beams through the same string of magnets. The multi-pass arc design has a number
of advantages over separate-arc or pulsed-arc approaches. It eliminates the need for
a complicated switch-yard, it reduces the total beam-line length, there is no need to
accommodate multiple beam lines in the same tunnel or construct separate tunnels
for individual arcs, there is no need for vertical bypasses, which may be required for
separate arcs complicating the optics. This helps to increase the number of passes
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through the linac thus enhancing the top energy available with the same-size footprint.
The maximum number of passes through the RLA’s linac is often limited by design
considerations for the switchyard, which first spreads the different energy passes to go
into the appropriate arcs and then recombines them to align the beam with the linac axis.
To reduce complexity of the above single energy return arcs, we have recently proposed
a novel multi-pass arc design based on linear combined function magnets with variable
dipole and quadrupole field components, which allows two consecutive passes with very
different energies (factor of two, or more) to be transported through the same string of
mag-nets [11]. Such a solution combines compactness of design with all the advantages
of a linear, non-scaling FFA (Fixed Field Alternated Gradient) optics [12], namely, large
dynamic aperture and momentum acceptance essential for energy recovery, no need for
complicated compensation of non-linear effects, and one can use a simpler combined-
function magnet design with only dipole and quadrupole field components. The scheme
utilizes only fixed magnetic fields, including those for injection and extraction.

Multi-Bend Achromats and Superperiodicity

4.3.4. The Spreader-Arc-Recombiner as a Single System

4.3.5. Multi-turn Operational Experience
JLab FEL Two-Turn

S-DALINAC

CBETA
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Figure 4.25.: Three beams in the JLab IR-DEMO JLAB-TN-01-043.

4.4. ERL Operation Challenges
Chris Tennant

4.4.1. Introduction
In instances where high beam power is required, the concept of energy recovery presents
an attractive solution. Energy-recovery linacs (ERLs) are a class of novel accelerators
which are uniquely qualified to meet the demands for a wide variety of applications by
borrowing features from traditional architectures to generate linac-quality beams with
near storage-ring efficiency [242]. Historically, nearly all ERLs built and operated were
used to drive a free-electron laser (FEL). The requirement for high peak current bunches
necessitated bunch compression and handling the attendant beam-dynamical challenges.
In recent years, ERLs have turned from being drivers of light sources toward applications
for nuclear physics experiments, Compton backscattering sources, and strong electron
cooling. Unlike an FEL, these latter use cases require long, high-charge bunches with
small energy spread. Where once a short bunch length was the key performance met-
ric, now there is a premium on maintaining a small correlated energy spread (with a
commensurately long bunch).
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4.4.2. Challenges
Energy-recovery linacs are not without their own set of challenges. In the following
sections, a brief survey of some of the most relevant are given. These include collective
effects such as space charge, the multipass beam breakup (BBU) instability, coherent
synchrotron radiation (CSR), and the microbunching instability (MBI); beam-dynamic
issues such as halo and the interaction of the beam with the RF system and other
environmental impedances; as well as issues related to common transport lines.

4.4.3. Space Charge
The role of space-charge forces (both transverse and longitudinal) often dictates many
operational aspects of the machine. Maintaining beam brightness during the low-energy
injection stage is vitally important. In addition to the low energy, ERL injectors must
also preserve beam quality through the merger system that directs the beam to the
linac axis. Once injected into the linac, the beam energy at the front end is often
still low enough that space-charge forces cannot be neglected. Just as important is
the longitudinal space-charge (LSC) force, which manifests itself by an energy spread
asymmetry about the linac on-crest phase [243]. The LSC wake acts to accelerate the
head of the bunch while decelerating the tail. Operating on the rising part of the
waveform leads to a decrease in the correlated energy spread, while accelerating on the
falling side leads to an increase. These observations inform where acceleration, and how
the longitudinal match, is performed.

4.4.4. Beam Breakup Instability
The beam breakup instability is initiated when a beam bunch passes through an RF
cavity off-axis, thereby exciting dipole higher-order modes (HOMs). The magnetic field
of an excited mode deflects following bunches traveling through the cavity. Depending on
the details of the machine optics, the deflection produced by the mode can translate into a
transverse displacement at the cavity after recirculation. The recirculated beam induces,
in turn, an HOM voltage which depends on the magnitude and direction of the beam
displacement. Thus, the recirculated beam completes a feedback loop which can become
unstable if the average beam current exceeds the threshold for stability [244]. Beam
breakup is of particular concern in the design of high-average-current ERLs utilizing
superconducting RF (SRF) technology. If not sufficiently damped by the HOM couplers,
dipole modes with quality factors several orders of magnitude higher than in normal-
conducting cavities can exist, providing a threat for BBU to develop. For single-pass
ERLs, beam-optical suppression techniques—namely, interchanging the horizontal and
vertical phase spaces to break the feedback loop between the beam and the offending
HOM—are effective at mitigating BBU [54].
Recently it has been realized that for a multi-pass ERL a judicious choice of filling

pattern, the order in which recirculating bunches are arranged with respect to each other,
can positively impact the BBU threshold. In [245] an example is given where a factor of
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5 increase can be achieved by this method. The next generation of ERL facilities should
include such studies in their experimental programs due to the potentially large benefit.

4.4.5. Coherent Synchrotron Radiation
Coherent synchrotron radiation poses a significant challenge for accelerators utilizing
high-brightness beams. When a bunch travels along a curved orbit, fields radiated from
the tail of the bunch can overtake and interact with the head. Rather than the more
conventional class of head-tail instabilities where the tail is affected by the actions of
the head, CSR is a tail-head instability. The net result is that the tail loses energy while
the head gains energy, leading to an undesirable redistribution of particles in the bunch.
Because the interaction takes place in a region of dispersion, the energy redistribution
is correlated with the transverse positions in the bend plane and can lead to projected
emittance growth. While there has been much progress in recent years to undo the
effects of CSR in the bend plane with an appropriate choice of beam optics [246], it is
more difficult to undo the gross longitudinal distortion caused by the CSR wake. This
is particularly true in applications where the intrinsic energy spread is small and/or
where the effect can accumulate over multiple recirculations. One possible mitigation is
shielding the CSR wake using an appropriately sized beam pipe [247].

4.4.6. Microbunching Instability
Microbunching develops when an initial density modulation, either from shot noise or
from the drive laser, is converted to energy modulations through short-range wakefields
such as space charge and CSR. The energy modulations are then transformed back to
density modulations through the momentum compaction of the lattice. Danger arises
when positive feedback is formed and the initial modulations are enhanced. This phe-
nomenon has been studied extensively, both theoretically and experimentally, in bunch
compressor chicanes [248, 249]. Only recently has there been a concerted effort to study
the microbunching instability in recirculating arcs [250, 251, 252]. Because the beam is
subject to space charge and/or CSR throughout an ERL, density modulations can be
converted to energy modulations. And because of the native momentum compaction of
the lattice (in arcs, spreaders/recombiners, chicanes, etc.) those energy modulations may
be converted back to density modulations. Therefore, ERLs offer potentially favorable
conditions for seeding the microbunching instability, which requires careful attention in
the early design stages.

4.4.7. Halo
Halo is defined as the relatively diffuse and potentially irregularly distributed compo-
nents of beam phase space that can reach large amplitudes. Numerous sources contribute
to the halo. Operational experience at various laboratories suggest that the biggest cul-
prits are: stray light striking the photocathode, photocathode emission effects, field
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emission/dark current from the gun, beam dynamics during beam formation and evo-
lution, and field emission/dark current in SRF cavities. It is of concern because ERL
beams are manifestly non-Gaussian and can have beam components of significant inten-
sity beyond the beam core [253]. As a consequence, even a straightforward measurement
of the beam size requires high-dynamic-range imaging techniques to see the core as well
as the diffuse, large amplitude components of the distribution.
Though sampling large amplitudes, halo responds to the external focusing of the

accelerator transport system in a predictable manner. It is therefore not always at large
spatial amplitude, but it will at some locations instead be small in size yet strongly
divergent. Halo can therefore present itself as “hot spots” in a beam distribution and
thus may be thought of as a lower-intensity, co-propagating beam that is mismatched to
the core beam focusing, timing, and energy. Beam loss due to halo scraping is perhaps
the major operational challenge for higher-power ERLs. Megawatt-class systems must
control losses at unshielded locations to better than 100 parts per million to stay within
facility radiation envelopes. Scaling to 100 MW suggests that control must be at the part-
per-million level. This has been demonstrated—but only at specific locations within an
ERL [254].

4.4.8. RF Transients
Dynamic loading due to incomplete energy recovery is an issue for all ERLs [255]. In
some machines it is due to unintentional errors imposed on the energy-recovered beam;
for instance, path-length errors in large-scale systems. In other machines, such as high-
power ERL-based FEL drivers, it is done intentionally. In cases where there is the
potential for rapid changes in the relative phase of the energy-recovered beam, dynamic
loading would be difficult to completely control using fast tuners. In such cases adequate
headroom in the RF power will have to be designed into the system. These transient
beam-loading phenomena are widely unrecognized and/or neglected. RF drive require-
ments for an ERL are often viewed as “minimal” because in steady-state operation the
recovered beam notionally provides RF power for acceleration. It has however been
operationally established that RF drive requirements for ERLs are defined not by the
steady-state but rather by beam transients and environmental/design factors such as
microphonics [256]. As a result, the RF power required for stable ERL operation can
differ dramatically from naïve expectations.

4.4.9. Wakefields and Interaction of Beam with Environment
As with other system architectures intended to handle high-brightness beams, ERLs can
be performance-limited by wakefield effects. Not only can beam quality be compromised
by interaction of the beam with environmental impedances, there is also significant po-
tential for localized power deposition in beamline components. Resistive-wall and RF
heating have proven problematic during ERL operation in the past [7]. Extrapolation of
this experience to higher bunch charges and beam powers leads to serious concern regard-
ing heating effects. Careful analysis and management of system component impedances
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is required.

4.4.10. Magnet Field Quality
Inasmuch as they rely on the generation of specific phase-energy correlations in or-
der to bunch and/or energy-recover the beam, ERL transport systems are essentially
time-of-flight spectrometers. As a consequence, they generally require magnets with
spectrometer-grade field quality to avoid performance limitations during energy recov-
ery. An often overlooked aspect of ERL design—and one with significant implications for
system performance—is magnetic field quality. The necessary transverse-longitudinal
coupling required for energy compression in high-power FEL drivers also creates the
means by which magnetic field errors can generate energy errors. Poor field quality
leads to transverse steering errors, which, due to the non-zero M52 of the recirculator,
leads to path length errors (or equivalently, phase shifts). Such phase shifts, in turn,
increase the energy spread of the bunch and can lead to an unmanageably large energy
spread at the dump [257].

4.4.11. Multi-turn, Common Transport
Future systems must evolve to utilize multiple turns; it is a natural cost optimization
method [258], and multi-turn systems can in principle provide performance equal to that
of 1-pass up/down ERLs at significantly lower cost. In addition to the use of multiple
turns, cost control motivates the use of extended lengths of common transport, in which
both accelerated and recovered passes are handled simultaneously using the same beam
lines. This presents unique challenges for high-energy ERLs, like LHeC in particular,
where energy loss due to synchrotron radiation cannot be ignored and causes an energy
mismatch for common transport lines. A lower-energy fixed-field alternating-gradient
(FFAG) optics solution for 4-pass up/down operation was recently demonstrated at the
Cornell-BNL ERL Test Accelerator (CBETA) [13].
consider reference to the respective chapter

Continuing to address these challenges will open up exciting new opportunities for
ERLs. In addition to CBETA, LHeC, and PERLE, a multi-turn ERL design from
Daresbury illustrates the manner in which the cost/complexity optimum lies toward
shorter linacs, more turns, and multiple beams in fewer beam lines [259]. This also
drives the use of multiple turns in stacking rings for hadron cooling [260].

4.5. Interaction Region
Kurt Aulenbacher, Steve Benson
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4.6. Power to ERLs
Erk Jensen, Nick Shipman
Power sources (klystrons, IOTs, SSPAs). Power couplers.
In normal operation, steady state CW RF power is almost zero if beam energy is

fully recovered. The power needed will be given by the need to keep the fields in the
cavities in the presence of both, accelerated and decelerated beams and in the presence
of microphonics. This is where the FRT comes in since it can reduce the effect of
microphonics.
For Nick to describe the FRT and its beauty.

PRF = V 2
c

4R/QQL

β + 1
β

[
1 +

(
2QL

∆ωµ
ω0

)2]
(4.1)

Assuming you have microphonics completely suppressed, power needs will be domi-
nated by transients, both when filling and emptying the machine or if the beam suddenly
vanishes due to a problem. The RF system must be dimensioned for this case, so we have
to study failure modes. Nonetheless, in normal operation the average power consumption
can be very low.
The situation is very different for the injector cryomodule(s), where real power has to

be fed through the cavities to the beam (example: 5 mA× 6 MV = 30 kW CW!

4.7. Cryogenics
Patxi Duthil,
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5. Energy and Intensity Frontier

Physics
Intro - Max Klein

5.1. High-Energy Colliders
5.1.1. LHeC and FCC-eh
The Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC) concept had been reviewed in considerable
detail prior to the publication of the first design report in 2012 [20]. The physics results
of almost a decade of LHC operation, technology developments and a more ambitious
luminosity goal (related to the Higgs discovery, to the brilliant LHC performance and the
capability of ERLs) have led to the recent publication of another very detailed report,
written again by representatives of about 150 institutions [261]. It thus is extremely
well documented. The combination of a high energy hadron beam with a largely in-
dependent ERL configuration has been applied also to the FCC-eh. This concept has
been documented in the recently published FCC design reports, Vol 1 [262] and 3 [263],
and covered to considerable extent also in [261]. Due consideration, both for LHeC
and FCC-eh, was given to the electron-ion physics and machine aspects. Since HERA
missed an eA phase, the extension in range is phenomenal and a complete change of our
understanding of nuclear structure and parton dynamics in nuclei is in reach with these
energy frontier EICs.
Here, a brief introduction to these future energy frontier ep and eA colliders is given

with emphasis on the choice of parameters, especially the electron beam energy and
luminosity, from which basic demands arise on the ERL development. Parameters and
components are summarised, and updated considerations are sketched on the interaction
region and on a synergetic use of the LHeC racetrack as an injector to the FCC-ee. This
part concludes with the recommendations given by an International Advisory Committee
as to the focus of work for the coming years. No surprise, that ERL developments are
of key importance.

Deep Inelastic Scattering

Deep Inelastic Scattering was established in 1968 with the discovery of a partonic sub-
structure of the proton in the famous SLAC-MIT experiment at the 2 mile linac at
Stanford. An electron-proton scattering experiment was at the foundation of the Stan-
dard Model. DIS is a particularly clean process, theoretically through the operator
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expansion of structure functions, asymptotic freedom and the evolution of parton den-
sity functions (PDFs) with the resolving strength determined by the negative square
four-momentum transfer, Q2, between the incoming lepton and the interacting parton.
Experimentally, DIS is clean because of the combination of an electromagnetic and weak
probe with a strongly interacting target such that the final state is clearly defined, free
of colour reconnections, the neutral or charged current type of interaction prescribed by
the leptonic vertex, the kinematics determined redundantly from the hadronic and the
leptonic final state and pile-up, even at the FCC-eh, non existent.
With high luminosity and energy, a next DIS collider has a massive physics pro-

gramme, to resolve parton interaction dynamics, to develop Quantum Chromodynamics,
for precision measurements of the Higgs boson characteristics, for finding new physics
such as in the massive neutrino sector, for finding new dynamics at small Bjorken x,
for the understanding of the Quark-Gluon Plasma phenomenon in heavy and possibly
light-ion interactions, top and electroweak physics, all or some of which most likely lead-
ing to surprise observations without which particle physics will hardly proceed beyond
where it now stands. High energy DIS colliders are the cleanest microscopes for resolv-
ing the substructure of matter, and it is inconceivable that particle physics advances
without realising a next lepton-proton collider, following HERA, for which the LHeC is
the singular opportunity given the success and long lifetime of the LHC.

High Energy

The energy frontier in DIS has been held by the first ep collider HERA [264] which
collided protons of Ep = 920 GeV energy and electrons of Ee = 27.6 GeV corresponding
to a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s = 2

√
EeEp ' 0.3 TeV. Can one exceed that? Yes, with

a new LHC based collider coupled with a novel ERL of typically twice the HERA electron
beam energy. Why would one want to exceed that? There are several fundamental
reasons to illustrate that:

• HERA established the rise of the quark and gluon densities towards small Bjorken
x = Q2/sy, where y ≤ 1 is the inelasticity related to the energy transfer in
DIS. There are expectations, back to the seminal work of Lev Lipatov and col-
leagues, that at high densities there occur non-linear parton-parton interactions
which damp this rise and replace the known linear DGLAP Q2 evolution equations
by another evolution law. Such a discovery of new dynamics at small x would not
only be a major breakthrough in QCD but practically alter all predictions for pp
collisions at future hadron colliders. HERA’s kinematic reach was too small to
resolve that question 1.

1Establishing new parton behaviour requires to measure in the genuinely deep inelastic region, Q2

larger than the proton mass squared, and to cover a minimum range to about 10 GeV2. Measuring
in a region of large y ' 1 − E′/Ee is very difficult and requires Ee to be large, with 50 GeV being
a suitable value, for the scattered electron energy E′ not to need to be too small, as is required to
stay away from large hadronic backgrounds. Thus, typically, the minimum x value one can hope to
cover in a precision determination of especially the dominating gluon density is xmin ' 10/s0.5 with
s in GeV2. This value is equal to 1× 10−3 at the EIC, 2× 10−4 at HERA, 1.4× 10−5 at the LHeC
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• The primary role of DIS is to determine the parton density structure of hadrons.
The ep inclusive cross section is sensitive to the sums of up and down quark and
anti-quark distributions, i.e. the four combinations U , D, Ū and D̄. These can
only be disentangled with neutral (NC) and and charged (CC) current cross section
measurements. For trigger and identification reasons a CC measurement in ep,
against the overwhelming low Q2 backgrounds, is limited to the large Q2 region,
Q2

min ' 100 GeV2 at HERA. The x range for CC measurement is therefore limited
to x ≥ Q2

min/s. It needs the LHeC to indeed utilise the CC for the disentanglement
of the quark sea. It furthermore is of importance, with regard to predictions for
the LHC or FCC, to measure the PDFs in and near the kinematic range where
they are used, to not depend on evolution over orders of magnitude in Q2.

• For ep colliders to be of interest beyond QCD, the energy should be high since
heavy particle cross sections, as of the top quark, Higgs boson and BSM particles,
become sizeable only when the energy is large. This is illustrated for heavy quarks
in [20]. For the Higgs boson, this is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. At the LHeC, an
ab−1 of integrated luminosity provides a sample of O(105) Higgs bosons, a base
for precision Higgs physics comparable to that of the ILC, where the cross section
of Z Higgs-Strahlung and the luminosity expectations are similar. Combining ep
with pp all SM Higgs decay channels can be reconstructed with a sum measured
to within 1% accuracy. The complementary measurements of the Higgs boson
characteristics in future pp, ep and e+e− scattering have the potential to verify the
SM Higgs mechanism to the necessary extent and to explore whether it indeed is
a window to BSM physics. The LHeC and FCC-eh have a striking BSM discovery
potential, such as on right-handed neutrinos, triplet fermions, lepto-quarks and
other so far exotic particles as has been discussed in [21]. The discovery potential
is determined by the energy reach.

For both the classic DIS programme, for competitive Higgs and top physics, and for the
discovery of new physics in QCD and the electroweak sector, a cms energy beyond a TeV
is crucial. With the LHC at Ep = 7 TeV, one can reach

√
s ≥ 1 TeV for Ee ≥ 35 GeV,

while the FCC is leading much further.

High Luminosity

The second crucial parameter, besides the energy, which determines the maximum value
of Q2 ≤ s, is naturally the luminosity. The DIS NC and CC cross sections decrease
∝ (1 − x)3 as x approaches 1, i.e. the probability for one parton to carry all of the
available momentum is very small. The region x near 1, however, is of great importance
for it determines the predictions for high mass Drell-Yan scattering at the LHC. It has

and 1.6× 10−6 at the FCC-eh. One indeed recognises in the modern PDF determinations that the
uncertainty for xg substantially enlarges below x ' 10−4. With HERA not having observed any
indication for a departure from DGLAP evolution at x ∼ 10−3, its best region of coverage, it is
obvious that the EIC energy, chosen for spin physics and adapted to the existence of RHIC, is far
too low to establish a different evolution law in ep scattering.
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Figure 5.1.: Calculation of the inclusive Higgs cross section σ, plotted as log (σ/fb),
as a function of the cms ep scattering energy,

√
s = 2

√
EeEp in TeV. One

sees that a TeV-energy DIS collider reaches the 100 fb cross-section range,
which is comparable to the e+e− → HZ cross section in electron-positron
scattering. With a thousand times its luminosity, HERA would have had
a chance to discover the Higgs boson, while that is beyond the reach of
lower-energy ep colliders such as the EIC.

been explored so far unsatisfactorily, for statistics, nuclear and higher twist correction
reasons, which will be changed with the simultaneous measurement of NC and CC cross
sections at high x and Q2 at the LHeC and FCC-eh. Much of new physics is expected
to reside at very high Q2 = sxy, which can only be accessed at high x (and y). This
situation is illustrated in Fig. 5.2, which shows the simulated NC DIS cross section
measurement which illustrates the demand to have significantly smaller uncertainties.
Inspection of top and BSM production, and especially the Higgs e−p CC production
cross section have set a goal of O(1) ab−1 of integrated luminosity, which—in reasonable
operation times of about a decade—can only be achieved with a luminosity in the order
of 1034 cm−2s−1. This is a very high and demanding goal for ep collisions, exceeding the
HERA I value about 1000-fold.
After the Higgs discovery and having observed the LHC to operate better than had

“ultimately” been expected, inspection of the main parameters showed that a value near
the desired goal was in reach [120]. The LHeC luminosity L is roughly determined as

L = NeNpnpfrevγp
4πεpβ∗

, (5.1)

where Ne (p) is the number of electrons (protons) per bunch, np the number of proton
bunches in the LHC, frev the revolution frequency in the LHC, and γp the relativistic
factor of the proton beam. Further, εp denotes the normalised proton transverse beam
emittance and β∗ the proton beta function at the IP, assumed to be equal in x and y.
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Figure 5.2.: Simulated NC DIS cross section measurement at the LHeC for e−p scattering
as a function of Q2 for different intervals of large x. The error bars include
the systematic uncertainty but are where visible are dominated by statistics.
Note the scaling of the cross section values at high x. The statistics assumed
here is the tenfold of HERA but falls visibly short of covering ‘near 1 region’
of Bjorken x nor the ’near s region’ of Q2.

With the parameters listed below and the product of hourglass, pinch, and filling factors
about 1, one finds that a value close to 1034 cm−2 s−1 is a possible target. Since the
electron current is determined as the product of eNef , there follows the LHeC design
goal of a 20mA current provided by a 500 pC source with the 40MHz frequency. A
3-turn ERL configuration, as is the LHeC default, requires high-quality cavities (Q0 ≥
2× 1010) to be able to deal with 120mA current altogether. These so-called default
design parameters for the LHeC, and similarly for FCC-eh (possibly with a higher current
at a later time), have been adopted as characteristics for PERLE (see Sect. ??), the ERL
development facility at IJCLab Orsay, for which a large International Collaboration has
recently been formed.

The ERL Configuration of LHeC and FCC-eh

The original design concept of the LHeC considered both a ring-ring and a linac-ring
configuration [20] as an alternative. The former had the problem of interfering at vari-
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ous crossing and the interaction points with existing LHC hardware installations. The
latter, an ERL, has since been adopted as the default. It consists of a racetrack configu-
ration tangential to the LHC proton ring with collisions foreseen at IP2 as the heavy-ion
programme had been officially declared nominally to end with LS4 while the HL-LHC is
dedicated to maximise the luminosity for ATLAS, CMS and nowadays also LHCb. Such
an arrangement has the peculiarity of transforming the LHC to a 3-beam facility with
simultaneous pp and ep operation at different IPs, owing to the feeble effect the electron
beam has on the proton beams. This means that conceptually the electron-hadron op-
eration, at the LHeC and similarly FCC-eh, is not costing integrated luminosity to the
main hh programme.
Following a careful cost evaluation as presented in [21] it was decided to reduce the

electron beam energy from 60 to 50GeV. This economised almost 400MCHF and brought
the total LHeC cost, without detector, back to the target value of O(1)BCHF. It also
reduced the effort as the time for building the LHeC will become an important factor for
its possible endorsement. A possible transition from the 60GeV to the 50GeV configu-
ration of the LHeC was already envisaged in 2018, and presented in the paper submitted
to the European Strategy [265].
Fig. 5.3 illustrates the ERL configurations for the LHeC, inner racetrack, and the FCC-

eh, outer one, which has been kept at the nominal 60GeV. Obviously such choices are for
design and feasibility studies while physics, technology, funds and time will eventually
lead to alterations from the so far chosen parameters, which are summarised in Tab. 5.1
adapted from the recent LHeC CDR update [21].

Parameter Unit LHeC FCC-eh
CDR Run 5 Run 6 Dedic. Ep = 20 TeV Ep = 50 TeV

Ee GeV 60 30 50 50 60 60
Np 1011 1.7 2.2 2.2 2.2 1 1
εp µm 3.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2
Ie mA 6.4 15 20 50 30 30
Ne 109 1 2.3 3.1 7.8 3.1 3.1
β∗ cm 10 10 7 7 12 15
Luminosity 1033 cm−2 s−1 1 5 9 23 18 22

Table 5.1.: Summary of luminosity parameter values for the LHeC and FCC-eh. Left:
CDR from 2012; Middle: LHeC in three stages, an initial run, possibly during
Run 5 of the LHC, the 50GeV operation during Run 6, both concurrently with
the LHC, and a final, dedicated, stand-alone ep phase; Right: FCC-eh with
a 20 and a 50TeV proton beam, in synchronous operation.

Parameters and Components

The main racetrack, the linac, arcs, spreaders and combiners as well as the optics, syn-
chrotron radiation, beam-beam interactions etc, simulations and hardware descriptions,
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Figure 5.3.: Schematic view of the three-turn LHeC configuration with two oppositely
positioned electron linacs and three arcs housed in the same tunnel. Two
configurations are shown: Outer: Ee = 60GeV, as for FCC-eh, with linacs
of about 1 km length and 1 km arc radius leading to an ERL circumference
of about 9 km, or 1/11 of the FCC length. Inner: Ee = 50GeV, as for LHeC,
with linacs of about 0.8 km length and 0.55 km arc radius leading to an ERL
circumference of 5.4 km, or 1/5 of the LHC length, which is smaller than the
size of the SPS. The 1/5 circumference configuration is flexible: it entails
the possibility to stage the project as funds or physics dictate by using only
partially equipped linacs, and it also permits upgrading to somewhat higher
energies if one admits increased synchrotron power losses and operates at
higher gradients.

are all provided in [261] and partially go back to [20]. For completeness, the main pa-
rameters of the LHeC ERL are listed in Tab. 5.2. The default 50GeV LHeC main loop
uses dipole magnets as listed in Tab. 5.3. The field values are between 0.1 and 0.5T for
the arcs while the spreader and combiner needs somewhat larger field strength, up to
1.6T. The quadrupole and cavity characteristics are summarised in Tab. 5.4, also taken
from [261]. The total number of cryomodules per linac is 112, which corresponds to 448
five-cell 802MHz cavities and a total of 896 for two linacs. These are the cost drivers
of the LHeC as has been provisionally estimated in [261]. Their number is an order of
magnitude below that of the default ILC design. A total of 72 cavities at twice the base
frequency, i.e. 1604MHz, is part of the configuration for compensation of synchrotron
radiation losses.
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Parameter Unit Value

Injector energy GeV 0.5
Total number of linacs 2
Number of acceleration passes 3
Maximum electron energy GeV 49.19
Bunch charge pC 499
Bunch spacing ns 24.95
Electron current mA 20
Transverse normalized emittance µm 30
Total energy gain per linac GeV 8.114
Frequency MHz 801.58
Acceleration gradient MV/m 19.73
Cavity iris diameter mm 130
Number of cells per cavity 5
Cavity length (active/real estate) m 0.918/1.5
Cavities per cryomodule 4
Cryomodule length m 7
Length of 4-CM unit m 29.6
Acceleration per cryomodule (4-CM unit) MeV 289.8
Total number of cryomodules (4-CM units) per linac 112 (28)
Total linac length (with with spr/rec matching) m 828.8 (980.8)
Return arc radius (length) m 536.4 (1685.1)
Total ERL length km 5.332

Table 5.2.: Parameters of LHeC Energy Recovery Linac (ERL).

Arc dipoles (horiz.) Spr/Rec dipoles (vert.) Dogleg dipoles (horiz.)
Section N B g/2 l N B g/2 l N B g/2 l

Arc 1 352 0.087 1.5 3 8 0.678 2 3 16 1 1.5 1
Arc 2 352 0.174 1.5 3 8 0.989 2 3 16 1 1.5 1
Arc 3 352 0.261 1.5 3 6 1.222 2 3 16 1 1.5 1
Arc 4 352 0.348 1.5 3 6 1.633 2 3 16 1 1.5 1
Arc 5 352 0.435 1.5 3 4 1.022 2 3
Arc 6 352 0.522 1.5 3 4 1.389 2 3

Total 2112 36 64

Table 5.3.: 50 GeV ERL – Dipole magnet count along with basic magnet parameters:
Magnetic field (B) [T], Half-Gap (g/2) [cm], and Magnetic length (l) [m].

Interaction Region of LHeC and FCC-eh

The interaction region between the electron beam of the ERL and the proton beam of
the LHC or FCC is one of the most challenging parts of the design, as several aspects
have to be considered at the same time. The required luminosity of the LHeC requests
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Quadrupoles RF cavities
Section N G [T/m] a [cm] l [m] N f [MHz] cell GRF [T/m]

Linac 1 29 1.93 3 1 448 802 5 20
Linac 2 29 1.93 3 1 448 802 5 20
Arc 1 255 9.25 2.5 1
Arc 2 255 17.67 2.5 1
Arc 3 255 24.25 2.5 1 6 1604 9 30
Arc 4 255 27.17 2.5 1 12 1604 9 30
Arc 5 249 33.92 2.5 1 18 1604 9 30
Arc 6 249 40.75 2.5 1 36 1604 9 30

Total 1576 968

Table 5.4.: 50 GeV ERL – Quadrupole magnet and RF cavities count along with basic
magnet/RF parameters: Magnetic field gradient (G), Aperture radius (a),
Magnetic length (l), Frequency (f), Number of cells in RF cavity (cell), and
RF Gradient (GRF).

beta functions in the order of 10 cm at the Interaction point with matched beam sizes
of electrons and protons at the IP in both planes: σxe = σxp, σye = σyp. Given the
considerable difference of the beam energies, the electrons and protons have to be fo-
cused independently and therefore an efficient beam separation scheme has to separate
the electron beam after the IP from the proton design orbit. Finally the synchrotron
radiation, emitted during the beam separation in the vicinity of the particle detector,
has to be limited as much as possible. In Fig. 5.4, an optimized principle layout of
the IR is shown schematically. The requirements of small beam size, head-on collisions

Figure 5.4.: Schematic layout of the IR region with the electron mini-beta quadrupoles
acting as combined function magnets to separate the beams.

and efficient separation are fulfilled by combining a weak dipole inserted in the spec-
trometer dipole and electron mini-beta quadrupoles (off-centered with respect to the
electron beam) to create a quasi-constant separation field from the IP up to the location
of the first sc. proton quadrupole “QA1” at a position of L∗ = 15 m. At the same
time, the electron quadrupoles provide an early focus to limit the electron beam size,
and accordingly the separation needs. The first proton magnet, “QA0”, designed as a
half-quadrupole, further reduces the required horizontal distance between the two design
orbits.
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Special effort is needed in the design of the super conducting quadrupole “QA1”: Posi-
tioned right after the electron mini beta quadruples, it has to provide sufficient aperture
and gradient to re-match the proton optics towards the arc structure. Moreover, a field
free region inside the cryostat is needed for the outgoing electron beam. Figure 5.5 shows
a first layout of the magnet. The field calculations for both apertures are determined
using the magnet design code ROXIE [266] with special emphasis on minimizing the
remaining quadrupole field in the electron aperture: located at a distance of 106 mm
from the proton design orbit - it has to be low enough not to distort the electron optics.
Following the first layout and field calculations as described, some R&D will be needed
towards a prototype magnet to further study the feasibility of the technical concept.

Figure 5.5.: First design concept of the proton mini beta quadrupole: The field free
region for the outgoing electron beam is clearly visible

The LHeC Racetrack as an Injector to FCC-ee

The injector complex of the FCC-ee comprises an e+e– linac (for energies up to 6 GeV),
a pre-booster synchrotron ring (PBR), accelerating from 6 to 20 GeV, and a full energy
booster synchrotron ring (BR), integrated in the collider tunnel. A schematic layout of
the injector complex can be seen in Fig. ??.
Table 5.5 contains a list of parameters for the injection schemes for the different

collider energies and filling modes (top-up or initial filling). The baseline parameters are
established assuming an SLC/SuperKEKB-like linac [?, ?] (C-band 5.7 GHz RF system)
with 1 or 2 bunches per pulse and a repetition rate of 100 or 200 Hz. The full filling for Z
running is the most demanding with respect to the number of bunches, bunch intensity
and therefore injector flux. It requires a linac bunch intensity of 2.13×1010 particles for
both species. The electron linac used for positron production should provide around
a factor of two higher bunch charge, i.e. 4.2 ×1010 electrons, allowing for a 50 %
conversion efficiency. The bunch intensity requirements include a comfortable 80 %
transfer efficiency throughout the injection complex (from the source to the collider).
In the current baseline, the SPS is considered as the PBR, using a scheme similar

to the one used for injection into LEP [?]. The PBR cycle length is dominated by
the injection plateau and includes a fast ramp of 0.2 s up to 20 GeV and a minimum
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Table 5.5.: FCC-ee injector parameters.
Parameter Unit Z W H tt

Beam energy GeV 45.6 80 120 182.5
Type of filling Initial Top-up Initial Top-up Initial Top-up Initial Top-up
Linac bunches/pulse 2 2 1 1
Linac repetition rate Hz 200 100 100 100
Linac RF frequency GHz 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
Bunch population 1010 2.13 1.06 1.88 0.56 1.88 0.56 1.38 0.83
No. of LINAC injections 1040 1000 328 48
PBR min. bunch spacing ns 10 10 70 477.5
No. of PBR cycles 8 1 1 1
No. of PBR bunches 2080 2000 328 48
PBR cycle time s 6.3 11.1 4.4 1.6
PBR duty factor 0.84 0.56 0.36 0.14
No. of BR/collider bunches 16640 2000 328 48
No. of BR cycles 10 1 10 1 10 1 20 1
Filling time (both species) s 1034.8 103.5 266 26.6 151.6 15.2 251.2 12.6

fast extraction flat top of 0.1 s. The total number of bunches required (48 to 16640
bunches) is transferred to the main booster in at most 10 PBR cycles. If the SPS serves
as PBR, the fraction of overall machine time that needs to be dedicated to filling the
booster (the duty factor quoted in Table 5.5) varies between 8 % for the tt mode and
84 % on the Z pole. Accelerating a larger number of bunches per linac pulse or injecting
more bunches per PBR cycle would provide additional time for other parallel SPS beam
users. Alternative injector options studied, which would not impact SPS fixed-target
operation, include a more compact “green field” PBR or an extension of the linac to
reach an energy of 20 GeV for direct injection into the main booster.
The bunch trains from the PBR can be directly injected into the bunch structure

required by the collider, within the 400 MHz RF. The bunches are then accelerated
with a maximum ramp time of 2 s, and a maximum total cycle length of up to 51.7 s,
dominated again by the long injection flat bottom, corresponding to the Z running. Due
to the short beam lifetimes of 40 to 70 minutes, which depend on the parameter sets and
running energies, continuous top-up injection from the BR is required. For the initial
filling, the bunches are accumulated in the collider in less than 20 min. At other times,
the beam is used to top up the current, to maintain the collider beam lifetime limits
within the ±3% current drop (±5% for the Z). The filling of the two particle species in
the machine is interleaved and is able to accommodate the current bootstrapping [?].
The overall flux requirement for the FCCee at the most demanding Z pole is around

50 times smaller then the one provided by the LHeC ERL. In fact, an ERL at 20 GeV
can be a very efficient first stage injector to FCCee. At the same time, it can minimize
the injection time, and be quite versatile to the requirements with respect to bunch
structure for the collider. At an initial stage the ERL can have a mzimum energy of
20 GeV to inject in the Booster Ring. A 50 GeV accelerator could be in principle used
for direct injection in FCC-ee for Z mode.
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Preparations

A decision on the LHeC has not been taken yet. It exists as a possible future collider
option based on the LHC. The mid-term future of the LHC depends on the success of
the coming run, to begin in 2022. The long-term future of the LHC is related to the
strategic, global developments of high energy physics and to the plans and support of
CERN in particular. New physics discoveries at the LHC or elsewhere may alter the
direction of particle physics. The investments for post-LHC e+e− and hh colliders are
of the order of ten billion CHF while the LHeC cost is an order of magnitude lower.
In this context, for the next years, it has been suggested by the International Advisory
Committee of the LHeC, chaired by Herwig Schopper, to “i) further develop the ERL
based ep/A scattering plans, both at LHC and FCC, as attractive options for the mid
and long term programme of CERN, resp. Before a decision on such a project can be
taken, further development work is necessary, and should be supported, possibly within
existing CERN frameworks (e.g. development of SC cavities and high field IR magnets).
ii) to intensify the development of the promising high-power beam-recovery technology
ERL in Europe. This could be done mainly in national laboratories, in particular with
the PERLE project at Orsay. To facilitate such a collaboration, CERN should express
its interest and continue to take part. iii) to keep the LHeC option open until further
decisions have been taken. An investigation should be started on the compatibility
between the LHeC and a new heavy ion experiment in Interaction Point 2, which is
currently under discussion.” [21].
The present paper is on the development of energy recovery linacs for which the LHeC

(and FCC-eh) are prime, high power applications.

5.1.2. CERC: FCC-ee as an ERL
We present an alternative approach for a high-energy high-luminosity electron-positron
collider to current designs for high-energy electron-positron colliders [267] either based on
two storage rings with 100 km circumference (with a maximum CM energy of 365 GeV [268,
269, 270, 271, 272]) or two large linear accelerators (with a high energy reach but lower
luminosity, especially at the lower initial CM energies). The main shortcoming of the
collider based on storage rings is the high electric power consumption required to com-
pensate for the beam energy losses from the 100 MW of synchrotron radiation power.
Using an Energy-Recovery Linac (ERL) located in the same-size 100 km tunnel would
allow a large reduction of the beam energy losses while providing a higher luminosity.
It also opens the pass for extending the CM energy to 500 GeV, which would enable
double-Higgs production, and even to 600 GeV for ttH production and measurements of
the top Yukawa coupling. Furthermore, this approach would allow recycling of not only
the energy but also the particles and opens the possibility of colliding fully polarized
electron and positron beams. This section follows on the original proposal [267] to recy-
cle both energy and the particles in a future polarized e+e− collider in order to expand
the CM energy reach while increasing the attainable luminosity (see Fig. 5.6).
Our design, based on energy recovery linacs (ERL) and two damping rings for particle
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ERL based e+e- collider at 30 MW SR

FCCe
e

HH (500 GeV)

ttH (600 GeV)–
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Figure 5.6.: Luminosities for various options for a high-energy e+e− collider. The lumi-
nosity curve for our design was added to a plot taken from reference [272].
The luminosity of our proposed collider scales proportionally to the con-
sumed RF power. The thick dark-green line and green squares show our
estimated luminosities for the ERL-based collider consuming 30 MW of RF
power. The blue curve is for 10 MW of RF power, while the red curve is for
100 MW of RF power, i.e., the same as in the FCC-ee design.

recycling, will consume about one third of the power while providing significantly higher
luminosity when compared to the SR e+e− collider, with the only exception of the Z-
pole. It will also extend the CM energy reach to 600 GeV, required for double-Higgs
production in the ZHH channel as well as ttH production. Event with 30 % energy
consumption (green curve in Fig. 5.6), the integrated luminosity per year, at a center of
mass energy of 500 GeV, would be about 1.5 ab−1 for the ERL e+e− collider. A possible
realization of an ERL e+e− in a tunnel with 100 km circumference is shown in Fig. 5.7.
In this collider design the electron and positron beams are accelerated to the collision

energy in a multi-pass ERL. Most of the energy of the used beams is recovered by
delaying them by 1/2 of an RF oscillation period and decelerating them. The electron
and positron beams are each re-injected into a 2 GeV damping ring, where they are
cooled to low emittance prior to repeating the trip. The small amount of beam lost
during the process, for example due to scattering from residual gas or burn-off in the
collisions, can easily be replaced by adding particles from two 2 GeV linear injectors.
Naturally, a portion of the beam’s energy lost in the form of synchrotron radiation
cannot be recovered. Furthermore, in a multi-pass ERL, the beams radiate energy on
the way up and down. As a result, the beams lose more energy in a trip to the top
energy and back than in a single turn at the top energy.
All these additional losses are included in the energy balance reported here—the insert
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DRAFTFigure 5.7.: Sketch of a possible layout of an ERL-based e+e− collider with linacs sep-
arated by 1/6th of the 100 km circumference. The graph shows the energy
evolution of the beam energy for electrons and positrons in a 4-pass ERL
equipped with two 33.7 GeV superconducting (SRF) linacs.

in Fig. 5.6 shows the energy evolution of the electron and positron bunches for collisions
with 500 GeV CM energy. The 900-meter-long damping rings equipped with 1 T wigglers
reduce the beam emittances and energy spread to their natural values. The cooled
bunches are then ejected from the ring and repeat their cycle of acceleration, collision,
and deceleration.
The fact that bunches collide only once in an ERL e+e− collider allows for substantial

increases of the luminosity by removing the limitations imposed by beams circulating
in a storage ring. In the 500–600 GeV CM energy range, an ERL-based collider also
has significant advantages when compared with ILC-type linear colliders in that they
recover most of the beam energy and recycle both electron and positron beams. Details
of the relevant physics can be found in [267]. Table 5.6 lists the collider parameters in
different envisioned modes of operation.
Similar to linear colliders, we propose to use flat beams with an aspect ratio from 500

to 1000 to mitigate the beamstrahlung. We simulated the effects of strong-stong beam
collisions, both head-on and with an offset, on the collider luminosity (Fig. 5.8) and the
emittance growth and found it acceptable for reliable operations [267].
With the diffusion that is caused by quantum fluctuations of synchrotron radiation

scaling as the seventh power of the beam energy, preservation of the transverse emit-
tance in the accelerating beams is most challenging for the highest proposed energy of
operation. We designed a FODO lattice comprised of 6250 85° FODO cells (a 16-meter
period with two combined-function magnets) that satisfy our requirements.
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Table 5.6.: Main parameters of a possible ERL-based electron-positron collider with a
total synchrotron radiation power of 30 MW.

Mode of operation Z W HZ tt HHZ Htt

Beam energy (GeV) 45.6 80.0 120.0 182.5 250.0 300
Normalized emittance εx / εy (µm rad) 4 / 0.008 4 / 0.008 6 / 0.008 8 / 0.008 8 / 0.008 8 / 0.008
RMS bunch length (mm) 0.8 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Bunch charge (nC) 12.5 12.5 25.0 22.5 19.0 19.0
Bunch frequency (kHz) 297 270 99 45 18 9
Beam current (mA) 3.71 3.37 2.47 1.01 0.35 0.16
Luminosity (1034 cm−2 s−1) 67.4 86.6 77.8 31.4 13.8 8.6
IP beta function βx / βy (cm) 15 / 0.08 20 / 0.10 100 / 0.1 100 / 0.2 100 / 0.2 100 / 0.2
Disruption parameter Dx / Dy 0.6 / 183 0.6 / 177 0.1 / 129 0.2 / 143 0.2 / 121 0.2 / 121
Energy loss during collision (GeV) 0.05 0.16 0.28 0.30 0.55 0.95
Damping ring energy (GeV) 2 2 2 2 2 2
Damping time (ms) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Damping ring current (mA) 1603 1457 1069 437 152 70
Particle energy loss (GeV) 4.0 4.4 6.0 14.8 42.7 92.7
Total radiated power (MW) 30.0 29.8 29.8 30.0 30.0 30.0
Total ERL linac voltage (GV) 10.9 19.6 29.8 46.5 67.4 89.1
Energy recovery efficiency (%) 91.1 94.5 95.0 91.9 82.9 69.1

Does anyone really care about these values? Also, it seems like the sextupole compo-
nents are off by a factor of 10 between SI and CGS.

At the top energy, the combined magnets have a magnetic field of 0.0551 T (551 G), a
field gradient of ±32.24 T m−1 (3.224 kG cm−1) and a sextupole component of 267 T m−2

(2.67 kG cm−2) for SF and −418 T m−2 (−4.18 kG cm−2) for SD, respectively. The mag-
nets have an aperture of ±1.5 cm and a pole-tip field of about 5 kG, which is convenient
for magnetic steel. Both lepton beams should undergo compression during the low-
energy passes as well as decompression prior to reinjection into the damping ring. The
decompression will reduce the energy spread accumulated by the bunches during the cy-
cle to fit into the energy acceptance of the damping rings. Using the low energy passes
of the ERL for the compression and decompression will provide for a large value of the
longitudinal dispersion R56 while maintaining low emittance growth. Details of these
studies will be published elsewhere.
One of the critical advantages of this collider is its capability of colliding polarized

beams. Our preliminary studies using code confirmed that the proposed lattice can code?
preserve the polarization. Figure 5.9 shows the densities of the spin components in the
electron and positron beams after passing 100 km of the lattice at an energy of 219 GeV.
The simulations include effects of synchrotron radiation, beam emittances and orbit
misalignments; details can be found in [273]. The conclusion of this study is that beam
depolarization does not exceed 0.1 % per path and that collisions of highly polarized
beams in such a collider are fully feasible.
We did not find any showstoppers preventing our design to work as a next-generation

high-energy polarized e+e− collider. We continue the detailed in-depth study to fully
validate this ERL-based concept.
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Figure 5.8.: Dependence of the collider luminosity on the vertical beam offset ∆y/σy at
the collision point: orange curve is simulated (Strong-Strong), blue curve is
theoretical (Geometrical).

5.1.3. LERC: ILC as an ERL
Introduction

Linear e+e− colliders (LC) have been actively developed since the 1970s as a way to reach
higher energies. Their main advantage over storage rings is the absence of synchrotron
radiation during acceleration, which makes it possible to achieve much higher energies.
Their main weak point is a one-pass use of beams. In storage rings, the same beams are
used many millions of times, while in LC they are sent to beam dumps after a single
collision. Such a one-pass mode is envisioned in all LC projects based on warm Cu
cavities (VLEPP, NLC, JLC, CLIC) or superconducting (SC) Nb technology (TESLA
→ ILC [274]). This inefficient use of electricity results in a low collision rate and therefore
a lower luminosity.
The main advantage of superconductivity is the possibility of energy recovery, when

the beam after the interaction point (IP) is decelerated in the opposing linac and thus
returns its energy to the accelerator. This opportunity was noticed and discussed in
the very first publication on linear colliders by M. Tigner [1], A. Skrinsky [275], and
U. Amaldi [276]. The scheme of the LC suggested by by H. Gerke and K. Steffen
in 1979 [277] assumed not only energy recovery but also multiple use of electron and
positron beams. However, their scheme was not accepted because it gave a luminosity
even lower than in one-pass schemes. This happened for two main reasons:

• The quality factor of SC cavities at that time was Q0 ∼ 2 × 109, which was not
enough for a continuous mode of operation, so a duty cycle of 1/30 was adopted.

• In order to preclude parasitic bunch collisions inside the linac, which is is needed
for beam stability, only one bunch should be present in each half of the linac at
the same time, which limits the collision rate to a level of f = 30 kHz (for a total
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Figure 5.9.: Density distribution of the spin components in the 219 GeV e+e− beams

passing around 100 circular trajectory in the ERL-based collider.
Caption unclear; what is meant by 100 circular trajectories?

LC length of 10 km). Accounting for a the duty cycle of 1/30, the average rate is
only 1 kHz.

As result, the estimated luminosity was L = 3.6× 1031 cm−2 s−1, which is too low. Since
the 1980s, an energy recovery scheme has not been considered anymore.
Recently, V. Telnov revisited the concept of energy recovery LC. A solution was found

for how to overcome the problem of parasitic collisions, which can increase the collision
rate by a factor of several thousand. It was shown that with the currently available
quality of SC cavities, a luminosity of about L = 5× 1035 cm−2 s−1 can be achieved at
the Higgs e+e− factory with 2E0 = 250 GeV, which is higher that at the ILC and FCC-ee
by two and one order of magnitude, respectively.

Twin linear collider with energy recovery (ERLC)

To solve the problem of parasitic collisions, a twin linear collider was proposed [278], in
which the beams are accelerated and then decelerated down to E ≈ 5 GeV in separate
parallel linacs with coupled RF systems, see Fig. 5.10. The RF power is always split
equally among the linacs. RF energy is transferred to the beams both from an external
RF source and from the beam being decelerated. The linacs can be two separate SC
linacs connected by RF couplers at the ends of multi-cell cavities (9-cell TESLA cavity)
or a single linac consisting of twin (dual) cavities with axes for two beams. Such cavities
have been designed and tested for XFELs [279, 280, 281, 282].
The collider operates at an energy about 2E0 = 250 GeV with a duty cycle D = 1/3

(when needed refrigeration power is acceptable for the cavity quiality factor Q0 = 3 ×
1010). The duration of one cycle is about 3–9 s, beam collisions 1–3 s (depending on the
heat capacity of the surrounding liquid He) and then a 2 times longer break to cool the
cavities. In one cycle, the beams make about 10000–30000 revolutions and collisions.
During collisions, beams get an additional energy spread which is damped by wigglers

installed in the return pass at the energy of E = 5 GeV. The energy loss in wigglers is
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Figure 5.10.: The layout of the SC twin linear collider.

about 1/200 of the energy. The steady-state equilibrium energy spread at the IP due to
beamstrahlung σE/E0 ∼ 0.2 % is required, sufficient for the beam focusing.
When the beam is decelerated down to 5 GeV, its relative energy spread increases by

E0/E ∼ 25 times to σE/E ∼ 5 %. To make it acceptable for travel without losses in arcs,
its energy spread is reduced by ∼ 10–15 times with the help of the bunch (de)compressor,
then the relative energy spread in arcs will be 0.33–0.5 %. At the 3 % energy acceptance
is arcs the beam lifetime, determined by tails in beamstrahlung radiation, will correspond
to about 1 % loss after 10000 turns.

Beam parameters, luminosity

The beam parameters at the IP and the luminosity depend on the energy spread at
the IP σE/E0, the vertical beam-beam parameter ξ = Nreσz/(2πγσxσy) . 0.1, the
relative energy loss in the wigglers δE/E, and the vertical normalized emittance εn,y as
follows [278]:

σz ≈ 19.2
ξ6/7ε3/7n,y r

4/7
e γ

(σE/E0)4/7(δE/E)2/7 , σy ≈
√
εn,yσz/γ, (5.2)

σx ≈ 0.7 Nr9/7
e

ξ4/7ε
2/7
n,y (σE/E0)2/7(δE/E)1/7

. (5.3)

L ≈ N2f

4πσxσy
= 2.6× 10−2 Nfξ

1/7

ε
3/7
n,y r

11/7
e

(
σE
E0

)4/7
(
δE

E

)2/7

×D. (5.4)

For σE/E0 = 2× 10−3, δE/E = 0.5× 10−2, ξ = 0.1, εn,y = 3× 10−8 m (as at the
ILC), we have

σx ≈ 9
(
N

1010

)
µm, σz ≈ 0.3E/GeV

125 mm, σy = 6.1 nm. (5.5)
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L ≈ 4.35× 1036 (N/1010)
d/m ×D ≈ 9× 1036 cm−2 s−1 ×D × I/A, (5.6)

where d = c/f is the distance between the bunches, and D is the duty cycle. For
example,

N = 0.5× 1010, d = 1.5 m (I = 0.16 A)⇒ L = 1.45× 1036 cm−2 s−1 ×D. (5.7)

An important question is the injection and removal of beams. When the collider
is full, the distance between bunches is 1.5–3 m, they are accelerated and decelerated
due to the exchange of energy between beams. External RF power is required only
for energy stabilization and compensation of radiation and higher-order-mode (HOM)
losses. During the injection/removal of beams, normal energy exchange does not occur
until the bunches fill the entire orbit, so the external RF system must work at full power.
However, at the ILC, the power of the RF system is only enough to accelerate beams
with a bunch distance of 100–150 m. In the case of energy recovery, a much shorter
distance is possible. To keep the RF system power low, one must first inject the bunches
with a large interval and then (at the next revolutions) add bunches between the already
circulating bunches. Removal of beams is done in the reverse order.

Higher-order-mode losses (HOM)

When the bunch travels in a linac, it loses energy to higher-order modes (HOM). The
energy lost by one electron per unit length is almost independent of the distance between
diaphragms and the bunch length and is given by

dE
dz ≈ −2e2N/a2, (5.8)

where a is the inner radius of the diaphragms [283]. It is supported by detailed numerical
calculations. For the TESLA-ILC accelerating structures (a = 3.5 cm), a numerical
calculation [284] gives dE/dz ≈ −22(N/1010) keV m−1. For N = 1010, these HOM
losses are ∼ 0.1 % of the acceleration gradient G ∼ 20 − −30 MeV m−1. Taking into
account that the losses occur both during acceleration and deceleration, the energy
recovery efficiency is ∼ 99.8 %. For 2E = 250 GeV and G = 20 MeV m−1, the total HOM
power (twin collider, both beams) is

PHOM = 265
d/m(N/1010)2 MW. (5.9)

For N = 0.5× 1010, d = 1.5 m and D = 1/3, PHOM ≈ 15 MW, while the power of
synchrotron radiation in damping wigglers is less than 3 MW.
This HOM energy lost by the beams to the SC cavities is two orders of magnitude

greater than the RF energy dissipated due to the residual resistivity of the cavities
(see below). Fortunately, most of this energy can be extracted from the cavities by
the HOM couplers and absorbed by the loads at room temperature, and some of it
will be absorbed by EM-wave HOM absorbers located between the cavities. They are
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maintained at an intermediate temperature around 50–80 K, where refrigeration systems
operate at a much higher efficiency. However, some small part of the HOM energy is
dissipated in the walls of the SC cavities.
This problem is common for any high-current ERL. Possible solutions: larger iris

radius and fewer cells per cavity makes HOM removal easier; a larger aperture radius
also decreases PHOM ∝ 1/a2. So, perhaps, for this task, it will be necessary to slightly
modify the TESLA cavities. If that is not enough, one can reduce the number of particles
in the bunch, as soon as the HOM power is proportional to N2, while L ∝ N.

RF losses in cavities

The main problem of SC linear accelerators operating in almost continuous mode is
heat removal from the low-temperature SC cavities. Energy dissipation in one (multi-
cell) cavities Pdiss = V 2

acc/(R/Q)/Q0, where Vacc is the operating voltage, R/Q is the ambiguous
fractionfundamental-mode shunt impedance, and Q0 is the cavity quality factor. The 1.3 GHz

TESLA-ILC cavity has R/Q = 1036 Ω and a length of Lc = 1.04 m. For an acceleration
gradient of G = 20 MeV m−1 and Q0 = 3× 1010, the thermal power is Pdiss = 13.5 W m−1

or 680 W GeV−1. Taking into account some residual HOM losses, Pdiss ∼ 1 kW GeV−1.
Such a continuous-mode SC linac is currently being developed for the XFEL LCLS-II
at SLAC [285, 286]. Sentence

feels
out of
place

The overall heat transfer efficiency from temperature T2 ≈ 1.8 K to room temperature
T1 ∼ 300 K is η = εT2/(T1 − T2) ≈ 0.3 × 1.8/300 = 1/550. The required refrigeration
power for the twin 250 GeV collider is Prefr = 2×250 GeV×550×1 kW GeV−1 ≈ 275 MW.
It will be Prefr ≈ 92 MW for D = 1/3.
In recent years, great progress has been made both in increasing the maximum accel-

erating voltage and in increasing the quality factor Q0. In the ILC project, it is assumed
that Q0 = 1010 and G = 31.5 MeV m−1. For continuous operation, it is advantageous
to work at G ≈ 20 MeV m−1, where Q0 ∼ 3× 1010 is within reach now. Moreover, N-
doping and other surface treatment technologies have already resulted in Q0 ∼ 5× 1010

at T = 2 K and Q0 ∼ 3× 1011 − −4× 1011 at T < 1.5 K [287, 288]. According to the
leading expert [289], one can hope for a reliable value of Q0 = 8× 1010 at T = 1.8 K.
Currently, we can take Q0 ∼ 3× 1010 and a duty cycle of D = 1/3, which corresponds

to Prefr = 92 MW. With Q0 = 6× 1010, it is possible to work in continuous mode with
Prefr ∼ 135−−150 MW. This is a very important goal; continuous mode is much better
than a pulsed duty cycle.
It was assumed above that when working in pulsed mode, the duration of the pulses is

1–3 s. It is determined by the heat capacity of the liquid He surrounding the cavity and
can be estimated as ∆t = cpm∆T/Pdiss ∼ 12.5 s, where cp(He) = 2 J g−1 at T = 1.8 K, m
is the mass of liquid He in one TESLA cavity (we take 0.02 m3 or 2.5 kg), Pdiss ∼ 20 W,
∆T ∼ 0.05 K. At 1.5 K, cp ≈ 1 J g−1. So, we can safely take a pulse duration ∆t = 2 s
and a total cycle duration of 6 s.
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Power consumption

The different efficiency numbers are not clear

Below are numbers for wall plug consumption when working with a duty cycle D =
1/3.

• Beams generation. If bunches are prepared once every 6 s (see above), the average
power for beam generation (with the efficiency ε = 10 %) will be less than 2.5 MW.

• Radiation in wigglers. PSR ≈ 8 MWD/ε = 5.3 MW at ε = 50 %.

• Higher-order-mode energy losses: PHOM = 15 MW/ε = 30 MW at ε = 50 %.

• Refrigeration Pref = 92 MW

Total electric power Ptot ≈ 130 MW, similar to ILC baseline.

Summary table

Table 5.7 shows the preliminary parameters of the SC Linear Collider with Energy Re-
covery (ERLC). The beam emittances are taken very similar to the ILC and need careful
analysis. The ERLC and the ILC consist of the same elements: a linear accelerator, arcs,
compressors, but in the ILC the bunch passes through it only once, while in the ERLC
it is about 10000 times (the damping time corresponds to about 400 revolutions). A
quick glance revealed no unsolvable problems.

Conclusion

At present, the design of the superconducting ILC is similar to any room-temperature
LC: the beams are used only once, and superconductivity adds very little (only gives
a slight increase in efficiency, larger distances between bunches and lower peak power
of klystrons). This scheme was laid down 40 years ago. Since then, great progress has
been made in SC cavities: Q0 = 3× 1010 has become a reality, and Q0 ∼ 6× 1010 seems
possible. A new impulse for the revision of the SC LC concept was given by the recent
proposal of the twin LC with energy recovery, where there are no parasitic collisions.
In this device, the collision rate can be thousands of times higher, and the same beams
will be used about 10000 times. This opens the way to an energy-recovery LC with the
luminosity almost two orders of magnitude higher than that at the ILC and significantly
higher than at the FCC. It is worth considering these ideas carefully before starting the
construction of the ILC.

5.1.4. Photon-Photon Collider
Frank Zimmermann, Atoosa Meseck
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Table 5.7.: Parameters of the e+e− linear colliders ERLC and ILC.
unit ERLC [278] ILC [274]

Energy 2E0 GeV 250 250
Luminosity Ltot 1034 cm−2 s−1 48 0.75
Duty cycle 1/3
Accel. gradient, G MeV m−1 20 31.5
Cavity quality, Q0 1010 3 1
Length Lact/Ltot km 12.5/22 8/20
P (wall) MW ∼130 128
N per bunch 1010 0.5 2
Bunch distance m 1.5 166
Rep. rate, f Hz 2× 108 6560
Norm. emit., εn,x µm 20 10
Norm. emit., εn,y µm 0.035 0.035
β∗x at IP cm 25 1.3
βy at IP cm 0.03 0.04
σx at IP µm 4.5 0.73
σy at IP nm 6.1 7.7
σz at IP cm 0.03 0.03
σE/E0 at IP % 0.2 ∼ 1

A dedicated γγ Higgs factory, called “SAPPHiRE” [290], could be realized by slightly
reconfiguring the LHeC recirculating linacs, which would, in this case, be operated with-
out energy recovery as the electrons are consumed by Compton scattering off either a
high-power laser or an FEL photon beam. The standard LHeC employs a pair of re-
circulating linacs capable of increasing the e− energy by ∼ 10 GeV in each pass. The
γγ Higgs factory would require an electron beam energy of ∼ 125 GeV/0.8/2 ∼ 80 GeV,
where the factor 2 arises from the centre-of-mass energy for two colliding beams, and
the factor 0.8 approximates the peak of the γγ luminosity energy spectrum as fraction
of the e−e− energy, considering typical Compton backscattering parameters. In SAP-
PHiRE, the required electron energy could be achieved via four passes through two
superconducting recirculating linacs, as is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. For the configuration
presented, compared to the LHeC, two additional arcs are required on either side, cor-
responding to beam energies of 70 and 80 GeV, respectively. A fast kicker is used at
70 GeV to by-pass one of the linacs for half of the bunches [291], which avoids the need
to circulate bunches in both directions, as had been foreseen in the original SAPPHiRE
proposal. The γγ (e−e−) collision point is located between the two 80 GeV arcs. The
FEL 3.5 eV photon source can be driven by separate low-energy beams, provided by the
same injector. Each FEL line delivers more than 1016 photons per pulse. Strongly fo-
cused beams are mandatory for inverse Compton scattering, with rms beam sizes in the
order of 300 nm. Seeding and frequency up-conversion would be possible FEL operation
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modes.
The additional high-energy arcs, for beam energies of 70 and 80 GeV, respectively, can

be placed inside the “existing” LHeC ERL arc tunnel, resulting in a total energy loss from
synchrotron radiation over all 8 arcs of 3.9 GeV (about 5 % of the final beam energy),
which is considered acceptable. Alternatively, for SAPPHiRE, the LHeC linacs could be
operated in pulsed mode at a 33 % higher cavity gradient of 26.7 MV m−1 to reach an
electron energy of 80 GeV in 3 passes without the need for additional arcs. Table 5.8 com-
piles a list of example parameters, which would meet the SAPPHiRE luminosity target
of Lγγ ∼ 6× 1032 cm−2 s−1 above 125 GeV (or, equivalently, Le−e− ∼ 2× 1034 cm−2 s−1).
The Compton IR with an integrated optical cavity and the production of the required
photon beam using a laser or FEL still require R&D effort. Also, the fast kicker system
needs detailed studies, as does the removal of the spent electron beams.

Figure 5.11.: Sketch of a layout for a γγ collider higgs factory, “SAPPHiRE,” based
on the LHeC recirculating SC linacs with Compton scattering of 80 GeV
electron bunches off 3.5 eV photon beams; FEL-based configuration with
fast kicker proposed by A. Meseck [291].

5.1.5. Electrons and X-rays to Muon Pairs (EXMP)
We describe a muon source based on electron-photon collisions at ultra-high luminosity,
capable of reaching muon fluxes up to a few 1011 muon pairs per second at an outstanding
normalized transverse emittance of a few nm rad, with muon beam energies peaked at
50 GeV. In order to sustain such a large muon flux despite the very small cross section of
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Table 5.8.: Example parameters for a γγ collider Higgs factory, “SAPPHiRE,” based on

the LHeC [120].
parameter symbol value
total electric power P 200 MW
beam energy E 80 GeV
beam polarization Pe 0.80
bunch population N 1010

repetition rate frep cw
bunch frequency fbunch 200 kHz
average beam current Ibeam 0.32 mA
rms bunch length σz 30 µm
crossing angle θc ≥ 20 mrad
horizontal emittance γεx 5 µm
vertical emittance γεy 0.5 µm
horizontal interaction-point beta function β∗x 5mm
vertical interaction-point beta function β∗y 0.1mm
rms horizontal interaction-point spot size σ∗x 400 nm
rms vertical interaction-point spot size σ∗y 18 nm
rms horizontal conversion-point spot size σC,∗x 400 nm
rms vertical conversion-point spot size σC,∗y 180 nm
e−e− geometric luminosity L 2× 1034 cm−2 s−1
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the muon photoproduction on electrons, it is envisaged to employ two primary colliding
beams with a large average current (200 mA) and Free-Electron Lasers (FEL) with very
large photon fluxes (the maximum achievable with 200 mA, associated to the beam peak
brightness requested by an X-ray FEL). The use of FELs as the source of the primary
photon beam in the X-ray photon energy range is mandatory for two reasons: the
maximum efficiency in transforming electron kinetic energy into photons (each electron
driving the FEL can emit thousands of photons) and the coherence of the radiation,
which allows maximum focusability. Since the electron-photon collisions transfer only a
very small amount of power from the primary beams into the secondary beams, efficient
energy recovery must be implemented in the scenario to reduce the amount of beam
power loss from 100 GW of beam power stored in primary beams at collision down to the
level of hundreds of MW. This is the main challenge of such a muon source, together with
challenging beam collision spot sizes (in the range of tens of nanometers) and handling
the extremely large FEL photon beam power. The scheme is based on a twin array
of linacs arranged face-to-face, providing both the primary electron beam and the FEL
driving beam. Further studies on the feasibility of this scenario are necessary to assess
the achievable luminosity of a muon collider based on this muon source, depending on the
kind of accumulator scheme to combine with such a muon source scenario. The promise
is to achieve the requested luminosity using much lower muon beam currents with respect
to other schemes, which would significantly alleviate the issue of muon-beam-induced
background and neutrino radiation: the very low emittance can be achieved thanks to
the absence of a target (no target handling issues, no cooling needed) and the very
tight focus allowed by a linear machine not subject to beamstrahlung (no significant
beam-beam interaction).

Collider scheme

The final goal of generating a suitable beam of muons to be used in a TeV-scale muon
collider is accomplished by the Twin-Linac scenario based on PERLE-like ERLs [14] and
the International Linear Collider [168] schematics as sketched in Fig. 5.12. The scheme
is composed of a twin 200 GeV ERL system coupled to a twin 50 GeV FEL ERL system
with a residual beam power loss (after recovery, and taking into account all losses of
electron beam and FEL photon beam) of about 200 MW. The properties of the primary
beams are listed in Table 5.9.
The primary electron beam parameters listed in the table are quite consistent with the

present state of the art for electron beams, with a rms normalised transverse emittance
(0.4 mm mrad, round beam) and an accelerated bunch charge of 250 pC. The value
chosen for the beta function at the collision point (0.2 mm) is also very close to state-of-
the-art performance. That allows to match the spot size of the FEL photon beam down
to 14 nm. No significant synchrotron radiation is expected; therefore, the primary beam
power loss is set by the ERL efficiency and expected to be at most 2× 40 = 80 MW.
The photon beam needed to achieve an ultra-high luminosity in the collider is unique:

it must carry an outstanding number of photons per pulse at the same repetition rate as
the primary electron beam. It must also match the ultra-tight focus spot size at collision
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Figure 5.12.: Twin Linac scheme. Primary e− accelerated up to 200 GeV collide with

the counterpropagating FEL producing µ±. Both e− (primary and FEL)
are decelerated in the opposite linacs and the energy recovered. A selected
fraction of µ± are injected in the opposite linac and accelerated before
storage and collision in a ring.

of the primary electron beam, set by its very small beta function at the focus (hundreds
of µm), in the range of a few tens of nm. The only radiation source able to meet these
demanding requirements is an FEL driven by a dedicated ERL and operated in SASE
mode with tapering, as illustrated in [292]. An efficiency in the range of a few percent
is achievable, yielding a number of photons per pulse as listed in Table 5.9, according
to photon energy. The partial coherence of the amplified FEL radiation also makes it
possible to focus its photon beam down to nanometer spot sizes, as discussed in [293].
With this second crucial property of FELs, a luminosity of up to 2× 2.5× 1041 cm−2 s−1

can be envisioned. The FEL beams considered in this study carry an impressive amount
of photon beam power: running at 800 MHz in CW mode, the number of photons per
second exceeds 1021. With photon energies in the range of tens to hundreds of keV, that
means up to 100 MW of radiation beam power. Since the FEL efficiency is about 1 %
considering the special mode of FEL operation, the power carried by the electron beam
driving the FEL must be of the order of 100 MW/0.01 = 10 GW, as listed in Table 5.9.
Therefore, the power budget for the linac driving the FEL is made up of twice the
recovery beam power loss of 10 MW and twice 50 % of 100 MW, in total 120 MW.
Summing up the power budget of the primary electron beam to that of the FEL-

driving electron beam, the total beam power loss is 200 MW. An expected beam-to-plug
efficiency not smaller than 20 %, actually in the range 20–40 %, would set the AC power
bill in the range of 250 MW to 1 GW.

Simulation results for muon beams

Assuming a head-on collision of the Ee = 200 GeV electron and the hν = 150 keV
incident photon, the center-of-mass energy is ECM '

√
4Eehν +M2

e = 346 MeV (Me =
0.511 MeV/c2 is the electron mass and natural units are used, i.e., c = 1). Besides Muon
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Table 5.9.: Parameters of the primary beams.
Electron beam energy GeV 200
Bunch charge pC 250
Electrons per bunch 1.6× 109

Repetition rate MHz 800
Average Current mA 2× 200
Nominal beam power GW 2× 40
Beam power recovery % 99.9
Beam power loss MW 2× 40
Bunch length ps 0.3
εnx,y mm mrad 0.4
βx,y mm 0.2
σx,y nm 14

FEL photon energy keV 150
Photons per pulse 5× 1012

Repetition rate MHz 800
εx,y pm rad 0.6
Focal spot size nm 14
FEL beam power MW 2× 100
FEL efficiency (tapering) 1 %
FEL e− beam av. curr. mA 200
FEL e− beam energy GeV 50
FEL e− beam power GW 2× 10
Beam power recovery % 99.9
Beam power loss MW 2× 10

Pair Production (MPP: e− + γ→ e− + µ+/µ−), the other predominant reactions at the
mentioned CM energy are Triplet Pair Production (TPP: e− + γ → e− + e+/e−) and
Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS: e−+γ→ e−+γ). The number of emitted muon pairs
is given by

Nµ± = 2× L · σMPP
tot (ECM) = 2× NeNph r

4π σ2
x

· 216 nb = 2× 5.4× 1010 s−1 (5.10)

with Ne, Nph the number of electron and photons per bunch, r the repetition rate of
the collisions, and σx the transverse dimensions of the electron and the photon beams.
Similarly, using the total cross sections as in [294] and [295], it can be computed that
Ne± = 2 × 4.8× 1015 s−1 and NICS = 2 × 3.7× 1012 s−1. The transverse normalized
emittance of the produced muons is determined by the intrinsic thermal contribution of
the reaction and by the features of the incoming electron beam. It can be described by

εnµ '
2
3σx
√
Ee hν −Mµ

Mµ
+ 〈γµ〉εne

γe
(5.11)
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where εne is the transverse normalized emittance of the incoming electron beam, 〈γµ〉
the mean energy of the muon beam, and the first addendum represents the normalized
thermal emittance of the muon beam. In the case of this study, the emittance of the
incoming electron beam has basically no impact on that of the muon beam: the second
part of Eq. 5.11 is negligible because 〈γµ〉 � γe.
MPP has been simulated by means of the Whizard event generator [296], taking

into account the properties of the incoming beams. The features of the emitted muon
beam are displayed in Fig. 5.13. The normalized transverse emittance of the muon
beam is 4.6 nm rad: this value compares to the analytical prediction of Eq. 5.11 giving
5.9 nm rad. The outstanding value of the normalized transverse emittance combined with

Figure 5.13.: Muon beam energy, angle distributions, and transverse emittance.

the number of muon pairs per second (important figure of merit analysed in Ref. [297])
gives a value of Nµ±/εnxµ = 2× 1.17× 1019 m−1 s−1. Considering only the muons around
the energy distribution peak of 50 GeV corresponding to a 10 % rms relative energy
spread, 20 % of the produced muons are selected (with a longitudinal emittance value of
∼ 4.5 mm). The aforementioned coefficient corresponding to this selection is Nµ±/εnxµ =
2 × 2.34× 1018 m−1 s−1. TPP, which is the most probable collateral reaction, would
involve 2× 4.8× 1015 primary electrons, still a small fraction of the total (2× 1018 s−1).

Further considerations

One should note that the power transferred from the primary colliding electron/photon
beams into the secondary beams of muon pairs, photons, and electron-positron pairs
is quite negligible compared to the power stored in the colliding beams at the collision
point. As a matter of fact, the muon-pair beams (1011 s−1 at an average energy of
50 GeV) are taking out only 1 kW of beam power. The power taken by the back-scattered
Compton gammas (8× 1012 s−1 at an average energy of 200 GeV) is 250 kW, and the
power taken by the electron-positron pairs produced (1016 s−1 at an average energy of
1 GeV) is about 1.6 MW. All these numbers are quite negligible with respect to the total
power loss quoted in Table 5.9 (200 MW), which is dominated by ERL efficiency and
FEL photons.
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A useful characteristic of the Twin-Linac layout shown in Fig. 5.12 is the possibility to
accelerate muons in the same linacs used to accelerate the primary electron beams. This
is possible thanks to the very small emittance of the muons and the lack of interaction
between muon beams and electron beams. Beam optics could rely on RF focusing
effective both on muons and electrons, as further analysed in a future work. Linac
acceleration of muons would allow to bring them up rapidly to the TeV kinetic energy
range requested by muon collider physics, just in a few passes (each Twin-Linac pass is
400 GeV energy gain) through the Twin-Linac system, using proper muon recirculation
arcs.
Concerning the possibility to generate polarised muon beams, it is noted that that the

FEL photon beam is linearly polarised by nature (the FEL radiation being transversely
coherent and basically single-mode TEM-00), so by using a polarised primary electron
beam, the muon-pair beam will be clearly polarised to a very large extent. How to
preserve and maintain such a polarisation during acceleration and accumulation of the
muons is a subject of future studies.
An alternative scenario described in [298] and sketched in Fig. 5.14 has been consid-

ered: adopting the future FCC tunnel, its planned radius of curvature being 15 km, so
as to host the two Linacs generating the primary electron beam and the FEL driving
electron beam in a slightly modified race-track geometry. This scenario is limited in
performance by the huge amount of power lost due to synchrotron radiation emission in
the arcs.

Figure 5.14.: FCC-twin Linac scheme, FCC ring with ERL insertions. Primary e− accel-
erated up to 100 GeV collide with the counterpropagating FEL, producing
µ±. The energy of both e− beams (primary and FEL) is recovered. µ± are
accumulated and accelerated in a separate ring.
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5.2. Low-Energy Particle Physics
5.2.1. Elastic Electron-Hadron Scattering
Jan Bernauer
In our current understanding, Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) in the non-perturbative

regime describes the physics inside nucleons and nuclei. Eleastic electron-hadron scat-
tering allows us to determine fundamental properties of QCD systems, validating our
current theoretical understanding and providing crucial input for other fields, from as-
trophysics to atomic physics. Precision measurements are benchmarks for lattice calcu-
lations, and might open a portal to the dark sector.

Proton targets

Using a proton as a target, the elastic form factors GE and GM are accessible via elastic
scattering, either using the Rosenbluth separation technique to extract the from factors
from cross section measurements, or using polarization degrees of freedom to determine
the form factor ratio.
The form factors are connected to the distribution of charge and currents inside the

proton, and might show emergent behaviors like the existence of a meson cloud around
a bare nucleon. In first order, the elastic electron-proton scattering cross section can be
rewritten as

dσ
dΩ = 1

ε(1 + τ)
[
εG2

E + τG2
M

] (dσ
dΩ

)
Mott

, (5.12)

where the photon polarization ε varies between 0 and 1 for backward to forward scatter-
ing, and τ = Q2/(4m2

proton) is proportional to the exchanged four-momentum squared.
From the extracted form factors, one can then extract critical parameters, for example
the proton charge and magnetic radius, given by

〈
rE/M

〉2
= − 6~2

GE/M(0)
dGE/M

dQ2

∣∣∣∣∣
Q2=0

. (5.13)

The low-Q2 regime has attracted intensive interest in the last decade through the
so-called proton radius puzzle, originally established in 2010 by a 4 % difference between
extractions using muonic spectroscopy [299] (rp = 0.841 84(67) fm) and both the results
of the Mainz high-precision form factor experiment [300] (rp = 0.879(5)stat(6)syst fm) and
the CODATA value [301] (rp = 0.8768(69) fm), based on a series of normal hydrogen
spectroscopy measurements and radius extractions from earlier scattering data.
While newer measurements, especially in spectroscopy, show a trend to the smaller

radii, some new measurements prefer the bigger radius. The situation is especially
interesting on the scattering side, where the recent PRad [302] result gives the smaller
result but shows a clearly different result from all earlier measurements, putting our
knowledge about the proton form factors not only at small Q2 into question. The
current situation is shown in Fig. 5.15. A series of experiments are planning to illuminate
different aspects of this puzzle, and ERL-based experiments will play a key role.
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The proton radius puzzle steered the focus onto the electric form factor; however,
the situation for the magnetic form factor at small Q2 is worse. As can be seen from
Eq. 5.12, the magnetic contribution is strongly suppressed for small Q2.
“uncertainty of dσ”: Does this refer to dσ

dΩ? Quoting only the numerator of a total
derivative doesn’t make sense.
In Fig. 5.16, the effective uncertainty of GE and GM , calculated from the uncertainty

of dσ for the existing data sets, is shown. As can be seen, for smaller Q2, the uncertainty
of GM is many orders worse than that of GE. In fact, most magnetic radius extractions
use rather stiff fits to extrapolate from the data at larger Q2. Indeed, the Mainz fit
[300], which is more flexible, finds some structure at Q2 = 0.03 (GeV/c)2, while other
fits with less flexibility do not resolve this structure. This leads to large variations in
the extracted radii.
ERLs allow us to improve on current experiments in several ways. The possible

large currents at excellent beam qualities make it possible to run with thin targets with
sufficient luminosity, even at backward angles, to improve the sensitivity to GM . The
possibility of a thin target has additional benefits; as part of the MAGIX program, the A1
and MAGIX collaborations are developing a cluster-jet target [106] which would realize
such a thin target. Here, a jet of frozen hydrogen clusters forms when hydrogen is forced
into vacuum with high pressure through a thin, cryogenically cooled laval nozzle. The
clusters are then collected in a catcher. This realizes a pure hydrogen target without
any cell walls which could interact with the electron beam. The jet is very narrow,
simplifying the reconstruction of the scattered particle trajectory and of the detector
acceptance. Further, the thin target minimizes external radiative effects and makes it
possible to detect the recoiling proton.

Light nuclei

Similar to the experimental program for a proton target, ERLs enable experiments to
measure the equivalent properties for other nuclei. For gaseous targets, a similar jet
target can be used. If the waste gas of the required pumping is collected, cleaned,
and compressed, it is possible to build a closed loop with minimal losses so that even
expensive gas targets like 3He are feasible.
New, precise measurements of the deuterium, 3He and 4He form factors, and with

that, of their radii, would allow additional comparisons with muonic and electronic
spectroscopy measurements.

5.2.2. Weak Interaction at Low Energy
Hubert Spiesberger, Kurt Aulenbacher, Maarten Boonekamp

At high energies, testing the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is in general
linked to the search for new particles. In contrast, at low energies, one hopes to explore
the frontier to new physics beyond the SM by searching for deviations from SM predic-
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tions, performing measurements at the highest possible precision. Any deviation from
SM predictions could be pointing towards an incomplete understanding of the SM and
a sign of new physics. Many different measurements will have to be combined in order
to infer from indirect signals the type of new particles or new interactions.
High precision in scattering experiments requires high rates and can, therefore, be

obtained usually only with charged particles. The background from the well-understood
electromagnetic interaction described by Quantum Electrodynamics is often overwhelm-
ing. In order to isolate effects from the weak interaction and, possibly, new physics, one
has to focus on rare processes, or to filter out properties which are specific to the weak
interactions, like parity-violation or effects violating the charge symmetry of QED.

Effective low-energy Lagrangean

The interaction of electrons with matter, i.e. with electrons or with quarks inside hadrons,
can be described by an effective Lagrangean for the neutral-current interaction at low
energies

LefNC = GF√
2
∑
f

[
gefV V ēγ

µef̄γµf + gefAV ēγ
µγ5ef̄γµf + gefV Aēγ

µef̄γµγ5f + gefAAēγ
µγ5ef̄γµγ5f

]
,

(5.14)
where GF is the Fermi constant. At lowest order (tree level) in the SM, the four-fermion
couplings are products of the fermion couplings gfV,A to the Z0 boson,

gefAV = 2geAg
f
V , gefV A = 2geV g

f
A , gefAA = −2geAg

f
A , (5.15)

with
gfA = T f3 , gfV = T f3 − 2Qf sin2 θW (5.16)

where θW is the weak mixing angle, T f3 the third component of the weak isospin and Qf

the charge of the fermion. The vector times vector term proportional to gefV V is important
for phenomenology only at high energies since at low energies it is overwhelmed by QED
effects. The gefAV and gefV A terms in Eq. (5.14) induce parity violation. They can be
identified by measuring the cross section asymmetry between left- and right-handed
electrons scattering off unpolarized targets. The coupling geqAV was also determined in
atomic parity violation experiments. The terms involving gefAA do not violate parity,
but can be accessed by comparing cross sections of electron to positron scattering [304].
Electron couplings, i.e. the special case with f = e, are accessible in Moller scattering.
For the gefAV couplings, because of the conservation of the vector current, one can define in
the limit of vanishing momentum transfer the weak charge of a nucleus, QZ,N

W , composed
ot Z protons and N neutrons:

QZ,N
W = −2 (ZgepAV +NgenAV ) (5.17)

with
gepAV = 2geuAV + gedAV and genAV = geuAV + 2gedAV . (5.18)
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For the proton, the weak charge is accidentally small in the SM,

QW(p) = Q1,0
W = 1− 4 sin2 θW (5.19)

since sin2 θW is close to 1/4. Its measurement is therefore expected to be particularly
sensitive to new physics.
New physics beyond the SM can be described by additional terms of perturbations of

the SM Lagrangian (5.14), that is by replacements of the form,
GF√

2
gefij →

GF√
2
gefij + ηefij

4π(
Λef
ij

)2 , (5.20)

where ij = AV, V A, AA and ηefij = ±1. By convention, one usually assumes that new
physics is strongly coupled with a coupling g2 = 4π. Then new physics is described by a
mass scale Λ, up to which the SM is valid and beyond which new particles could exist.
Different targets and different observables probe different combinations of Λef

ij .

P2 at MESA

The P2 experiment [105] at MESA plans to determine the weak charge of the proton by
measuring the polarization asymmetry in elactic electron-proton scattering,

APV =
dσ+

ep − dσ−ep
dσ+

ep + dσ−ep
. (5.21)

In this equation, dσ±ep is the differential cross section for the elastic scattering of electrons
with helicity ±1/2 off unpolarized protons. The parity-violating helicity asymmetry is
predicted to be

APV = −GFQ
2

4παem
√

2
[
QW(p)− F (E,Q2)

]
. (5.22)

Here, αem is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, E the beam energy and Q2 the
invariant square of the 4-momentum transfer. At present, the setup at P2 assumes a
beam energy of E = 155MeV and scattering angles in the range of 25◦ < θ < 45◦, corre-
sponding to Q2 = 0.0045 GeV2. This beam energy is the maximum that can be reached
at MESA with three passages through the accelerating cryomodule. A low beam energy
is advantageous since corrections due to γZ-box graphs are suppressed propotional to
E. The scattering angles cover a range where the combination of statistical and system-
atic uncertainties is minimized [305]. Such a measurement requires the highest possible
luminosity, i.e. also a target with high density. At P2 therefore the measurement with
the required high statistics will be performed in the EB-mode (see section 3.1).
The form factor contribution F (E,Q2) can be decomposed into well-known electro-

magnetic proton and neutron form factors, but contains also less well-known strangeness
and axial-vector parts. The strangeness form factor has been determined recently from
lattice QCD with good precision [306] and further improved results are expected. Re-
maining uncertainties due to the axial form factor can be reduced by an auxiliary mea-
surement at backward scattering angles.
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Provided that F (E,Q2) is known with sufficiently high precision, one can determine
the weak mixing angle at very high precision: a relative uncertainty of 0.15 % for sin2 θW
can be expected for a 1.4 % measurement of the asymmetry. The expected data point
is shown in Fig. 5.17, compared with the SM prediction [307] as well as with existing
measurements (taken from the PDG [308]) and possible measurements at the future
experiments MOLLER [309] and SoLID [310], or at the LHeC [311]. Assuming, in turn,
that the value of the weak mixing angle is known with high precision, one can determine
exclusion limits for new physics. Mass scales up to 50TeV are possible, competitive
with and complementary to ongoing measurements at the high-energy frontier, i.e. at
the LHC experiments.

5.2.3. Dark Photons
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Figure 5.15.: Recent results on the proton electric form factor GE, normalized to the
standard dipole, for the overlap region between the PRad and the Mainz
data. Red data points are the Mainz data ?? with fit and error band. Ad-
ditionally, a fit to the Mainz data with a radius forced to the small value
from muonic spectroscopy is shown (red, dotted). The PRad data and fit
[302] are shown in blue. The lilac dashed line labeled “Arrington 07” is a
fit to pre-Mainz data [303]. The green dot-dashed line is from a disper-
sively improved effective-field-theory calculation with only the radius as a
parameter, chosen here to be the small radius from muonic spectroscopy.
The general agreement between the Mainz and earlier data, the PRad data,
and this calculation is poor, raising questions about the reliability of all
exisiting form factor measurements.
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5.3. Low-Energy Electron-Ion Scattering
David Verney

5.3.1. Introduction, physical and historical contexts
Nuclear physics of the XXIst century faces two challenges: It must try to go beyond
the discovery frontier on the one hand (the challenge being the synthesis of new and
more exotic nuclei) and the precision frontier on the other hand (the challenge being
the cross-accumulation of ever richer and more precise observables to understand the
nuclear structure). The stakes attached to these two ambitions are often divergent,
requiring the use of varied and complementary techniques, instruments, and facilities (a
specificity of research in nuclear structure). On the road to the precision frontier, nuclear
physicists have an ally of choice: the electromagnetic probe. Because the electromagnetic
interaction is perfectly known, this probe allows to obtain information about the nucleus
independently of nuclear models and to get rid of the assumptions and approximations
inherent to the incredible complexity of the description of the nuclear interaction involved
in the use of a hadronic probe.
The range of use of electromagnetic interaction to probe the nucleus extends, at very

low energy, from the radioactive ion manipulation with electromagnetic fields in traps
(e.g. high precision mass measurements), through the interaction of the nucleus with the
hyperfine field (laser spectroscopy, nuclear orientation), gamma-spectroscopy techniques
(e.g. using advanced electronically segmented HPGe crystal arrays for gamma tracking)
to electron scattering. In the first three cases, many examples of very efficient devices
for the study of nuclei far from stability exist in the world, but in the last case, electron
scattering off exotic nuclei, no example can be cited (except a pioneering, demonstration
SCRIT device in RIKEN, Japan [312]). Contrary to any of the other techniques, which
can only give access to integrated quantities (mean square radii, electromagnetic tran-
sition probabilities), the scattering of electrons of several MeV energy offers a unique
access to spatially-dependent distributions (radial charge density, charge transition den-
sity, magnetic current distributions), i.e. an access to the interior of the nucleus. From
the point of view of theory, detailed densities are much more demanding than integrated
quantities and encapsulate different correlation effects. As such, they offer an unprece-
dented test bench for state-of-the-art nuclear structure models. Their availability over
a wide range of unstable isotopes would thus systematically provide model-independent
constraints very complementary to information from other probes like proton scattering.
The European Nuclear Physics community’s interest for electron beams of 400–800MeV

providing the ideal spatial resolution scale of about 0.5 fm to study charge distributions
of unstable nuclei has already been put forward in the framework of the NuPECC long-
range plan perspective in 2016–2017 [313]. Conclusions and recommendation of the
community were written as follows: “Ion-electron colliders represent a crucial innovative
perspective in nuclear physics to be pushed forward in the coming decade. They would
require the development of intense electron machines to be installed at facilities where
a large variety of radioactive ions can be produced”.
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More recently, during its national foresight exercise, the French low-energy Nuclear
Physics community has set among its priority objectives for the future of its national
facility, GANIL (Caen, France), the launch of an ambitious program to measure electron
scattering off radioactive ions. The scenario retained for these experiments would be that
of a fixed target consisting of a cloud of trapped ions interacting with an electron beam
of energy of the order of 500 MeV. This idea has been endorsed by a committee of inter-
national experts led by M. Spiro and mandated by the GANIL funding agencies. This
committee recommends the construction of an electron radioactive ion (e-RI) collider for
possible operation in the 2040s. It is clear that such an ambitious undertaking requires
a preliminary extensive research and development phase. The committee further under-
lines: “feasibility studies and prototyping may start as soon as possible elsewhere than
at GANIL as part of international/EU initiative in Accelerator R&D”. The realization of
an ERL like PERLE in Orsay (see Subsection ??) would represent a unique opportunity
in this sense. The objective of DESTIN [DEep STructure Investigation of (exotic)
Nuclei] that the IJCLab Nuclear Physics community is pushing forward is to seize it.

5.3.2. The Luminosity challenge
The insight one can get into density distributions depends on the accuracy of the mea-
sured form factor and the range of momentum transfer covered. This translates into
luminosity constraints to access different structure observables. In order to fix the ideas
on the orders of magnitude of luminosities necessary to carry out this type of experi-
ments one can base oneself on the many works which have been carried out on stable
targets from the 50s until the end of the 90s. A luminosity of 1036 cm−2 s−1, correspond-

Ee Ie target thickness Luminosity
Hofstadter’s era 150MeV ∼ 1 nA ∼ 1019 cm−2 ∼ 1028 cm−2 s−1

(1950’s) (∼ 109 s−1)
JLAB 6GeV ∼ 100 µA ∼ 1022 cm−2 ∼ 1036 cm−2 s−1

(∼ 1014 s−1)

Table 5.10.:

ing to the order of magnitude needed for the most complete studies at high momentum
transfer (3–4 fm−1) required for the charge density extraction, would be obtained with
an electron beam of 1mm2 size, Ie = 20 µA impinging on a 100 mg cm−2 target of high-Z
elements (∼ 3 × 1020 atoms/cm2). We can immediately realize the distance that sep-
arates us from this type of luminosity by considering Table 5.10 and the fact that a
target formed by the accumulation of radioactive ions within a trap cannot exceed ion
populations of ≈ 108, in order of magnitude, in the interaction region (according to
our current know-how [314]). While an ERL machine like PERLE would deliver beam
intensities larger than the presently available ones by two orders of magnitude, gains
of one or two additional orders of magnitude will still be required on the ion-capture
efficiency side to reach L ≈ 1029 cm−2 s−1. This also poses challenges in the production
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of very short-lived radioactive ions (≈ 100ms and lower), and only facilities capable of
providing such radioactive beams with intensities greater than 107 pps will be able to
accommodate such a measurement program.

Nuclear structure observables and required luminosities

Orders of magnitudes of required luminosities for different structure observables are given
in Table 5.11 (adapted from [313, 314]), with the following ranges of nuclear mass: light,
Z2 ≤ 100; medium 100 < Z2 ≤ 1024 (= 322); heavy Z2 > 1024. A preliminary analysis

Observables Reactions target mass Required
deduced quantities luminosity

L (cm−2 s−1)
r.m.s. charge radii (e,e) elastic Light ∼ 1024

at small q
Charge density distribution (e,e) 1st min. in Light ∼ 1028

ρc with 2 parameters elastic form factor Medium ∼ 1026

Heavy ∼ 1024

Charge density distribution (e,e) 2nd min. in Medium ∼ 1029

ρc with 3 parameters elastic form factor Heavy ∼ 1026

FL, FT magnetic form factors (e,e) 2nd min. in Medium ∼ 1030

p and n transition densities elastic form factor Heavy ∼ 1029

(direct access to neutron skin) (odd nuclei)
Energy spectra, width, strength, (e,e’) Medium ∼ 1028–29

decays, collective excitations to Heavy
Extraction of ρc using functionals (e,e) and (e,e’) Light ∼ 1030–31

(series of Fourier-Bessel functions...) Medium ∼ 1029–30

to Heavy
spectral function, (e,e’p) ∼ 1030–31

correlations

Table 5.11.: Required luminosities for different structure observables and target mass
regions: light, Z2 ≤ 100; medium 100 < Z2 ≤ 1024 (= 322); heavy Z2 >
1024.

carried out within the framework of the “Spiro mission” [314] has allowed to dimension
the essential constraints and to highlight the main technological challenges. This study
clearly shows that whatever the target/ultimate/ideal (to reach L > 1029 cm−2 s−1)
electron machine design would be, a key point is the ion capture efficiency. The more
efficient the capture is, the less electron intensity is needed. An intermediary step is
crucial to study and understand all processes involved, and develop and optimize an
original ion trapping system that needs to be tested on a high performance electron
machine to fully explore the ion efficiency by varying some key parameters like the
electron beam size. More precisely, if one is to demonstrate the ion capture efficiency,
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one would need benchmark tests, done at an electron machine which can deliver a beam
size smaller than 0.1 mm (or similar to the target one), a sufficiently high average current
(to achieve the saturation in the ion trap) and sufficiently high energy. One also needs
to have enough place to host the trap plus a detector.
If these conditions are met, and they could well be at PERLE, the installation of a

nuclear physics device next to this machine, including an intense radioactive ion source
(produced by the ISOL method, Isotope Separation On Line) would allow, in a first step,
and based only on trapping technologies well established to date, to open a program of
e-RI elastic scattering (e,e) measurements with short lived targets in a luminosity regime
from 1026 to 1028 cm−2 s−1. It is clear that this would be a resounding world and historical
first. This is the goal of the DESTIN@PERLE [DEep STructure Investigation of (exotic)
Nuclei] initiative.

Selected physics case examples for an e-RI elastic (e,e) scattering program

Light systems. Few body nuclear systems (lighter than carbon) are very appealing ones
for studying exotic forms of nuclear correlations (clustering, halo phenomena etc) and
new emergent phenomena related to their behavior as open quantum systems because
their description is now achievable via fully microscopic, first-principle based, ab initio
theoretical approaches. Charge radii of halo nuclei 6He and 8He have been measured
more than a decade ago with laser spectroscopy techniques [315, 316], unveiling nontrivial
effects of neutron-proton correlations. Information on the charge density distribution in
these systems would provide additional insight and shed light on the properties of alpha
clustering. The picture on the neutron-rich side could be complemented by charge
radii measurements of certain systems that are up to now not accessible with laser
spectroscopy, like 12Be or 17C. On the neutron-deficient side, attention has been recently
attracted on systems believed to exhibit an extended proton distribution such as 8B,
14O or 17,18Ne. At present, only the charge radius of the latter has been measured.

Bubble nuclei ? From empirical considerations and as supported by state-of-the-art
theories [317, 318] 34Si (sometimes coined “bubble nucleus”) is believed to exhibit a pro-
nounced central depletion. But this conjectured can only be experimentally verified by
unambiguous measurement of its proton density distribution. An elastic scattering mea-
surement (eventually with other nuclei in the vicinity) would indicate which theoretical
assumptions are consistent or not with the measured charge densities. Similarly, charge
densities for Sn and Xe isotopes could be obtained from (e,e) scattering measurements
and compared to ab initio calculations.

Symmetry energy of the nuclear equation of state. The study of neutron skins
in neutron-rich isotopes would greatly benefit from the combination of electron and
proton scattering data on unstable nuclei having different neutron-proton ratios. As ex-
emplified for 208Pb [319], this observable helps to shed light on the density dependence of
the nuclear symmetry energy of the nuclear equation of state (EoS). Differences in charge
radii and densities of proton-rich mirror nuclei will also be directly measurable and help-
ful to characterize the isospin dependence of the EoS [320, 321]. These new constraints
would thus contribute to improve our understanding of nuclear matter, a necessary step
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to model different neutron star systems [322], such as mergers recently identified by the
detection of gravitational waves [323] and sites of r-process nucleosynthesis [324].

5.4. Photonuclear Physics
Norbert Pietralla, Geoff Krafft
Photonuclear reactions are a prolific tool for investigating complex atomic nuclei in

great detail. Since the electromagnetic interaction is fully understood and can be treated
perturbatively to any desired precision, photonuclear reactions allow for a separation of
the details of the reaction mechanism from the nuclear response under investigation.
They, hence, offer insight into the properties and the dynamics of the complex nuclear
system with high precision. This makes photonuclear reactions very valuable ingredients
for

• supporting the usage of complex atomic nuclei for investigating fundamental sym-
metries of nature,

• testing and further developing state-of-the-art nuclear modeling in terms of chiral
effective-field theories for the nuclear forces,

• uncovering new phenomena of nuclear motion and dynamics,

• providing fundamental data for the modeling of stellar evolution and cosmic events,

• understanding the origin of chemical elements in the universe, or

• medical diagnosis and treatment, commercial applications, and nuclear-waste man-
agement.

The discovery potential of photonuclear reactions has steadily grown alongside the
development of ever more brilliant sources of MeV-ranged photon beams. Comprehensive
review articles [325, 326] document the vitality of the field of nuclear research and
applications using photonuclear reactions. Figure 5.18 indicates a few nuclear modes
that are predominantly accessible by photonuclear reactions.
ERL technology can provide cost-efficient, quasi-monoenergetic γ-ray beams of un-

precedented brilliance from the inverse Compton-scattering process of laser beams on
the ERL electron beam. The technology of SRF-ERLs combines the advantages of highly
repetitive electron beams with large currents with optimum beam emittance from a linac
and is described in more detail in section 6.3. It clearly offers a leap beyond the ca-
pabilities of leading present-day infrastructure, such as the High-Intensity γ-ray Source
(HIγS) at Duke Univ., or facilities under construction, such as the VEGA system at the
European Extreme Light Infrastructure—Nuclear Physics (ELI-NP).
The discovery potential of a 4th-generation γ-ray source, i.e., an ICS source driven by

a high-current ERL, has been reviewed recently [326, 327]. Here, we therefore emphasize
only a few complementary research opportunities by using shortened adaptations of prior
work. For more details, the readers are referred to the original literature.
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Ref. [326].

5.4.1. Testing Fundamental Symmetries
While the strong force conserves parity, the effective nuclear forces violate parity due
to contributions of the weak interaction to the effective nucleon–nucleon interaction.
At the current stage, the weak meson–nucleon coupling constants deduced from various
experiments are not consistent. Various theoretical and experimental approaches have
been employed to investigate parity violation in nuclei. In particular, studies of parity
doublets J± are well suited to the observation of parity violation in nuclei.
Beller et al. [328] have employed photonuclear reactions using linearly and circularly

polarized MeV-ranged photon beams from the LCB mechanism at the HIγS facility to
characterize the 1± parity doublet of 20Ne at 11.26 MeV excitation energy. They found a
small energy separation of 3 keV and a nuclear enhancement factor of 1.4 keV−1 for the
study of parity mixing in this doublet. This is the largest nuclear enhancement factor
known today. Their analysis shows that a measurement of the nuclear parity mixing will
be achievable, provided that brilliant MeV-ranged photon beams at intensities two orders
of magnitude higher than today will be available. An LCB source at a high-current ERL
as described here will provide the needed intensities.
In addition, considerable international effort is being put into experiments to detect

neutrino-less double-beta (0νββ) decays. For a final determination of the neutrino mass,
the nuclear matrix element (NME) M(0ν) needs to be calculated sufficiently precisely
from nuclear structure theory. While photonuclear reactions cannot provide information
on (0νββ) decay reactions themselves, they can be used instead to assess the required
nuclear modeling to the desired accuracy. Photonuclear reactions on the nucleus 154Gd,
which is the double-beta decay product of 154Sm and the N = 90 isotone of the double-
beta emitter 150Nd, have revealed [329] that the proper modeling of the state-dependent
nuclear deformation in the initial and final states of 0νββdecay reactions is mandatory
for a reliable calculation of the required NMEs. In particular, M1 decays of the Jπ = 1+

nuclear scissors mode to lower-lying Jπ = 0+ states with different amounts of quadrupole
deformation have been measured in photonuclear reactions [329]. The data have led to
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a significant improvement of our understanding for the detailed modeling of 0νββNMEs.

5.4.2. Constraining Nuclear Models
Nuclear structure physics has entered an era of precision studies, both in experiment and
theory. For light nuclei, ab initio theory based on interactions from chiral effective-field
theory is reaching an accuracy at which corrections to electromagnetic (EM) operators
that emerge naturally in the chiral expansion become relevant. Friman-Gayer et al. [330]
have recently pioneered the method of photonuclear Relative Self-Absorption (RSA) to
model-independently measure the isovector M1 excitation strength of 6Li to a precision
of 2 %, thereby quantifying the contributions of two-body currents (2BC) to the formu-
lation of the M1 transition operator at the given resolution scale of the model. Figure
5.19 provides the details of the nuclear model analysis. Simultaneous description of the
ground state’s magnetic moment and the M1 excitation strength requires the inclusion
of 2BC in the M1 operator.

Figure 5.19.: Experimental B(M1) value and magnetic moment of 6Li in comparison to
importance-truncated no-core shell model results based on chiral effective-
field theory interactions at various orders. A satisfactory description of
the data at the level of precision achieved experimentally by photonuclear
reactions is only obtained by including Similarity Renormalization Group
(SRG) evolution in the modeling of the nuclear wave functions and 2BC in
the M1 operator. From Ref. [330].

The demonstrated experimental constraint to nuclear modeling was made possible by
the RSA measurement of the half-life of the first excited Jπ = 0+ of 6Li to an accuracy
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at the attosecond scale. The powerful RSA method, however, requires a very high
luminosity of about 104 γ/(s Γ0) which is at the limit of present-day technology and
applicable today only to very peculiar cases with extraordinarily large excitation widths
Γ0 such as 6Li.
Is this luminosity the same type we usually talk about? It seems to have a different
unit. As far as I can tell, the unit of Γ0 is energy, what is γ in this context? Proba-
bly not the relativistic factor?

Fourth-generation gamma-ray sources, such as LCB beams from high-current ERLs,
may provide brilliant MeV-ranged photon beams two orders of magnitude beyond what
is available today. They will make similarly precise tests of nuclear theory possible at a
much larger variety of nuclear key properties and will thereby support the corresponding
development of nuclear theory in the future.

5.4.3. New Phenomena of Nuclear Collective Modes
Collective nuclear dipole and quadrupole excitations, such as the isovector Giant Dipole
Resonance (GDR), the Scissors Mode (ScM), and the proton-neutron symmetric and
mixed-symmetry quadrupole-phonon excitations, belong to the fundamental building
blocks of nuclear structure. Photonuclear reactions are particularly well suited for pre-
cision studies of these modes [326].
While the GDR has been known for almost a century, very little information is avail-

able on its γ-decay to the nuclear ground state and or even to excited states. For a few
nuclei the GDR has been observed to decay by γ-ray emission on the order of about 1 %
relative to the emission of neutrons. Photonuclear reactions with quasi-monochromatic
beams in the energy range between about 10 and 25 MeV will enable nuclear physicists
to measure the re-emission of γ-rays from the GDR in an energy-resolved manner. Pi-
oneering experiments by Kleemann et al. have recently been performed at the HIγS
facility on the γ-decay of the GDR of the spherical nucleus 140Ce and the deformed
nucleus 154Sm. Decay transitions to the first rotational state of the deformed ground
state of the latter have been observed for the first time and its γ-decay branching ratio
measured. The data challenge the assignment of pure K quantum numbers to the two
humps of the GDR in axially quadrupole deformed nuclei and demonstrate the discovery
potential of this new approach.
While the nuclear GDR corresponds to translational out-of-phase oscillations of the

proton and neutron fluids, orbital out-of-phase oscillations of a coupled two-component
many-body quantum system are generally called scissors modes (ScM). It has initially
been discovered in the deformed nuclide 156Gd. While the nuclear ScM occurs due
to the quadrupole deformation of the proton and neutron subsystems, its signature is
the electromagnetic coupling to the ground-state band via strong magnetic dipole (M1)
transitions caused by the predominant isovector character of its decay transitions to low-
energy nuclear states with proton-neutron symmetry. Despite its quadrupole-collective
origin, the electric quadrupole-decay (E2) properties of the ScM were unknown until
recently. Utilizing intense quasi-monochromatic MeV-ranged photon beams from the
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HIγS facility enabled Beck et al. [331] to not only measure the E2/M1 multipole mixing
ratio, and hence the E2 strength, of the 1+

sc → 2+
1 transition unambiguously for the first

time, but also to identify the 2+
sc first rotational excitation of the ScM rotational band.

The data agree with early predictions of very small isovector E2 transition rates from the
ScM but indicate also its surprisingly large rotational moment of inertia. More precision
studies of M1 excitations of deformed nuclei, including those with ∆K = 0 [332], will
be possible with brilliant MeV-ranged photon beams from the next generation of LCB
sources.

5.4.4. Key Reactions for Stellar Evolution and Cosmic
Nucleosynthesis

The potential of photonuclear reactions for supporting various aspects of contemporary
nuclear astrophysics has recently been reviewed in a white paper [327]: Nuclear reac-
tions generate the energy in stars and are responsible for the synthesis of the elements.
When stars eject part of their matter through various means, they enrich the interstellar
medium with their nuclear ashes and thereby provide the building blocks for the birth of
new stars, of planets, and of life itself. Element synthesis and nuclear energy generation
in stars are the two primary research topics in nuclear astrophysics.
The beams available at the next-generation LCB sources will enable measurements

that contribute to a better understanding of stellar evolution, of the extreme matter
in neutron stars, and on the cosmic nucleosynthesis [327]. The main opportunities
are for cross-section measurements of nuclear resonance florescence (NRF) processes
and (γ, particle) reactions. The NRF measurements provide important information for
determining photon strength functions (PSFs), electromagnetic transition probabilities,
and nuclear structure spectroscopic information, all of which are inputs to nuclear astro-
physics reaction-network calculations. The (γ, particle) reaction measurements provide
data that are important input for γ-ray-induced reactions on stable nuclei in stars and
also for the time reverse of particle capture on unstable nuclei. Of utmost importance
will be energy-resolved studies of photofission reactions in the mass range A ≈ 250
where the r-process of nucleosynthesis in binary neutron star mergers is conjectured to
terminate and to initiate the r-process fission cycle which is crucial for the robustness
of the r-process elemental abundance pattern.

5.4.5. Technological and Commercial Applications
Narrowband sources of MeV-scale photons have been proposed in several applications,
utilizing their photonuclear reactions on specific target nuclei. Wavelength-tunable
sources, for example via inverse Compton scattering, have been proposed as a means of
nondestructive radionuclide assay [333, 334, 335] and detecting hidden nuclear material
[336, 337, 338].
An early example of a successful experiment is shown in Figure 5.20. A small lead

block, 52 % 208Pb, was hidden inside an iron box. A laser Compton-generated gamma
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Can you get a table of raw coordinates from the author? This plot should be made
using TikZ. -> M. Bruker

Figure 5.20.: Counts detected as a function of vertical gamma beam position during a
scan of a small lead block. From Ref. [337].

beam was vertically scanned through the box. Scattered photons were detected at
ninety degrees to the incident beam direction, resulting in a one-dimensional image of
the enclosed lead. The presence and distribution of the lead iosotope in the container was
clearly detected. As emphasized in the reference, having sufficient photo-nuclear cross
section in the target nucleus is important to allow such remote detections to occur.
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6. Applications
The first CW ERLs were at Jefferson Lab, funded by the Office of Naval Research (ONR)
to develop a high-power infrared (IR) laser, intended to protect ships against cruise mis-
siles. The FEL was also intended to be for industrial applications and had an active Laser
Processing Consortium. In the area of polymer surface processing, amorphization to en-
hance adhesion, fabric surface texturing, enhanced food packaging, and induced surface
conductivity were being evaluated. In micromachining, applications were ultrahigh den-
sity CD-ROM technology, surface texturing; micro-optical components, Micro-Electrical
Mechanical Systems (MEMS), and six-axis micromachining was to be used for producing
micro-satellites. In metal surface processing, proposed applications were laser glazing
for corrosion resistance and adhesion pre-treatments. In electronic materials processing,
large-area processing (flat-panel displays) and a laser-based “cluster tool” for combined
deposition, etching, and in-situ diagnostics were being developed.
This highly interdisciplinary range of applications led to several significant successes:

the high-power IR light was shown to preferentially heat fat in skin-and-fat samples of
pig tissue, leaving the other portions relatively unaffected. The result could one day be
a safe, effective treatment of acne, cellulite, and even heart disease. The work on boron
nitride nanotubes led to a spin-off company, which is now a thriving company with a
full order book, producing the purest boron nitride nanotubes in the world.
While it is regrettable that much of the application development specific to the Jef-

ferson Lab FEL was cut short when the program lost ONR funding, this did not lead
to the extinction of ERL-driven FELs: The Recuperator in Novosibirsk, which was the
first multi-pass CW ERL, is now being used to drive three separate FELs at different
energies, providing a wide range of wavelengths. Future ERL-driven FELs will be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 6.1. Additionally, a joint effort between Jefferson Lab and
ASML was initiated to develop ERL-driven FELs for semiconductor lithography. This
early work was followed up at other laboratories, notably Daresbury and KEK. This will
be discussed in detail in Section 6.2.
Cornell proposed using an ERL to produce high-brightness synchrotron radiation in

CESR, with a single turn of the electrons in the storage ring, maintaining the small
emittance of the photo-injector. However, the advent of multi-bend achromats, pioneered
at MAX in Lund, enabled storage rings to compete with the brightness of an ERL-driven
ring, and the project was not funded, nor has any other laboratory followed this direction.
A different source of photons is Compton back-scattering from an ERL. In this case,

the use of an ERL provides high brightness because of the high currents that are possible.
This was the initial motivation for the cERL facility at KEK, Japan. The recent BRIX
proposal in Milan is an Inverse Compton Source (ICS) using a modified ERL layout
to achieve high flux and brightness. The applications intended for BRIX are medically
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oriented research/investigations, mainly in the radiodiagnostics and radiotherapy fields,
exploiting the unique features of monochromatic X-rays, as well as in microbiological
studies, and, within this mainstream, material studies, crystallography and museology
for cultural heritage investigations. ICS gamma sources will be discussed in detail in
Section 6.3.

6.1. ERL-Driven High-Power FEL
Frank Zimmermann, Zafer Nergiz, Avni Aksoy, Najmeh Mirian, Demin Zhou
Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 should be remade using TikZ. Please provide the raw data to M.
Bruker if you have them.

The high-current ERL of the LHeC would provide the opportunity for driving a Free
Electron Laser (FEL) [339, 340]. Though the LHeC is designed for energy frontier
electron-hadron scattering experiments at the LHC, it is conceivable that the ERL pro-
gram can be temporarily redefined, independently of electron-hadron operation, as, for
example, during the decade in which the LHC may possibly be reconfigured to double
its hadron beam energy within the High Energy LHC (HE-LHC) proposal [341], and
during which no lepton-hadron collisions would take place. In view of the performance
expected from the LHeC-FEL also the construction of a dedicated ERL-based X-ray
FEL user facility could, and perhaps should, be considered.
For the LHeC proper, the electron-beam emittance is not critical, since the proton-

beam emittance is quite large. Incoherent synchrotron radiation significantly increases
the normalized rms emittance during the arc passages at 40 and 50 GeV beam energy,
by about 7 µm [342, Table 7.14]. However, in order to obtain coherent X-rays at low
wavelengths in FEL operation the beam emittance must be sufficiently small. Partly
because of this emittance requirement, for the FEL operation, the electron beam energy
is chosen as 40 GeV or lower [340], depending on the X-ray wavelength desired, rather
than the nominal LHeC beam energy of 60 GeV. Figure 6.1 illustrates the LHeC ERL-
FEL configuration.
The beam energy of 40 GeV can be attained after two passes through the two 10 GeV

linacs, instead of the three passes of the standard LHeC operation. The subsequent
deceleration would also happen during two additional passes. An energy of 20 GeV
would already be achieved after a single pass through the two linacs, again followed by
another pass of deceleration. Beam energies of 10 and 30 GeV are also readily obtained
after one or two turns, with appropriate linac voltages and phasing.

Figure 6.1.: LHeC recirculating linac reconfigured for FEL operation [340].

The possible performance was simulated [343], taking into account linac wake fields,
incoherent synchrotron radiation, and coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) including
shielding, using the codes CSRZ [344, 345], ELEGANT [346], and GENESIS [347].
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Figure 6.2.: Growth of photon pulse power at 7.6 Å (black line) 2 Å (red dotted), 1

Å (magenta dote-dashed) and 0.54 Å (blue-dashed) for an LHeC electron
beam of energy 10, 20, 30 and 40 GeV, respectively, passing through the
undulator FEL line with period λu = 39 mm, as simulated with the code
GENESIS [343].

Resistive-wall wake fields were not included in the simulations, but only estimated ana-
lytically.
Figure 6.2 shows the simulated power growth at different FEL wavelengths generated

by electron beams of the corresponding energies. Depending on the wavelength the
saturation occurs after a distance varying between 30 m and about 120 m.
A comparison of the LHeC ERL-FEL with a few existing and planned hard X-ray

sources [348, 349, 350, 167, 351] is presented in Fig. 6.3. These figures demonstrate that
the peak brilliance of the LHeC ERL-FEL is as high as the one of the European XFEL,
while the average brilliance is orders of magnitude higher, thanks to the high average
beam current, enabled by energy recovery.

Figure 6.3.: Comparison of FEL peak (left) and average brilliance (right) for the LHeC-
FEL with several existing or planned hard X-ray FEL and SR sources [343].

To demonstrate the feasibility of energy recovery during FEL operation, not only the
acceleration process, but also the deceleration process was simulated from the maximum
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beam energy about 40 GeV down to about 0.5 GeV, starting with the beam distribution
exiting the undulator, after lasing at a wavelength of 0.5 Å. This distribution, modelled
by 8× 105 macroparticles representing a single bunch, was obtained from the GENESIS
FEL simulation [343]. The simulation code ELEGANT was used to track the 3 × 105

macroparticles through the exact optics [342, 352] for the last two decelerating turns
(four arcs and four linac passages) of the LHeC, composed of 16,000 beam-line elements.
As also for the acceleration, both the linac wake fields and the shielded CSR in the
arcs were taken into account. The energy spread and bunch length during deceleration
were controlled by adjusting the bunch arrival phase in the linacs. Figure 6.4 shows the
simulated beam size, bunch length and beam energy during the deceleration process. In
the simulation, not a single macroparticle is lost. The final rms beam of order 1 mm,
is much smaller than the linac RF cavity iris radius of 7 cm [353]. Deceleration is also
possible, and even easier, for the 20 GeV single-turn ERL operation.
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Figure 6.4.: Beam energy and beta functions for the deceleration of the spent beam,
after lasing at 0.5 Å, over two complete LHeC turns starting from 40 GeV
[343].

6.2. EUV-FEL Semiconductor Lithography
Peter Williams, George Neil, Hiroshi Kawata

Introduction

The industrial process of producing semiconductor chips comprises the placing of elec-
tronic components of nanometre scale onto a substrate or wafer via photolithography.
Light transfers a pattern from a photomask to a light-sensitive photoresist deposited on
the substrate. Chemical treatments then etch this pattern of exposure producing the
integrated circuits. The wavelength of the light used for this exposure must be close
to the required component size in the final circuit. The power of the light source de-
termines the rate at which wafers can be scanned, which in turn determines the cost
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of production. Standard lithography of semiconductor chips currently utilises argon-
fluoride laser-produced 193 nm radiation. However since 2016 this is gradually being
augmented/replaced by the finer patterning enabled by shorter wavelength 13.5 nm illu-
mination, referred to in the industry as EUV. This is the main contemporary technique
allowing the industry to keep up with Moore’s Law, namely the societal demand for
computational processing power to double roughly every 18 months. Within commer-
cially available photolithography scanners EUV is produced through the excitation of a
tin or xenon plasma with an excimer laser. Commercial scanners can now produce EUV
with a few 100 W average power. An alternative method would be the deployment at
chip fabrication plants of an EUV Free-Electron Laser (FEL) capable of operating at
multi-kW average power. An EUV-FEL would have the advantage of scale-ability to
both higher power and shorter wavelength than laser-plasma methods. Such a possibil-
ity has been investigated in detail by a leading company in lithography apparatus, but
as yet the low level of technical maturity of high average power FELs has prohibited
commercial commitment.
In order to produce the necessary EUV power to make deployment of FELs feasible for

industrial photolithography with acceptable operating costs, the FEL must be driven by
a superconducting ERL. An ERL with electron beam energy of ∼ 1 GeV would enable
multi-kW production of EUV. This would benefit the global semiconductor industry
by allowing study of FEL capabilities at an industrial output level, and developing
and proving kW-capable EUV optical elements/beamlines for photon transport to chip
scanners. Such a flexible, industrial research-led tool would also facilitate investigations
beyond the current industry state-of-the-art. The superior flexibility and controllability
of FEL photons as compared to “brute-force” laser-plasma produced photons would have
far-reaching implications for many diverse aspects of lithography. Examples of this could
include shorter wavelengths, or indeed variation of wavelength (two-colour exposures),
variation of polarisation or transverse coherence in differentiating patterning layers, or
generation of orbital angular momentum photons to manipulate helicity within a wafer.
There is clear potential for novel semiconductor devices to be developed utilising such
source capability.
An EUV lithography ERL-FEL would be the first deployment of a large scale particle

accelerator in an industrial, rather than research, setting. The most stringent challenge
in making this translation will be the operational reliability. This because one machine
is likely to provide light to an entire chip fabrication factory comprising many individual
scanners. As such the cost of source downtime is likely to run into millions of Euros per
hour. This entry barrier points to the initial possibility of a hybrid research / industrial
development platform that would enable the application of systems engineering tech-
niques to make incremental reliability improvements to all components. This has been
the successful model employed within the semiconductor industry over past decades.

Example ERL-FEL high-power EUV light source for lithography

An ERL-FEL based EUV light source has been designed by KEK using available tech-
nologies to assess the feasibility of generation of EUV with average power more than
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10 kW. For industrialization, a high availability is essential as well as high power and
reduction of the light source size is preferred. In the following a brief outline of the
designed ERL-FEL based EUV light source for semiconductor lithography, as well as
some considerations and developments for obtaining high availability and size reduction
of the machine are given [?].

Figure 6.5.: Prototype design of the EUV-FEL.

Fig. 6.5 shows a schematic EUV light source [?] and Tab. 6.1 shows the design param-
eters. The electron beam is injected at 10.5 MeV and accelerated to 800 MeV by the
main linac. It is then magnetically compressed within the first arc to obtain the high
peak current required for SASE-FEL lasing. Then it is passed through the undulator
producing 13.5 nm radiation with an output of 10 kW or higher average power. Follow-
ing lasing, it is decompressed within the second arc, then decelerated in the main linac
for energy recovery, and discarded in the beam dump. With a bunch charge of 60 pC
and a bunch repetition frequency of 162.5 MHz, the average current is ∼ 10 mA. The
discarded beam power is reduced from 8 MW to 100 kW by the energy recovery process.
A stepwise development has been proposed utilising upgrades to the cERL to realize

an EUV-FEL light source [?]. This also builds upon scanner R&D work undertaken on
dedicated EUV beamlines at the NewSUBARU storage ring adjacent to SPRing-8:

1. Development of the feasible technologies;

2. Establishment of the EUV-FEL Lithography system;

3. International Development Center on the processing of EUV-FEL lithography.

The first step would include a Proof of Concept (PoC) machine for ERL-based SASE-
FEL. Thus, ERL-based SASE-FEL light production guaranties the high-power require-
ment, even though the FEL wavelength is not EUV wavelength. Even at the mid-infrared
(MIR) light sources, there is to date no such high-repetition-rate and high-power light
source without a mirror system in which the wave length is tune-able. The JLab FELs
were oscillators rather than SASE. In 2019, KEK started to contribute another project
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What does “pmm” refer to? πmm?

Table 6.1.: Specification of the EUV-FEL and proposed demonstration steps using the
KEK cERL (see section 2.2.4)

EUV-FEL cERL-MIR-FEL cERL-MIR-FEL
(Target) (Preliminary)

Beam energy 800 MeV 17.5-20.0 MeV 17.5-20.0 MeV
Beam current (ave.) 10 mA 5 mA Burst mode
Bunch charge 60 pC 60 pC 60 pC
Bunch length (FWHM) 0.1 ps 0.5-2 ps 3-5 ps
Normalized emittances 0.7 pmm mrad 3 pmm mrad 3-10 pmm mrad
Energy spread 0.03% 0.1% 0.3%
Repetition rate 162.5 MHz 81.25 MHz 81.25 MHz
Undulator type APPLE II Planar Planar
Length (period x number) 5m (28 mm x 175) 3 m (24mm x 124) 3 m (24mm x 124)
Number of units 17 2 2
FEL wavelength 13.5 nm 15-20 mm 11-20 mm
Output power (ave.) >10 kW 1 W several-tens mW

to develop high average power mid-infrared FEL with an 81.25 MHz repetition rate.
The detail of the project has been presented at several conferences, see, for example,
[?], and has led to publications in collaboration with industry investigating known areas
in which R&D will be required [354, 355, 356, 357, 358]. This FEL could also develop
into a proof-of-concept machine for an EUV-SASE-FEL.

Future prospects

A high-power EUV light source using an ERL-FEL could be an epoch-making light
source that supplies a large number of semiconductor lithography scanners with ∼ kW
class EUV. Developments in the reliability of accelerator components are required for
such large scale industrial deployment, and necessary developments are under investiga-
tion. For example, in order to improve uptime it is important to remotely control the
preparation and replacement work of the electron gun cathode [?], improve the trip rate
of the superconducting cavity [?], develop an in-situ recovery method for field emission
[ [?]], and design a redundant system. Remote control of cathode preparation / replace-
ment is not a major technical problem, and the trip rate of the superconducting cavity
is not serious from the operation of cERL. Pulse processing is used to suppress field
emission, but other methods should be also considered. In order to reduce the size of
the light source, high acceleration gradient of the acceleration cavity and multiple pass
recirculation are being considered. In the former, the development of clean assembly
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technology and nitrogen doping technology for cavities and cryomodules are underway.
For the latter, the challenge is to advance the design research of the double loop struc-
ture. Reducing beam energy is not effective in reducing size, as it results in a significant
reduction in EUV output.

6.3. ICS Gamma Source
Peter Williams
A 1–2 GeV superconducting ERL producing high average electron current in the 10–

100 mA range would enable a high-flux, narrowband gamma source based on inverse
Compton scattering (ICS) of the electron beam with an external laser within a high-
finesse recirculating laser cavity. The production of 1–100 MeV gammas via ICS results
in properties of the gamma beam fundamentally improved with respect to standard
bremsstrahlung generation. Bremsstrahlung is broadband emission peaked at low en-
ergy with a cut-off at the electron energy. ICS has a correlation between the angle
of emission and energy, therefore in combination with angular collimation, narrowband
(or “monoenergetic”) gamma beams can be produced. In addition, ICS preserves the
polarisation of the incident laser. Presently the worlds brightest narrowband gamma
source is the High Intensity Gamma Source (HIγS) at Duke University [359]. In the
construction phase is the EU funded Extreme Light Infrastructure – Nuclear Physics
(ELI-NP) Variable Energy Gamma System (VEGA) in Magurele, Romania [360].

Figure 6.6.: Bremsstrahlung (left) and collimated ICS (right) gamma spectra compared
to photonuclear dipole resonances of 135Cs and 129I (right only) [361]

To quantify the potential of a GeV-scale ICS source driven by an SC-ERL, calculations
of the source properties have been performed based on the methods used for a similar
proposal on CBETA [362] with input electron beam (Tab. 6.2) and laser beam (Tab. 6.3)
are shown in Tab. 6.4. For the interaction point we assume a Fabry-Perot bow-tie like
resonator cavity as demonstrated at KEK [363]. Shown are parameters achievable in
each of three recirculation turns with the top γ energy of 20 MeV.
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Parameter Quantity Unit
Turn number 1 2 3
Injection Energy, Einj 7 MeV
†Electron kinetic energy, Ee 362 717 1072 MeV
Harmonic Frequency, f 125 MHz
Bunch charge, eNe 100 pC
Beam current, I 12.5 mA
Transverse norm. rms emittance, εN 0.5 mm mrad
rms bunch length, ∆τ 0.9 (3) mm (ps)
Bunch spacing, tb 10 ps
RF frequency, fRF 750 MHz
*Absolute energy spread, ∆Ee ∼ 10 keV
*Relative energy spread, (∆Ee/Ee) ∼ 10−5

Baseline Parameters
β-functions at the IP, β∗x/β∗y 0.2/0.2 0.2/0.2 0.2/0.2 m
Electron bunch spot size, σe,x/σe,y 11.87/11.87 8.44/8.44 6.90/6.90 µm

Optimised 0.5 % rms Bandwidth
β-functions at the IP β∗x/β∗y 1.33/0.298 2.62/0.587 3.90/0.874 m
Electron bunch spot size, σe,x/σe,y 30.62/14.49 30.54/14.46 30.48/14.43 µm
Collimation Angle, θcol 0.180 0.091 0.061 mrad
* Estimated values.
† Electron beam energies to accomplish Emax

γ
= 20 MeV γ-rays. ∆Eturn = 355 MeV.

Table 6.2.: Electron bunch properties used for calculation of output shown in Tab. 6.4

Parameter Quantity Unit
Wavelength, λlaser 1064 nm
Photon energy, Elaser 1.17 eV
Pulse energy, Epulse 100 µJ
Number of photons, Nlaser 5.34×1014

Repetition rate, f 125 MHz
Spot size at the IP, σlaser 25 µm
Crossing angle, φ 5 deg
Pulse length, τlaser 10 ps
Relative energy spread, ∆Elaser/Elaser 6.57×10−4

Table 6.3.: External incident laser pulse properties used for calculation of Tab. 6.4.
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This corresponds to at least two orders of magnitude greater spectral energy density
than HIγS, and likely similarly exceed the performance of ELI-NP-GBS. It should be
noted that this calculation uses conservative, previously demonstrated parameters as
input, and therefore should be viewed as a lower bound. Narrowing the energy band-
width below 0.5 % whilst retaining significant flux will enable the resolution of individ-
ual nuclear excitations according to the nuclear shell model. This is because the source
bandwidth would be less than predicted typical spacings between adjacent energy levels.
Simulated improvement in the knowledge of an example photonuclear cross section is
shown in Fig. ??. This would lead to the establishment / consolidation of new field of
science, Nuclear Photonics, named by analogy to the field of atomic photonics opened
up by lasers from the 1960s onwards. This is because the ICS source would be a step
change in high-flux, tune-able, narrowband gamma production.

Figure 6.7.: Left: observed, bremsstrahlung induced photo-fission Giant Dipole Reso-
nance (GDR) of 238U. Right: predicted “hidden” resonances within GDR
revealed by an ICS narrowband gamma source [364].

Non-destructive assay via radiography, nuclear resonance fluorescence and
photofission

Radiographic imaging (< 10 MeV) of assemblies (e.g. shipping container contents) can
be conducted with broadband (bremsstrahlung) systems, but a near-monoenergetic ICS
source would significantly simplify the deconvolution of detector and filter responses
during the post-processing of radiographic data whilst reducing dose to the object. Tune-
ability of the source (including below 1 MeV) may permit some degree of discrimination
between materials. 1–5 MeV photons with around few percent bandwidth are expected
to enable development of verification techniques for non-proliferation security through
nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) computed tomography. This would be a source
of high-quality underpinning data for future, smaller systems deployable in the field
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(e.g. at ports of entry, or at other locations where there is a requirement to rapidly
detect and diagnose materials of concern, including possible contraband). Specifically,
nuclear cross-sections and the resonance characteristics of materials could be acquired
across the photon energy range of operational interest. The narrow bandwidth and tune-
ability of the source are also key, in that specific resonances can be targeted with the
aim of demonstrating materials identification from the resulting fluorescence signature.
Furthermore, the narrowband nature of the ICS source ensures that the input dose to
the target can be significantly reduced compared to existing broadband sources. This
fact is also important in the context of the non-destructive assay of components within
the nuclear industry, for example spent fuels and unknown legacy wastes. The γ-rays
from the ICS system would allow fast, high-resolution, isotopically sensitive probing of
waste packages, allowing nuclear assay even through shielded flask walls [365, 366]. From
a security perspective, the ICS source could be used to demonstrate the feasibility of
using induced photofission signatures (5 MeV < E < 10 MeV) for low-dose identification
of specific isotopes [367]. As for NRF, underpinning materials data (in this case, nuclear
photofission cross-sections) acquired using the ICS source would be central for developing
this new detection methodology.

Nuclear waste management via photonuclear transmutation

Combining NRF with irradiation at higher photon energy (5–40 MeV) and narrower
bandwidth (0.1–0.01 %) is expected to enable development of techniques to possibly
selectively transmute specific isotopes [368, 369]. This would allow investigation of im-
proved nuclear waste management techniques via induced photofission of actinides and
long-lived fission products. Crucially, a high value source or product oxide could be
purified without the need for wet chemical partitioning, thus allowing purification of
a mixture of isotopes or, alternatively, selective destruction of a contaminant that has
grown into a material. For example, ingrowth of 241Am in a can of PuO2 greatly in-
creases operator dose when this is recycled as MOX fuel. This could be mitigated if
the 241Am could be eliminated in situ. For future reprocessing plants, new reprocess-
ing strategies are being investigated to segregate actinides in differing combinations, to
improve long term waste handling options. It may be practical to selectively destroy
a specific high-hazard actinide or alternatively a fission product waste such as 129I or
99Tc. To be economically viable, the waste volume would need to be small and specific
long-term waste storage and waste stabilisation costs be high. Major economic benefit
may therefore arise in, for example, reconfiguring the long-term management of current
and future stockpiles of problematic legacy wastes.

Medical radionuclide production

The high spectral flux available may make the production of novel medical radioiso-
topes economically viable, including by harvesting them from legacy material currently
considered as waste. The pencil nature of the gamma beam implies potential for very
high specific activity in the material produced. Applications would include new medical
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diagnostic techniques, such as gamma-PET (photonuclear generation of 44Ti, 195mPt,
117mSn, 44Sc) [370].

Detector calibration

For example, calibrated gas Cherenkov detectors (GCD) are routinely used to monitor
burn characteristics in Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) schemes [ref] The monochro-
matic but tune-able characteristics of the ICS source are ideal for determining detector
response as a function of gamma photon energy [371].
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DRAFTElectron Kinetic Energy (MeV)
362 717 1072

γ-ray peak energy 2.33 9.06 20.11 MeV
Source Size (x/y) 10.72/10.72 8.00/8.00 6.65/6.65 µm
Uncollimated flux 5.77×1010 6.02×1010 6.08×1010 ph/s
Spectral density 2.48×105 6.65×104 3.03×104 ph/s eV
Average brilliance 5.64×1012 2.05×1013 4.45×1013 ph/s mm2 mrad2 0.1 % bw
Peak brilliance 5.60×1017 2.22×1018 4.99×1018 ph/s mm2 mrad2 0.1 % bw

0.5 % rms bandwidth
Source Size (x/y) 19.36/12.54 19.35/12.52 19.33/12.50 µm
Collimated flux 1.30×109 1.29×109 1.29×109 ph/s 0.5 % bw

Table 6.4.: Calculated spectral properties of output γ radiation from an example 3-pass
recirculating 1 GeV-scale ERL-driven inverse Compton scattering source.
Based on methods of [REf the CBETA paper here]
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7. ERL and Sustainability
Andrew Hutton, Erk Jensen, Olga Tanaka, Nick Shipman

7.1. Introduction
7.1.1. Power consumption
Energy Efficiency and sustainability have received a lot of attention over recent years,
and certainly society’s concern about climate change and global warming have to be
taken very seriously, also by the accelerator community. Methods to improve energy
efficiency have to be integral part of any strategy towards future accelerator facilities, in
particular since the accelerator community often conceives very large and energy-hungry
machines, for which an improvement can really make a difference and will have a large
impact on the carbon footprint of those facilities. Society will decide on the approval
of these future accelerators, and convincing solutions to minimize the environmental
impact of a future accelerator will be prerequisite to such approval.
Even more, the accelerator community drive research and development at the cutting

edge for a greater purpose than just making the next accelerator better: Society ex-
pects a return from the investment in this research, which includes other applications
of accelerators, for example for medicine, but also other spin-offs (like in the past the
touchscreen technology or the World-Wide Web). The same is true for the developments
of concepts to optimize energy efficiency. As described in [372], work on energy-efficient
accelerators has started and is making good progress.
How can the energy efficiency of an accelerator be optimized? Using the example of an

accelerator for high-energy physics, the beam energy and the luminosity are parameters
demanded by physics, so the question is: can we build an accelerator which can reach
the same physics parameters but consumes less primary energy?
The first element of the answer is: make the components of the accelerator better in

terms of their individual efficiencies, such as power converters, magnets or RF amplifiers.
The next step will be the conversion efficiency of RF power to beam power. For cryogenic
systems, there certainly is the demand to minimize cryogenic losses (better thermal
insulation) and to look for the optimum operational temperature. The next element of
the answer will look at the recovery of otherwise “lost” energy. Here “recovery” means
both, conversion in to a higher quality form of energy than heat, and the recovery of
heat.
Concerning the RF to beam efficiency, it was shown with the CLIC Test Facility

3 [373] with a traveling wave accelerating structure that—at the expense of a reduced
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accelerating voltage by a factor 2 w.r.t. the unloaded case—the RF to beam efficiency can
be increased to close to 100 % (“full beam loading”). Fig. 7.1 demonstrates this trade-off:
When the beam current is increased to a value Vacc/Rshunt, where Vacc is the unloaded
accelerating voltage and Rshunt is the shunt impedance, the beam-induced voltage would
completely compensate the unloaded voltage. The total accelerating voltage would be
zero; in Fig. 7.1 this corresponds to a beam loading of 2. At half this current, the
RF-to-beam efficiency is maximum. In the normal-conducting drive beam accelerator of
CTF3, an RF-to-beam efficiency of initially 90%, later even 96%, could be demonstrated
experimentally.
Equally marked in Fig. 7.1 for completeness is the chosen operating point for the

CLIC main accelerator, where a beam loading of 0.2 leads to a reduction of the unloaded
acceleration of only 10 %, at the expense of an RF-to-beam efficiency of 36 %. Accepting
an accelerating gradient 20 % below the unloaded (beam loading 0.4) could increase this
efficiency to 84 %.

Figure 7.1.: RF-to-beam power conversion efficiency (η) and accelerating voltage (Vacc)
as a function of beam loading

This figure should be remade using TikZ. Please provide the equations/coordinates
of the lines to M. Bruker when you get a chance.

I don’t know TikZ. The plotted equations are 1 − (x − 1)2 (for the efficiency) and
1− x/2 for the loaded voltage

In order to reach high luminosity at high energy in physics colliders, the power in
the particle beams is necessarily very high, so the question arises: can one recover the
energy from the particle beam? For illustration, consider a linear collider consisting of
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two counter-running linacs. One way to give the luminosity of such a collider [374] is

L ∝ N

σxσyEb
Pb

where N is the number of particles per bunch, σx and σy are the transverse beam sizes
at collision, Eb is the beam energy and Pb is the beam power. With Eb given and σx,
σy and N limited by technology, it is clear that Pb should be maximized to maximize
the luminosity L. The typical numbers presented in [374] for the linear collider projects
in 1999 are average beam powers ranging from 4.8–16.4 MW, resulting in AC powers for
RF generation ranging from 57–153 MW. The values assumed in 1999 for the conversion
of AC power to RF power were ranging from 30 % to 40 %. At first glance, it seems that
recovery of beam power will save only 10 % at best, even if one can recover all beam
power. If, however, the AC-to-RF conversion efficiency and the RF-to-beam efficiency
can be increased, the beam power should also be recovered for a real “green” accelerator.
We describe the power needs for ERLs in chapter 4.6.
Looking again at the above equation, it is of course important to question to what

level σx and σy can be further reduced – the typical argument here uses the tolerable
beam-beam tune shifts ξx,y. Squeezing the beams more in the final focus will give of
course lead to larger luminosity (assuming good alignment and stabilization), it will
however lead also to a stronger pinch effect, caused by the space charge of the opposite
bunches, which in turn will lead to more curved particle trajectories and consequently
synchrotron radiation and energy spread.
For the sake of illustration, assume for a moment that 100 % beam energy recovery

can be reached. In this case one could allow an increase of Pb and at the same time relax
on σx and σy in such a way that pinch, beam-beam tune spread and energy spread would
be reduced. In other words, the assumptions generally accepted for colliders without
beam energy recovery change completely if beam energy can be recovered.
· · · work in progress · · ·

7.2. Beam Energy Recovery
Even if the overall energy conversion efficiency from AC power to beam power may
still be limited by technical concerns today, let us separate these limitations from the
actual recovery of the beam energy. And also here we can cite from the CLIC study. The
concept of CLIC is a two-beam scheme, where the energy of the drive beam is completely
recovered to serve as a power source for the main beam. With CLIC nominal parameters,
drive beam is decelerated from 2.38 GeV to about 238 MeV, i.e., 90 % of the drive beam
energy is recovered.

7.3. Technology and Infrastructure
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8. Conclusions
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Appendix A.

Overview on ERL Facilities
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Appendix B.

On the Prospects of ERL based e+e−
Colliders

B.1. Sub-Panel Charge

B.2. FCC-ee

B.3. ERLC
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